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Board 3 days or more, per day.
Lodging during the week including good bed
and bedding.
Single lodgings including good bed and bedding
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H. L. DR EGG & CO..
"HIP

BROKERS.

Forwarding Merchants

Commission &

It comprises a complete classified list of CORPORATIONS, FIRMS
ANO INDIVIDUALS engaged in the MANAGEMENT. BUILDING,
OUTFITTING AND FURNISHING OF OUU MERCANTILE MARINE.
Also, embracing a complete encyclopedia ot NAUTICAL INFORMATION of value to Masters and Hie G<»VERMENT AND HARBOR
LAWS REGULATING THE MANAGEMENT «*F VESSELS.
A Book that every Ship Builder. Broker, Chandler and ethers doing
a

business needs.

marine

Petroleum, Grain and other iharleni,

iHpRotinlfil.
Pi eight Euxastmentfi made
(or all parts off the world.
Vlariue VuNurauce ellected In reliable
Offices-

GAYLOR

&

83 BEAVER

PAINTER,

II.

CO

&

PAYSON

by
young
would learn
EMPLOYMENT
education,
if
Address
a

or

A
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man

trade.

with good
Reference

Call at 381
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bis relations,
reridents of Portland. Maine, in 1865.
tlease
address C. A. BRANDT, 460 Fulton Street, Brookau27dlw
lyn. N. Y.

INFORMATION
a

or

treated with.
tocks & Fox,

(gold oP’invle'i,

mid

c29_
P.

C.

“Manufacturer,” care Mat
Portland. Maine.
aug2deodif
Address

BABCOCK.

&

MAKER

MODEL

o<\ Market Street, Printers Exchange,

at

Counsellors

Law,

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,
•

t-t»

80

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., tor every dedec28tf
of building.
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GOOD brick bouse, furnished

A

containing ten

al o large fruit
board with the

TENEMENT

counting

up

in the

ME.

FREE

74

Opposite

auO
by the

fumislipd.
Will be let
Has superior accommodations.
day or week to responsible parties. Apply to

No

8 market 81reet,

let, furnished
ROOMS
Cotton St., second door

To Be Let.
K chamber in second

my31tf

(TM. A.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ml.
SMALL * NBACKFOBD, No. :13 Plum
Ninel.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEl A- MEANS, Pcnrl Wired, onp„itr Parh.

Farnitnre—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A- CO., Arcade, No.
S 8 Free Street.
OEORGB A. WHITNEl, No. S« Exall hind,
change Mt. Cpholmering of
done io order.

Model Maker.

3.1. HA KBOA It, 2AO Fore Mired, Cor. of
CroBH, Portland.

Street

'Street.

Real Estate Agents.
JOllN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

Stair Builder.
LIBBV, Co. 353 Pore Street,

Maple

J. A. MERRIL1, A CO., 139 Middle St.

To Lf>l.
GOOD rents at Woodford’s Corner.
Possession
given immediately. inquire of
J. H. REED,
aulid2w*ftf
Woodford’s Corner.

4

To
Lea.
TENEMENT cont- ining eight rooms with Sebago. Applv to JOHN W. LOW, corne’ of
Middle and Deer Streets.
au4dtf

A

J?22dtf
GOOD tenement of six rooms, in the eentre of
tlie city. Apply to
W. W CAlilt,
197 Newbury street.
Ju30dtf

A

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 71 Danforth Street,
containing all tbe mralcru imnrovements. Enat No. 10, CENTRAL WHARF.
quire
jnelC'ltl

THE

desirable nffires in the Merchants National
Batik building, recently occupied by Bank ot
Portland. Also offices in third story, with steam,

THE

J.W.A H. II. MCOCFPPK,Cor. Mi Id
A I'pioo Nf.

e

Notice.
Public
fCHK undersigned respectftody for tbe sale or 1 ranstlial. be has opened an office
fer ol Heal Estate, and all kiDds of reuse. tor
have on hat d now several lots and
informs the

purposes.

J
fgjjBj

he hnest
L art.es m

E. PONCE.
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Exchange.
d6mlwi»

given July

Apply at
MERCHANTS SATIO.MAL BASK.
1st.

__<jtf

m.,

MUSIC

Tuesday 31, VYedncsday Sept.,
Of the Popular American

Wastiington,

E.

aug2Ud3w*

ESTATE
with the

lot of
cor-

streets,

ner

South street.
•Also tbe three

now

storied brick store. No. 183 Fore
street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge.
Also the lot ot laDd on the northwest Bide of Fore
street, being he lot between land owned by the
lieirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store owned and occupied by Jerome B. Fickett
Als"1 the large lot ot land in the rear of the last
mentioned lot, and also in rear ol tbe brick stores
Nos. 187,185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store whh the lot on passage way
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being
the store an J lot n -w occupied by rfryant & Burns,
Pudqd and Bl*-ck Makers.
Also stores and lot on the southeast side of Fore
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. H.
Bond & Co.
Also the three-story brick dwelling house, occupied
by the subscriber. No. 77 State street, with land and
stable. Arc. The lot is say SO feet on State street,
and extends back say 150 leet.
Al-o four house lots ou Andersou street, and two
house lots on Oxford street
All the above will be sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mortgage at 7 per cent interest per annum.
Address the subscriber through Post-offico BOX
983 for intormation.
FRfcD’K. FOX.

augJ2

dtf

1.

Lewiston,
DELRINR.

CHARLIES

Old Orchard Beach!

TO

—

The

CENTRE HARBOR

AND

•

FOt'n

leave Portland at 9.00

can

Mount

a.

m.. con-

Washington,

The Mammoth Tabernacle, capable of accommolating 5000 persons, used at Salt Lake City and acro?s
for Wolf boro and Ceulcr Harbor, making a
he Plains to California, will be used tor this occasion.
Mrs. Clark, the reuowncl Vocalist, Mrs. Helen E. | delightful irip of sixty miles over the entire length of
the
beautiful Luke Wiuuipiseogre with its
Brown, the distinguished speaker, Mr. & Mrs. John
three hundred and sixty-five
and returning,
<on and Mrs. Han, of the Brooklyn
Crusaders, have leave Alton Bay at 4.00 p. m.,island,
arriving at Portland
jeen engaged and will lend their aid during the entire
ra.
at8.t0p.
neeting. Hon Israel Washburn, Fiancis Murphy,
cixueueut uiuuen tcnm uu uuuru me
steamer at
Bon. Sidney Perham, H. M. Bryant, J. K. Osgood,
reasonable rates.
3en. Neal Dow, and many other distinguished TemTickets for the Round Trip -good until
perance Reformers and speakers will be p esent. The
October 1st, $3 00.
neeting will be opened Thursday, at 2 o’clock P. M.,
vitli an Address from some able speaker, whose
Take train leaving Portland at 9.00 a. m.
lame will be announced hereafter.
Reformed men
ire urgently invited to be present and aid in the
J. T. FURBER. Gen. Sup’t.
urtberance of this work. Meetings will be held
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
noming, afternoon and evening. Individuals rtesiraug21
ng to lent out will find this a charming place Tent
srouud Free. There will be accommodations for
several hundred to have good lodging room who
bring
BOARD.
;heir own bedding at a very low price.
Trains will be run from Portland to Sebago Lake
it 7.10 A. M 12.10 and 2.10 P. M.; Sebago Lake for
Portland at 10.55 and 5 30 P. M.; No. Conway for SeTago Lake at 7 00 and 9.10 A M. and 3.45 P. M.; Semgo Lake for No Conway at 7.55 A. M., 3.00 and
i.30 P. M.
A large reduction from regular rate
MATHEWS has taken tbe well known
will be made. For particulars see P. & O. CampBoarding House, at 21 Brown street, and is
neeting notice and Posters, rergons wishing further
now prepared io furnish board, likewise table board,
nformation address
Ml. C. Fa Kltl!\GOI\,
rooms to ret. furnished or unfurnished with board.
au26d9f
S tmgo Lake, Me.
There is a desirable rent for a small family to let. at
the same place.
aug27dif

Boarders Wanted.

SC HUM ER

Iron
FURNACE.

Wrought

Peakes* Island, a short distance from Jones*
Landing. Having bought and refurnished the
beautiful redolence, lately occupied by D. N. Poor.
I am ready to fnruisb board or rooms, on the most
liberal terms. Every attention will be given to the
comfort of tbe guest.
A. T. ACKLEY,
Late Manager of the Bay View House.
jly5dtf

ON

To Let wilti Boat'd.

PLEASANT furnished

or

unfinished
62 FREE

rooms.

STREET.
m\22tf

recently
genteel

at ‘>ftice. Also a small
up stairs to be let.
aulldtf

MY

About two miles from

OLD
and

WtlHinl

Warranted
ECONOMY

stories, contains 12 finished rooms*wth open
kitchen, woodliouse, etc., attached, good
cellar, Sebago wafer, large brick cistern, furnace, gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide
lot and pleasantly situated with plenty ot sunshine.
Will be sold at a baigain as I am about to remove to
another city.
CHARLES M. HAW ICES.
dtf
August lUli, 1875.

few

ORCHARD
minutes walk from tbe famed

..1

_1_.

chasing.

j

IRON

FURNACE

SQUARE,

summer

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A LARGE

my26dtf

WINTHEOP

Nutter Bros. & Co., WROUGHT
ang2

__

The house is nearly new and fitted up
last season for a few countr;, boarders. Good stables
for horses and carriages. Pleasant walks and drives.
A team will be in readiness lor Old Orchard Beach
at all times.
Address MRS. C. M. BANKS, Saco, or

“S” Press Office.

Please call and examine it before pnr-

29 MARKET

_1. .1-

large trees.

Perfectly Gas Tight,
aTTd DURABILITY

keys

Brick House for sale.
residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick,

a

CASCADE AND MINER AI, NPRINO
Tbe road from (lie bouse to Old Orchard is a most

UNEQUALLED.

rent on Clark street,
MATTOCKS & FOX,
183 Middle Street.

SOCMJOO
Delivered in any
suit purchaser 8 by

Bricks

part of the city in quantities to

deodGro

ASSORTMENT
—

AT

f. w. CCAJ1K
1028 Congress Street.
qtf

—

SENATOR 0. P. MORTON, of Indiana,
RON. E. ROCK WOOD HOAR.
FREDERICK DOUGLASS,
and GEN. JOHN L. SHIFT.
■ION. J

A. J. CRESS WE 1.1,,

HOY.

80 feet on Market and Exchange streets.
For particulars inquire cf

JOHN C. PROCTER.
Portland, August 9, 1875.
aul0d3w

FOB SALE.

Meant Engine anri Boiler

(Irou

or

Rope Strapped;
—

THOS.

33S tons,

10 &

—

FOR SALE

BY

—

—

SON’S,

&

18 CENTER ST.

Sheaves in great variety,with
Bushings. Prices ou application.
aug24 deoU3m

Iron
er

AT

LAUGH LIN

or

without Boil-

war

Democratic

Deducting the $149,824,064, the amount
chargeable to the Democratic leaders North
and South, from the total expenditures, $274623,392, there remains $124,793,723 to be accounted for. The dollar with which the
present administration pays its current expenses is only worth from eighty-five to
eighty-eight cents when measured by the dollar with which tbo Buchanan administration
made its disbursements.
Consequently in
insmuung a companion between me expenditures of th two administrations, it is nec
essary to measure them by the same unit ol
value, which should be the gold dollar. Taking 874 cents as the average value of the paper dollar for the last fiscal year, $124,798,724, the currency expenditures lor ordinary
purposes, would be equal to $109,198,886 iu

gold.
But

eveu

iu this

sum

there

are

great

a

many items which cannot be properly called
the ordinary expenses of the government.
A'l of the sums expended to rebuild fortifications

destroyed iu the South, to clear out
navigable rivers and harbors filled with obstructions, to make the Mississippi navigable
and many other expeuditures of a like char
actor, cannot be regarded as the ordinary expenses of the adminislratiou, and if deducted
from the above amount would quite materially reduce the $109,198,886. But we will
omit these items, even the interest on the
Pacific Kailway bonds, amounting to between
three and four millions annualiy, and proceed
to make the comparison. The expeuditures
cf the Buchanan administration during its
secoud fiscal year (corresponding with the
present in Gen. Grant's second term) was
$74,185,270. The census taken two years or
more after that lime (1860) showed the
populate n of the country to be 31,443,321. The
increase of the population from 1850 to 1860
was over 9,200,000, which would ind cate that
the population of the couutry in 1858 was less
than thirty millions. It is estimated that the
population af the country in 1875 was not
less than forty-three millions. By comparison

ANDREW MULNIX, 39 Centre St.
Orders for Onlvauized Gnffrni, Conductors, Ac., promptly attended la.
jyl5d2m
Job Priming of every description seat
17 executed at this Office.

wKW^wHHMHniHHffiffil

federal government has been called upon to
exercise active jurisdiction has increased in
a grealer ratio than the
population. At the
same time, the increase of the tariff which
has been demanded to pay the interest on
the war debt, has rendered it necessary to increase the number of revenue officials.
Our
Democratic friends make a great howl about
this, but no man with a particle of brains
would risk his reputation lor sanity by predicting that that party would reduce the number of office-holders a single man.
Iu the
meantime, too, great improvements have

HON.

1

an

EUGENE HALE,
HON. WOT. P. FRYE,

other distinguished Speakers
bo piesent.

are

Public

are

Meetings

Eveniag
ALL

cordially Invited

expectel

to

attend.

to

wilt be held in the

at Saco and Biddcford.

REFRESHOTENTS ARE

FBE£.

Low Excursion rates of fare have been made
all Railroads running into the First District.

on

The Expenditures.
Tho Argus calls our attention to the fact
that it has stated and re-stated that the national expenditures have been increased one
hundred and fifty per cent, since the days ol
Buchanan, exclusive of interest and pensions. In starting out, we desire to say that
we have never known our ne'ghbor to be so
fair, since by excluding the interest and pension expenses from the account, he relieves
the Republicans from the responsibility of
UIIU

'UV.IU »

UUlUlllO

lui/

1

vvpuiiouillllj

of the Democratic party for the annual pay
hundred
and
payment of one
thirty
odd million
dollars.
To be sure, such

admission is but fair on tbe part of
tbe Argus, but even fairness by implication
is so rare a spectacle in that journal that it
nearly takes one’s breath to witness if, while
the suggestion of auy extended exhibition of
fair statement in Democratic organ-grinding,
leads one to imagine what a strange sort ol
reading the average Democrat would find in
his “Scarborough Bible.”
But the Argus insists that the expenditures of tbe government have increased one
hundred and fifty per cent, uuder Republican
rule. Our neighbor, however, dodges ,he
issue of ordinary expenses to which we referred, and leaves only the interest on the
public debt and pensions out of the account.
If these are to be charged to the Democratic
side of the balance sheet there Is no reason
why millions in addition to the interest and
pensions should not be placed to the same
us

the items which make

expenditures during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1873, from which it appears
that of a total disDursement of $274,623,302,
the sum of $149.824,GGIwas devoted to
•he payment of demands growing directly
out of or rendert d necessary by the rebellion
of the Democratic states in 1861—5. As years
pass by this amount will decrease, but the
present generation will be called upon to aunually pay more money to satisfy the obligations growing out of the treasonable conduct
of tbe party which now loudly sets up its
claims for the votes of tbe
people of the
American nation, or, as Mr. Beck of Kentucky would have it, the votes of the people
of the thirty-seven
sove'eign states which
just now make up the federal uniou.
The list of items is quite long, but we will
give the greater part of them to show that

<•*

*“

UULUIO

uv»vi»i

Uk

iklu

Tbe most important of these
improvements and extensions may be noticed
in the postal department.
Tbe number ol
niljs of mail routes has been more than
doubled since 1860 and the value to the people
more than quadrupled.
There is no city in
the land which does not have double the
mail advantages of ten years since.
Tbe
money order department which has been established by Republican rule now does a busness amounting to tens of millions at a
price
and with a salety wiili which no private cor-

poration

J. ». BLAINE,

account.

—

most desirable lot of land in Portland for a
fflllE
Jl public building, or a memorial ball, situated on
Congress Str- et in front of City Hall. Extends from
Exchange to Market rtreets on Congress and about

Brig Torrent,
coppered. Well j
found iu sails, riiging, chains, authors (Sc. Uoulu be sent to sea immediately. For further information apply
I
to J. S. WINSLOW & Co.
aulstf

BY

up the

fddHE ENGINE an upright of about six borse
l powei. and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
double the power of the engine. Apply to V ILLI iM LOWELL, 36 Union meet or W. H. PEN- j
NELL & CO., 38 Union street.
jne28iitf.

the

public service.

POLITICAL TOPICS

We have before

For Sale.

on

an

the mo*t powerful heating fu nace ever
made. I has the best Urate and Sifter
i*ver pnt in a furnace.
The rauiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

to the late

and must be
leaders, since
every man of average intelligence must admit that there would have been no rebellion
had not eleven Democratic states undertaken
to sever the Union, in which
undertaking
they were encouraged by the Democratic
leaders of the North.
to

““WW

and to listen to addresses

Summer Boarders.
few Summer Boarders will be taken by the day
or week at Norton’s Hotel, East Baldwin.
This
house is delightfully located on the line of tbe P. &
O. R. li. and only 25 miles from Portland.
C. it. NORTON.
Refebences:—S, C. Strout, Esq., Hon. Bion
Bradbury, C. F. Ubty, Esq., A. 1,. Drosser, Esq.,
Gen. C. P. Mattock., Col. A. \V. Bradbury. ju23tt
A

to Lft

Carroll

a

the

Summer Board.

“Hull

partake of

GIGANTIC CLAM-BAKE

Ladies

PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.

or

to

OTnaic will be fni‘nii>hed br Cbnndle
Band, of Portland, the Saco Hand nod
Gray Hand.

BOARD.

JOHN C.

For Sale

Thursday, Sept. 2, 1875,

MRS.

Richardson & Boynton’s

District will assemble

*

necting at Alton Bay, with the magnificent Steamer

DAYS.

of the First
at

Old Orchard Beach

$8.00 !

Passengere

Republicans

RETURN-

FOR

CONTIitCING

directly

charged

ernment are very nearly equal.
In the meantime, the area over which the

CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.
aug9dtf

Commencing Thursday, Sept. 2d,

lates

CHEAP EXCURSIONS.

PORTLA ND

LAI5.E,

093,544.57; soldiers’ bounties under act of 1866, $277,111.44; bounty due colored soldiers, $80,000; national
cemeteries and headstones for federal so.diers killed
in the late war, $303,858.76; horses lost in service
and support of reiugees, etc., $118,436.88; for le-trnbursement of states lor raising volunteers, etc.. $186.667.93; for paving claims of loyal citizens for supplies, etc., $1,265,170 40; payment of stoppages and
fines duo National Home tor disabled volunteers.
$911,505.12; awards of British claimant’, $1,929,819;
various relief acts, $77,061.29.
It will be seen that every item above re-

Boston & Maine R.R.
Ex ursion Tickets to Southwest Harbor and Reurn, $?.50; to Bar Harbor and Return, $4.00. Tick:ts good until Oct. 4th.
Tickets and Srate Rooms for sale at Companys*
ifftce, Railroad Wh*rf, foot of State Street.

Temperance Camp Meeting

\

it will be found that the ratio betweeu the
population and expenditures of the two periods for the ordinary purposes of the gov-

rilHE Boston & Maine Railroad wiil lease all their
A vacant land on Commercial. West Commercial
and Beach Stieels, will also sell lots on Danforih
Street, near Cassidy’s Hill Inquire of

THE

FREE CLAM BAKE

EXECUTION ! 1

Board.

lot and buildings formerly occupied by Stew
art & Melcber. on West Commercial St.
An
excellent chance to start a, mannfactnrv.
The main
building is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
room and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
sh^d and good dry houses attached The lot is nearMATTOCKS & FOX,
ly 300 feet square.
183 Middle St.
mySdtf

Hon. W. P. Frve and Gen. A. E. King of
Maryland wll speak at Norway Monday at 2 P. M.
Senator Morton and Hon. T. B. Heed will
speak at Brunswick Monday afternoon.

un-

fiWO Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
JL be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms ar No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dtf

to Let.

Uipublican Me.tings.

Actor, JfKr.

to

or

We (Jo rot read auonymoas letters and communicaticnw. Tlie name and address of the writer are in
ill cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return cr reserve communications that are not used.

TIONS, making

On the Premises.
eod&wtf

For Sale

pas-

Combined with THRILLING DRAMATIC SITUAit tbe most powerful drawn drama
at present before the public.
SONtrS, DANCES, &c., <Scc.
Pri* es as usual. Reserved scats for sale at the
wall three days in advance.
au2Gd6t

VIA.

other outbuildings, good neighborhood, churches,
schools, station in 5 minutes’ walk. For further particulars address or apply to P. E. MKRRILL,

aug8dlm

even

Brand and Realistic Railroad Scene.

BBli TO MT. DESERT

on

Real Estate
Lease.

name

P&E*s, and we have no disposition to be,
sively, a party to such frauds.

of the

ASCENT TO THE SCAFFOLO,
ADJUSTING THE HOPE,
FALL OF THE DROP.

qua
containing acres loamy soil, cuts from
30 to 50 tons of hay, pasturing for 15 cows everv season, wood and timber for all puaposes, good two
storied bouse, with beautiful sbade trees, barns and

Valuable

seeking

courtesies in the

Wonderful and Startling

PUBLIC

miles from Portland, lying
the Presumpscot, at the mouth ot the PiscataINriver,
83
of

22, 1875.
jne23

are

Success.

Tbe

Farm for Sale.
6

mer?’*

Stetson

performed by him upwa’ds of 033 times, with

precedented

dtf

FALMOUTH,

Every regular attache of the Press is rurnished
a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers win conier a favor npon us by demanding
credential if every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have intormatioD that several ‘•bum-

NEuK AND NECK
As

FURBER. Gen. Sup’t.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portlan I

SBBAOO

dcsirz to justify your generous confistrong regard for the honor and welfare of our State, inspire me with the firm resolve to
spare no effort and to consider no other consequences
in the endeavor to faithfully discharge the duties that
will be incumbent on me if your choice shall prove
to be the choice cf the people also. I pledge you and
thousands for whom you act, in that event, an honest
purpose and a fixed determination to make the public
good my single aim and constant care.
Gen. Connor’s Acceptance.
a

Chas. Froster’s Great Sensational Drama, entitled

In

Leave Centre (Xnrbor daily f«3r Wolfboro* and
Alton Bay. at 7.15 A. M., and 2.00 P. M.,leave Wolfjoro* ior Alton Bav at 8.30 A. jVI., and 3.13 P. M.,
connecting with trains for Dover, Boston and Pcrt-

Steamer

For Clerk of Courts.
Cumberland... .Daniel W. Fessenden, of Portland.
Oxford.Jaiues S Wright, ot Pari**.
For CommiMitioner,
Cumberland... .John L. Swift, of Brunswick.
Oxford.Joseph L. Chapman, of Andover.
York.James F. Brackett, of Liiuington.
For Treasurer.
Cumberland... .Oliver D. Dike, »f Sebago.
Oxford.Christopher C. Cushman, of Hebron.
York.Gsreti H. Banks, of Biddeford.
For Judge of Probate.
Oxford.Augustus H. Walker, of Lore).
Cumberland... .Henry C. Peabody, of Portland.
Register of Probate.
Cumberland. ...William K. Neal, of Portland.

Stupendous Attraction

RETURNING.

aug21

cf Berwick.
of Newtield.

HALL.

100ms

RBtli'KS FOR SALE.

nell

gas.

dwelling house,
large
land connected therewith, situated at tbe
THE
and
numbered 27
of Free and South

*

for Gentlemen and wives or
single Gentlemen, at No. 215 Cumberland St.
Good hoard can Lc had at next door in .anie block,
T.O WINSLOW".
j u3dtt

PLEASANT

a.

For Sale.

TO BE LET.

To Kent.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

aprX3

Front Room..
Fl’RiMNIIED
540 1-4 CO'VOKKS* S I REET.

julO

and

Block,”
st., two houses
in “Hull Block,” Pine st., Ncs. 138 ami 142.
HOUSE
been painted inside,
These houses have

H.et.

Possession

Street Church.
water

JERRIS, Real Es-

FOR SALE

in

A. KEITH.

I have also
the most desirable location.
and for building or plastering
need of the same will please call on

Exchange St.

<ur

gas and water.

Watches, Jewelry, aud Silver Ware.

1

of

DEERING,

oci2

ror.

near

Apply

REAL

To Let

Roofers.

J. 1. MERRILL.

Pleasant

LIST !

To

A. S. MAVIS & CO., No. NO Middle Street.
J. H. I, AMSON, 153 Middle St.,cor. Crest.

corner

Room in the Second Story ol the
Primers’ Itchangc. with pott er it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to II. THURSTON Ac CO., Ill
Etcliance Street.

PhofnaFPianltara..

A

the

on

No. 65

TO

Fark

Street,
ON Contains ten
room, Sebago
to WM. H.

June

story
THCross and Middle Sts. HENRY
Apply to

Book Binders.
RCINCV, Boom II, Pnpter-'*

B. E.
Cross St., ia Deleno’s Mill.
<1. I.. HOOPER, Cor. A orb
Wtreetn.

Krick Rouse for Sale.

unfurnisheJ, No. 4
dtf

Ticket*! 50 cents, Children 25 cent*.
d5t

Will leave Alton Boy daily for
Wotfboro
md Centre XI rbor at 12.00 1W., and 4.20 P. M.t
)n arrival of trains leaving Portland at 9.00 A. M.,
ind Boston at 8.30 A. M., and 12.30 P. M.

AND

from Free Street

ABOUT

Booksellers and Stationers.

MeCOV

or

apr21

February first the Stores and Chambers
od Union St., now occupied by Caldwell
Hodsdon, and Whitney «fc Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

HOYT. A- FOGG .No.ttl llirtrflr Wired.
T. P. IHc»OWAN,354 Oongrc. Nl.

CO., 3S Spring

Board,

To Let.
dtf

Plumbers.
JAMES MlM.EB.iIe.4l Federal

or *.n

iy 29_dtf

Brown St.

B»J8IJNE!S» DIRECTORY,

A

ALLEN,

to

alR

J. N.

C.

To Let.

D.

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Pattern and

LARMi

Tons, thoroughly equipped and
F.

STREET,

head of

OO

£et\

T~A

Y ACH

C. FOSS.

myl7dtf

G. 4. CLARK. W.

lighted

room

city.

to

O^Agents for Chipman & Ayer’s ‘‘Surprise
YVost.” the best yeast in the world.
T

42

or w II be
room, over

FB'DIJCE,
9 Moulton Street, head of Long Wharf

IT.

THOMPSON

at 9.20

Band

Quadrille

au27

for Round Trip-Ticket* good until
inclusive. $4.00

Steamer Mount

PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’
au28dtf
Block, second building east of City Hall.

>

turing,

COLNIRY

MAYHEW

LfcT.

Suitable for jobbing oi manufaclet tor either, with plenty of storWholeage
sale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street
below the Post Office. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 32J Emerv street, on the Spring Street
horse car route.
Ian20d&wtf
room

Merchants,

eOBTLAND.

Real rstate lor Sale.
1£ story house, No. 16 Hanover street, eight
rpHE
A rooms, ad in perfect order, Sebago. house
warmed by furnace. Price $3900. Apply to F. G.

brick

No. 1 Fore street, six
rooms, gas, sebagu water, &c. Iuquire on the
premises.
aui;24-tf

and Wholesale realers in

N. PERRY.

on

aug23tt

to rent at

STORY in

FERRY & FOSS,
GENERAL

EDEN

family

BLOCK,
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth, newly fitted
SECOND
with
and tables. The best

BOYD BLOCK.

in

unfurnished,

>ms, Sebago,gas and furnace;
The owner and wile would
if desirable. Apply to
WM H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.

garden.

TO

my?2Jlf

Commission

ro

or

To Kent.

Civil Engineers and Architects
176 Middle Street.

LOAN.

PATTERSON., dealer in Real Estate. Office 379$
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28ti
|

Fr ee $5250.
tate Agent.

the

I3P*Boats will leave Long Wharf at 8 and 13 A.
1V1. and 1.30 P. M. Returning at 5 and 6 P. JVf.

Fstate

G.

Furnished House to be Let,
on
Very desirable. Inor Byron D. Yerrill. at

cript ion

■

'I'o Let.
CONVENIENT TENEMENT of G room?, containing Gas, Water and Furnace; also good
Stable. A\ ply at
aug2Gdlw*Ntn 4 HIGH ST.iEET,

State street
SITUATED
quire of S.W. Robinson,
-05 Middle street.

PORTLAND, MAIHE.

/SI

con-

taining 6 rooms, wood room, &c. Gas and
Sebago water. Inquire at
61 WINTER STREET.
aug28dtf

aug25dlw*

(Boyd Block,)

vnnj.

To Kent.
CONVENIENTLY Arranged Tenement,

STREET,

MIDDLE

TO

first class Real Estate

$15.
Apply to W. W. CARR, 197 Newbury Street.
dtf
aug28

t or Lea§e.

oc2dtf_

Beal

or

or

MAIN K.

PORTLAND,

Patterson’s

G,

A

STREET,

84 MIDDLE

ESTATE.

MONEY
$13

Bay

Senators.
Cmubcrlai d... Humphrey Cousens, cf Gorham.
Philander Tolman, of Harrison.
DaVid VV. Merrill, of New Gloucester.
James Bailey, of Portland.
Oxtord .John P. Swasey. ot Cautcn.
Samuel D. Wad-worth, of Hiram.
For

lias been engaged tor the occasion.

AugUMt 31st,

CART.

BULLETIN.

one

A

Sylvester,

O’Donnell &

gold

a

The finder wiil be
frame at No 4 Lo25. 1875.
au2Gtf

Portland,
Security,
Rooms to let in
house suitable
taxes paid, etc.,
ON vicinity—Rents collected,
for
will be divided into two
THIRTEEN
boarding house,
Commission. Houses bought and sold
Apply to F.
and
small tenements and rented for about

<ily

PORTLAND, NIB.

Aug

REAL

To Let
a

Alton

m.

SI

i'O LET.

JOBBER,

Chandler’s Fu 1

JAS. T.

Watch l ost.
LVER Hunting case watch was lost on SatThe
finder will be suitably rewarded
urday.
by leaving it at 31 Temple street.
aug241\v*

4

MANUFACTURER OF

jut

Portland

to

Racing,
Racing

who attend.

and.

Locust street and the park,

F.

Watch and Chronometer marker** Tools,
mathematical* Optical and PhiloH?phicnl Instruments, School
Apparatus*. Ac.,

Rishmona, Maine.

BETWEEN
NECKLACE and locker.

cust St.

1st

Tbe Irish American Belief Association, Catholic
Union and Catholic Temperance Society having
united in th^ management of this Excursion, the
public may rest assured that every effort will be
made to promote the comfort and pleasure of those

suitably iewarded by leaving the

A

tt

Livery Stable Keeper.

Lost.

Wanted
SMALL, neat and pleasant Tenement by a
small iamily. Enquire at W. C, Coob’s Bakau27d3t*
ery, 28 & SO Pearl Street.

No. 37 Plum Street.

NEW ROLES.

Fi>r Wolfboro’ and Centre Harbor

the subscriber August 25tb, 1875, by one
Frank Cummings,son 01 Samuel B. Cummings
of Lynn Mass, a Light Red Horse, knees sprung, oft
bind fetlock joint very little swo en, white star on
forehead.
Black Buggy with Body round corners
and leather cushions. Cummings has on ligh> clotnes,
Corduroy pants,has deformed hands andjieet and cock
eye. Anyone returning same, with Cummings will
receive $50 reward. SAMUEL ODIORNE, OtL,

aug2Sdlw*

be awarded

competitors in Foot
Mnc*
Racing, Wheelbarrow
Jumping, Ac.

leave Portland for ALTON BAY
MEETING, at 6.15, 9.00 a. m. and 2.35

md 4.00 p.

THIEF!

Partnrr, Active or Silent

PARTY of good standing, showing a first class
Manufacturing Business, requires some more
capital to work on a large scale, wi:l bear a thorough
investigation, business safe, and sales made only to
responsible parties soli as fast as manufactured,
and profits equal to if not surpassing any business
in Maine; only principals and responsible parties

BERRY,

liberal Prize* will
successful

SPECIALTIES

Winnipiscogee

Returning, leaving

GEN. SELDEN CONNOR.

with

Wednesday, September

of Wallace King, (formerly of the
Hjers Sisters.) with this Company.
Reserved Seats at Musij Hall Box Office.
dGt
aug24

3. m.

FROM

A

goob, Job

BILL.

ISLANDS
os

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

STOLEN.

“ENQUUtEh,”

Wanted.
of Carl Abel,

desiied.

STOP

Bowdoinham Me.

East

GIRL to do general housework.
Spring Street.

Wanted

STEPHEN

FACES.

take place

AT THE

UNIQUE-

AN

UNEQUALED

will

VIA

LOST AND FOUND.

Wanted.

Ommi»*ioncr’»Officc,Porteodtf
land, Hie.

my7

ACTS.

Lake

STREET, NEW YORK-

Wanted.
given,
lequired.
aug28dlw*

,

Edge StonesSel,Streets.Places,Sidewalks
and all kinds of paving done promptly.
Office at Street

MINSTRELS

MINSTRELS
MINSTRELS
MINSTRELS
Enthusiastic Audiences MINSTRELS
MINSTRELS
Everywhere.
MINSTRELS
ETHIOP.AN KINGS OF FU J.
ETHIOPIAN KINGS OF FUN.

First appearance

Fare

ravens dr contkac s obs.

Paving Materials lurnithed f

One Nighi Only.
Monday,
August .10th.

END
MEN.

WHITMORE,

WAINTb.

to.it^l

have taken
I
inform the public
the business of Clias, J. Schumacher and will attend
I
shall ento
me.
entrusted
to
all
jobs
promptly
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
no21tf
has held for so many years,

T.

EXCURSION !
CATHOLIC ORPHAN ASYLUM

FOUR

GOVERNOR,

York.Ivory Lord, of Saco.
Uranus O Brackett,
Usher B. Thompson,

are the legitimate results of the Democratic rebellion:
Judgment of Court of Claims growing out of tlie
war, $516,531.35; salaries and expense of British
Claims Commission, $2,093; expense Southern
Claims Commission, $51,800; expense of Court of Alabama Claims, $81,371.70; cost of engraving and
printing national currency, $1,581,665.41; re-funding
national debt, $150,255.51; expenses of national currency and national loan, $3)3,422.71; return of proceeds of captured and abandoned property, $880,619.31; re-funding proceeds ol cotton seized, $36,938 72;
cost of assessing and
collecting the internal revenue,
$5,188,513.31; prize money, etc., $530,401.51; prize
to
Admiral Farragut’s crew, $362,600; pen
money
Jons, $20,552,580 15; interest on public debt, $103.-

they

An earnest

MINSTRELS
MlNSlRELS

END
MIN.

FOR

dence, and

!

Minstrefs

FOUR

NEW

In
The Annual Excursion in aid of the

END
MEN.
NEW

Cents.

25

Call

GEORGIAS”

FOUR

Trains

BLOCK.

re.pectiully

Fare, Only

aug3»*dtf

—And—

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
OEEKISfi

50

MINSTRELS
MINSTRELS
MINSTRELS

PUBLISHERS,

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

S

2 50

ALTON BAY CAMP MEETING

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
feb8dly+

FRESCO

Persons eoing down in the morning having tickets
a return, wdl be entitled to the sail.

HALL.

Original
(Georgia

GEORGIA
THE
THE

landings, including Cbebeague.

usual

for

Portland, Me.

l-nmoiis

GEORGIA
GEGRGIA
GEORGIA

Temple ($tM

a

1 00

LAST APPEARANCE OF THE SEASON.
LAST APPEARANCE OF THE SEASON.
MINSTRELS
GEORGIA
MINSTRELS
Callender's

practice in Andro?ccggiu aud Oxford Coun

s.
•

maki..g all the

GEORGIA

vi AIN Li.

PORTLAND,

HouslLtou

The Steamer will Leave Portland Pier
at 2 15 p. in., and Return at 6 p m.,

KIMBALL, Sec’y,

Return of “THE

tfailding,;

(in Canal

abundance of time Afternoons, will
the Lowes Bay among the Islands.

down

TL©

reduced rates

MUSIC"

at

88 MIDDLE

an

trips

will make her regular trips, but will in the raeauwbile have ample time to sail two hours in the bay.

Ample accommodation for board and lodging.
Board during the week. $5 00
Board by the day. 1 25

ANDREWS,

'O-unsellor

make

Fare from Portland. Seba oLake and intermediate
tations to Fryeburg Depot and return. $1.25.
Coupons to b exchanged on the camp ground for
•eturn tic nets.
From ab other stations on the P. &. O. R. R. to
Fryeburg Depot and return for one fare.
Transportation from depot to camp ground and reurn at reasonable ates.

angttd3w

C.

having

> in.

G-A YLOR’S

Ship

steamer

CHAS. HOUGHTON,

P. & O. R. R. leave Portland at 7.10 a
n. and 2.10 p. m.
Returning leave Fryeburg at 9 35 a m. and 4.15

Trains

Seaboard Cities of the United

BUSINESS CARDS.

8.

tiig

PRESS.

MON DAY MOKNING, AUGUST 30. 1875

AT —

Martha’s Grove, Fryeburg, Me.,
Commences Tne.sdny, Ang.ist x4Hi, holding one week or more.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

TERMS $8.00

THE

CAMP MEETING! FOR DOG DAYS!

advrjice. To
tf paid in ad-

Kates of Advertising: ODe inch ot space, the
length of column, constitutes a ‘‘Bnuare.”
$i.f>0 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
afl. r; three insertions, or less. $1.00:
continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, thiee tnserlions, or lees. "5 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi ional.
Under head of “amusements.” a-id “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per ween; three inseitions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’] (winch has a targe circulation in every part
of the State) f.r $1.00 per square for first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
POBTLAND PUBLISHING Co

1875.

kjstertainmkjnts.

MISCELLANEOUS._

_

MORNING, AUGUST 30,

V

can hope to compete.
The same
may be said of other departments.
We will close th>s already long article by
declaring that the figures show that the ordinary expenses of running the government,
taking population, area and benefits into account, are not so large, per capita, as in Mr.
Buchanau’s term; and second, that the
amount now annually paid by the people to
meet the liabilities growing out of a Rebellion
for which the Democratic leaders of 1800
were

wholly responsible,

is

AMOUNT REQUIRED TO RUN
MENT AT THE TIME THEY

double
THE

the

GOVERN-

ATTEMPTED

ITS

DESTRUCTION.

PEBANKUM,

IN

ADVANCE.

Tiie failure of the bank of California is
doubtless due to reckless
management. Credit
was expanded, and tbe funds of the bank
locked up in uncertain mining stocks. There
was want of sufficient coin 'o transact business, the coin having beeu exchanged for pa
per evidence of property.

Current Xotes.
A Pittsfield correspondent writes that the
factious of the Republican party in that
town have buiied the hatchet and united for

victory.
Piscataquis county promises to do her best
this year
The Itepublican canddate for
senator, S. O. Brown. Esq., of Dover, is one
of the most capable and euterprisiag men of
the state, being the proprietor aud manager
of

the

extensive

woolen

mills at that

place.
The Nation suggests,

as

additions to the

platform of the new (Batiks and Lamar) party, the followiug .•—‘•True happiness is only
to be found in the practice of virtue; tire
longest way round is the shortest way home;
many a little makes a muckle; it’s an ill wind
that blows nobody good; the pro jf of the pudding is in tbe eating; and money makes tbe
mare go.”
There lias not been a day siuce the 17tb
of June that the result of the high debate in
Ohio has not been against tbe financiers of
falsehood and the artificers of bankruptcy,
who are responsible for the departure from
Democratic principles in this Slate, with
which it is sought lo identify,and with which,
indeed, for a time, is identified, 'he Democratic party. Tue rac baby crowd in Ohio la
beaten.—Cincinnati Commercial. (Ind,)
If a

mm

is eiLber

so

ignorant

or no

r.-cL-1....

to say tbat a

permanently depreciated cur
rency is desirable, he is beyond hope ot conversion. From our standpoint we should say
that the harm of uever returning to specie
payments—that is, of never briugiug our paper currency to par with gold—would be the
perpetual robbery of honest labor, the demoralization of business, the debaucbmenl of the
public conscience, national bankruptcy, lepudiation and disgrace.—Indianapolis Journal.(Rep.)
Ex-Secretary J. D. Cox is also on the side
of Hayes and hard-money in Ohio. In a letter regretting his inability to take part in the
campaign, he says: “I sincere'y regret this,
for the issues have taken such a shape in
Ohio tbat it would be a real pleasure and a
as

work in which I should enter with zeal and
earnestness to sustain the Republican platform (on the stump). As to Gov. Hayes, for
personal as well as public reasons, 1 should
be most glad to give him any aid iu my pow-

er.”
The scholar,

*

such, has no more place in
has; and,.if he ventures in, in any cla s capacity, be will inevitably meet with mortifying failure. The fact
tbat be can read two languages gives him no
advantage and entitles him to no preference.
Nevertheless it is a good plan to know bow to
reau.
Other things being equal, a candidate
who knows one language from another is to
be preferred to an idiot; as one who will
neither steal himself, nor let any one steal
under him, is preferable to a thief.—Boston
politics

tbaii

as

the tramp

Advertiser.
There is a new turn In the Ohio campaign.
Judge Taft’s speech at Cleveland ou Monday
night was occupied solely with the presentation of his views ou the school question.
Th's increase! the popular interest in the

subject, and

many of the Republican newspapers lollowed in the discussion. This speech
and the comments upon it, together with the
publication of a letter in the Tribune on the
same subject, the Cincinnati Enquirer denounces in double lead as a flank movement
by the Republicans, who foresee defeat on the
money issue, and seek to save themselvea by
aopeals to religious prejudices. This and
other rag-money journals announce tneir firm
pupose of holding the campaign to the money
issue—which is probably a good deal like the
Irishman in battle who couldu’t leave his
prisoner because bis prisoner wouldn’t let
him go.

The Democratic Joey Bag stock.
To the Editor of the Frees :
I notice that your paper has given the Hod.
Charles H. Haskell some mighty tine notices
(luring the past few years. These I suppose
are in recognition of Mr. Haskell, the business
man, and of Mr. Haskell, the social man, but
not in acknowledgment of Mr. Haskell, the

politician.

Whatever you have said of him in
business and socially is all right, but Mr. Haskell is a trickster iu politics. Ever since be got
the taste of blood by being elected to the Legislature in 1870, he has been the most uneasy of
the ambitious politicians of his party. The

next year he ran for the Leg'slalnre and sue.
cecded in leading his associates on the Demo-

cratict icket by haviog his name inserted in a
Republican ticket. Now this isn't exactly on
the square, certainly not statesmanlike.
The first year Mr, Haskell was a candidate
for Senator his name turned up in a fac simile
of the Republican ticket iu place of one and
another of the Republican candidates.
Of
course Mr. Haskell didn't intend to deceive any
uuwary voter by this neat diversion. Last year
the same thing occurred agaiu.
Was it mere
cbaDce? Is it a straight manly ihiog to do?
Is it just a decent thing for a full grown mao
to have done?
Fur a few days I have been looking after onr
Senator Haskell. I find his tracks here and
tbete, and have learned of some of bis tricks.
In a day or two the Argus will doubtless print
article assaulting the character of Mr.
Merrill, the Republican candidate in the eastern part of the county. The Sena'or is behind
this; and on election day there will be plenty
of Republican votes iu that section not having
the name of tbs Democratic caodidate of that
section inserted, but that of the Hod. Charles
an

H. Haskell. Up in Mr. Tolmau's section Revotes will be circulated with Mi.
Haskell’s name instead of Mr Tolman’f.
Doubtless the attempt will be made in this city,
but all the votes Mr. Haskell gets ol James
Bailey will bo by the questionable use of a

publican
Senator Mc'Dona Id is defining the portion which the bard-money Democrats are to
take. He says that if specie payments are
resumed in 1879 the volume of the currency
must be reduced one-half, and to that he is
opposed. Before 1879 he expects, be says, to
vote for the repeal of the specie resumption
bill. This is doubtless the ground which the
hard-money Democrats of Maine will take.
They will proclaim themselves in favor of resumption, but resumption at some indefinite
time ia the far future. Meanwhile they
wil' oppose all measures looking to resumption, and favor additional issues of treasury
notes.
ahe uemocratic

naru-money journals are

arguing that ihere is really no danger of inflation, even if tbe Democrats elect a President
and House on an inflation platform, because
the Senate is Republican. It is strange to
see Democrats depending upon Republican
honesty and prudence to protect the country
against-the pernicious effeets of daneeiouDemocratic doctrines. The people will prefer
to choose a Republican House and President,
and not wholly trust to a Senate liable to
change, and with some rotten timber in it
now.

The Argus confesses (in the face of indisputable evidence) that it has, for the sake ol
making political capital, garbled tbe accounts
of government expenditures. In rep'y to tbe
charge that it omitted the statement of ex
penditures for 1873-1874, it says: “We prop
erly put in the above article only those years
which would help to prove our case, omitting
1873 and 1874 because the accounts were larger, and inserting 1870, 1871 and 1872, because
they were less than for 1874.”
Fifty year* ago money men laughed at the
prophecy that it would require a gigantic
effort to get rid of slaveiy. They thought
so great an evil would be voluntarilly aban-

doned. Some men argue the same uow with
reference to paper money. Our experience
in the slavery contest should teach us that
it is never too soon grapple to with an evil
which is growing stronger every day.
The appointment of Hon. Edwin B. Smith
First Assistant Attorney General is one
eminently fit to be made. Mr. Smith s legal
as

ability, thorough scholarship, great industry

and unblemished cnaracter, are evidences
that he will faithfully and acceptably discharge the duties of his post. The appointment

is one of the many excellent ones made

by the administration of late.

faosimile of the Republican vote with Mr.
This is worse
H.’s name in place of Mr. B.'s.
than bribery; it is stealing votes.
I am quite confidout that quite a number of
Mr. Haskell's political friends have been a little

jealous at his attempts to show that be is a
particular favoritd by these trie s, which Joey
Bags ock would call “de-vilish sly." Mr.
Haskell’s political career has been quite a
checkered one. First a Whig; then in that
uacertain period, which developed a Whig i ito
a Straight Whig or a Republic in, Mr Haskeil
is reported to have been a very enthusiastic
Know Nothing.
From a Straight Whig be
weot to the Democratic fold, where he remained through the war and now is.
Mr. Haskell is very eager to parade the
alleged faults of his Republican opponents and
magnify them into crimes. Of coarse he
assumes that be is not living in a glass house.
But if you are a model Senator, Charles, why
A..it_a

i..

L

__

al_n_1_■_

■

Ration ia tlie last Legislature ask that body to
authorize the County Commissioners to hire

twenty-five

thousand dollars

to

build the

jail

workshop, when Mr. Townsend ot the Commissioners said that twtnty thousand was all
that was required? Is this the sort of gushing
legislation that you think the tax-payers of
Cumberland desire? Will your constituents
than

you for offericg the Commissioners more
asked for? Wouldn’t this little
exhibition of generosity be considered quite a
than

<

they

crime in a Republican?
And I hear, Mr. Haskell, that you are playing fast and loose on the liquor law question—
that you tell temperance men that you and
others of the Portland delegated were instrumental in keeping a license plank out of the
party platform, and at the same time are saying
to those who believe in liceuse that you are
with them. Are you trying to ride both of
these horses, Charles? It is risky. But more

hereafter.

AsTl-BaosTOCK.

V’ictoria Anderson, the rope dancer, known
the “Queen of the Lofty Wire,” who last
year appear, d io Barnum’s exhibition, fell, on
Monday, August S), in Berlin, Germany, from
a
velocipede, on a rope eighty feet high, on
which she was performing, and was so injured
that she died soon afterward. Sbejwas twentyas

three yeais of age.
It is stated that the exclusive right of mak»
ing and selling all the photographic pictures
ot articles exhibited, views and portraits at the
the
great International Exhibition of 1876, is in
hands of a company, having for its president
William Notman of Montreal, and manager,
John A. Fraser of Toronto.

m

A Mushroom Banker*

BY TELEGRAPH.

The Remarkable Career of Wm. C. Ral■lea, President of the Baak of California.

William C. Ralston was a native of New
BeYork state, ami was about 50 years old.
fore be bad reached the age of manhood he
began life for himself, his first experience being as a steamboatmau on the Mississippi. In
1749 he formed the arquaintance of Commodore C. K. Garrison, then one of America’s

kings of finance, and soon afterwards embarked with that gentleman in the banking business
on the Isthmus of Darien.
In 1855, after a
prosperous career on the Isthmus, Mr. Ralston
and his partner established a banking house m
San Frineisco, Commodore Garrison becoming

figurehead of the concern. From 1857 until 1864, the career of the house was exceptionably prosperous, and in the next year, Mr. Ralston, aided by many capitalists whose confidence he had gained, established the Bank of
California, capital $2,090,000. Afterwards the
capital was increased to $5,000,000. Last spring
Mr. Ralston, under a pressure^ of pecuniary
difficulties, sold his share of the great Palace
Hotel to Senator Sharon,and recently he transthe

ferred his title to 25 sections of land to J. D.
Fry, a fe low director in his bank, for $90,000
—a sum which was considered as ludicrously
low. Mr Ralston’s private fortune was recently estimated at $20,000,000.
Mr. Ralston was of medium height, compactly built, with a good oruadth of shoulder,a

high, capacious ferehead; thin, firmly-set lips;
well-shaped face, good features,

oval,

an

a

steel gray eye, and a great expression of concentration aud extreme mental activity.
In
manner he was curt, generallv brief of 'speech
aad to the point, aud able upon occasion to
state his views in their fullness with felicity,
in
strength and nervous vigor of language,
habit Mr. Ralston exhibited intense application to business and an excessive industry. He
Wat a brief
sleeper, and during most of his
working hours devoted himseif to the details
of bis vast official business—besides his considerable private affairs, which should suffice
alone to keep most men busy—with all his tremendous energy.
His despatch of business
was somewuai marvellous, ana me
popular Delief in his infallibility amounted to a superstition. His opinion of men, business prospects and in liuancial matters generally, was
considered conclusive. H>s personal power in
the states and territories was of the Pacific
was great. The influence of the corporation
of which he was chief officer was felt everywhere.
Mr. Ralston in 1858 married a brilliant and
accomplished niece of J. D. Fry, by whom he
had several children
The country residence of
Mr. Ralston was situated about 22 miles south
of the city, in a charming valley known as
“Diablo Canyon.”- Much has been said, from
time to time, of the magnificence, luxury and
beauty of Mr. Ralston’s private residence, located at Diablo Canyon, which is one of the
most beautiful valleys in California, and as »
location fora country residence is certainly unequalled on the continent.
visitors to California, if prominent men,
whether lawyers, lecturers, editors, congressmen, distinguished foreigners, financiers or
business men, did not consider that they had
seen the institutions of tbe country unless they
had visited tbe magnificent bank building, and
bad been entertained at the princely country
• seat of Mr. Ralston, at
Belmont, Santa Clara
Valley, not far from San Francisco ft contains a splendid music hall and all the appointmente of a palace, and cost over 8250,000.
Of the personnel of the party Opposed to the
Bank of California little is known. Mr. J. W.
Mackay, whose history reads like a page from
the Arabian Nights, was a common laborer in
a mine or on a railroad, a few
Toyears ago.
day he is said to be the richest man in California, bis property being estimated at 875,000,000. He is one of tbe managers of the Consolidated Virginia, and has an interest in all tbe
Messrs. O’Brien and Flood
big bonanzas.
made their start in life as barkeepers, or liquor
dealers in San Francisco. They were moderately successful in their initiatory stock ventures, and when the “Big Bonanza” sprang up
they went into the market with a hundred
thousand or so and came out millionaires.
James G. Fair is the practical miner of the
firm, and is superintendent of the Virginia
Consolidated mine. He is also a mushroom
millionaire. Mr. McLean, who is to manage
the Bank of Nevada, was formerly connected
with Wells, Fargo & Co., and was at one time
president of tbe Pacific Mail Steamship Company. VVall street men who know him give
him credit for being the engineer of the corner
that is said to have ruined the Bank of California. It is said that before the suspension
the McLsau-O’Brien party entered into negotiations with the opposition for the purchase of
the Back of California. Failing to come to
terms, they organized the Bank of Nevada, engineered the corner and thus brought thsir
rival down. They intend to open their bank
on September 1.
As president of the Bank of California, Mr.
Ralston received the liberal salary of 850, 000
per year for his services. As an operator, he
was noted for the boldness and
brilliancy of his
achievements. He advanced money largely to
complete the Central Pacific railroad, and more
than once he made a bold dash, clearing tbousanos as tbe rssult of his spirit apd
foresight.
Under his energetic, sagacious and spirited
management, tbe Bank of California throve,
and witbiu about twenty four months the accumulated earnings of tbe bank amounted to
about 50 per cent, of the capital.
It was then
decided to iS3ne stock to those entitled for this
amount, and to open books of subscription for
new stock to increase the capital to 85,000,000,
gold, then equivalent to 810,000,000 currency.
Everything worked well; a cash capital of 85,000,000 was paid up, and the bank continued to
do business on an equality with most of the
bankiug institutions of the country. But the
crash came. The bank was concerned iu a
great variety of industrial enterprises in California and the adjacent states, the results of
which are now well known. In various ways
the policy of the bank was one of encouragement to the yoang irdustnes of the state.

News and Other Items.
The income of Girard College at Philadelphia last year paid all expenses and left a surplus of 8200,000. It now has 550 pupils.
Mrs. A. J. Patterson officiated at a funeral
Boston Highlands, in the abMonday
sence of her husband, the Rev. Dr. Patterson.
Two sons of a Frenchman at New Orleans,
recently went to France on a pleasure trip.
at

On

They were conscripted, and are now defendin g
the flag of their father’s native land in Africa
Tbe Chinese claim to have originated macadamized roads so long ago as to have forgotten the cirmmstancc. It is said that tbe prinviyai

iu»ua tn

iuc

j^uiyire uuvu ueeu cuusiruui-

ed in this way for many centuiies.
In a Chicago library a book on “self-culture”
never got a reader.
The librarian had it rebound and christened it “A Young Man on his

Muscle,” and anxious readers had to wait for
weeks before they could get it.
Lieutenant General Pemberton, of the late
Confederate army, who commanded at Vicksburg, is now employed by the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company in establishing iron works
at Perth Amboy, N. J.
It has just come to general knowledge in
England that ex-Col. Baker was once before
arrested for an offence of the same nature as
that of which be has just been convicted, and
Buffered three months' imprisonment at Ceylon.
The ex-Cjnfederate General Imboden has

been sufficiently “reconstructed’ to issue a
stirring address calling on the citizens of Vir-

ginia

to make strenuous efforts for the representation of their state at the Centennial Exhi-

bition.

Sophia Tessman,
of seventeen,

was

of

Plymouth, Mich.,
playing croquet with

a

girl

some

cosapanions, contrary to the orders of her fath
er, who came out and lifted his foot agains*
her save in the way of kindness, so she went
into the house and poisoned herself with Paris
green.

_
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TELEGRAMS.

Howe, 26 years old. hung himself
at Fitchburg, Friday night.
President Grant and family, were in New
York, Saturday, to witness the departure of
Mr. and Mrs. Sartoris for Europe.
Charles F.

The commissioner of internal revenue has
awarded the contract for the printing of cheek
VUUIUttUJ

U1

X’

II

York.
A man named Henry "Wilson is held in New
York for the assassination of Mr. Noe.
Cattle stealing and murder aro still rife on
the Mexican border.
Wendall Phillips has a letter in Saturday’s
New York Herald, in favor of legal tender
notes, and addressed to the Secretary of the
Legal Tender club.
The steamship Montana has'arrived at New

York.

•

Fifty thousandMotlars worth of crapes and
ribbons, seized for undervalutiou, were sold at
Auction in New York Friday.
A. Cowing & Co., one of the largest manufacturing firms in the United States, have
tn&de an assignment to William B. Latbrop

•f Senaca Falls, where their factory is.
Stave a large concern in New York and
In Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and

They

depots
other

places.
Capt. Lawrence

of the schooner ^Josephine
Yotts, was murdered by his mate Friday night
Su a quarrel iu the cabin of the vessel, in New
York harbor.

Judge Wylie has refused an order to sell the
property of Oitman, the treasury robber.
Gen. Hawley addressed a large meeting at
Wheeling, bnday night, in the interest of the
Centennial.
Kumors of another marital poisoning this
time the husband being the victim, are "rife in
Candia, N. H. The body of the deceased is to
tie disinterred.
S. A Crag'd,of the Boston firm of Cragin
Hay & Co., died suddenly at ibe Contiueuia’l
Hotel, St, Jobn, Friday, while reading a newspaper.
In the consolidation sc leme of the Wes ern
Union wi h the Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph
Company, the latter has been treated at a cap
italization of $2,500,000.
The entire business portion of Reyneldville,

Y*

was

burned yesterday.

WASHINGTON.
Gold Naleii Ordered.
August 29—The Assistant
Treasurer at New York has been directed by
the Secretai.v ot' the Treasury to sell $4,000,000
gold coin duiing September, as follows:—
$1,000,000 on the tost, third and fifth Thu sdays each, and $500,000 eu the second and
fourth Thursdays each.

Washington,

MATTERS IN MAINE.
[Special

to

Press.]

Suicide iu Oxford

Oxford, Aug. 29.—Mrs. A. C. Dean, nearly
gone in ilie last stages of consumption, who

Heavy Kniu.
There was a heavy rain here to-day, 2 80-100
inches having fallen between 7.35 this morning
and 4 35 this alternoou. The rain at no other
point in the United States during the same
time exceeded \ of an inch. There was considerable damage to property all over ihe city,
and particularly en Pennsylvadia Avenue,
caused by the water in the sewers backing up
and tilling the stores, causing heavy destruc
In the vicinity of the
tion of property.
Baltimore & Potomac railroad depot the street
are
railroad tracks
submerged a foot.
Discovery or New Evidence in Ihe Safe

not supposed to be able to leave her room,
while the nurse was absent for a few minutes
last evening, got up and went out to the river
and threw herself in, and was found about
was

twenty minutes after, drowned.
[To the Associated Press.]
Hoi!

Bangor, A ug. 29.—Intensely hot weather
here today, thermometer ranging from 93 to
100 in the shade.

Kockland, Aug. 29.—Today has been the
At noon the mercury
hottest of the season.
stood at 90 in the shade and at 5 p. m. at 80.

Nearly

a

glary

case of Harrington and otherf failed to
agree. There wil 1 be another trial, important
evidence having been discovered during the last
three weeks.

Bath, Aug. 29.—This has been the hottest
day of the season, mercury standing at 93 in
the shade at noon
Death from Sunstroke.

SUMMER SPORTS.

Bangor, Aug. 28.—Henry Washburn was
sunstruck while driving a street sprinkler

raging

from

904

was

per cant,

$943,000,

to

in Ihe Race Against
Time.
Boston, Aug 28.—At Mystic Park this afternoon, the famous stallion Smuggler undertook to beat 2.20, the best stallion time on reHis best
cord. He failed after three trials.
time was 2.21.
Base Ball.

at rate

Gorham, N. H.. Aug. 28.—A game of base
ball was played at the Uleo House this afternoon between tbe K. K. K’s of Gorham aud
Score
the Glen House waiters’ picked nine.
10 to 9 in favor of the K. K. K’s.
Boston, Aug. 28.—Base ball here today—
Bostons 14, Mutuals 8
Chicago, Aug. 28.—Base ball—Athletics 12,
Chicagos 9.
A Swimming Match.
New York. Aug. 28.—A match for $2000, of
five miles distance, iu the ocean, from Bong
Branch, to be swam between Johnson (English) anj Trants (American) was concluled
last night to take place within ten days.

small fraction

a

above par. The $300,000 bonds were awarded
to various holders at an average rate of 99. 50J
The remaining $50,one hundretbs per cent.
000 of the loan will not be issued until required

by the progress of the construction of tlis water works.
Death of Prof, Fowler of Hillsdale College.
Biddeford, Aug. 28.—Prof. Fowler, of
College, Mich., died iu Saco this

Hillsdale

his health some

morniDg.

He came east for
months since, hut the change did not prove
His disease was consumption of
beneficial.
the ulnod. He was 51 years of age.

The Marsh Indian Commission.
Denver, Colorado, Aug. 29.—The Marsh In
dian investigation commission, which has been
in session here two days, adjourned last evening and left for Kansas City, wbere additional
From Kansas City
testimony will be taken.
tbe commission will visit their nomes and
meet in Washington, Sept 9tb, to re-examioe
Prof. Marsh and tike tbe testimony of Mr.
Welch, Commissioner Smith and Secretary
Delano. Tbe commission have spent fifty days
in this investigation and taken a very large
amount of testimony.
Nothing is known as to
the character of tbe report which may be expected, but the members of the board freely
express their determination to exhaust all tbe
means for-arriving at and disclosing the truth
concerning the charges preferred by Piof.
Marsb.

Hire in Heiiaxt

Belfast, Aug, 28.—James Greer’s house,
buildings and their contents, have been burned.
Loss $2000; partially insured.
IValtla County Republican Convention.
The Republican county convention renominated Frederick Atwood and E P. Richardson for senators, Geo. D. McCrillis for treasurer, and A. B. Clark for commissioner.
The convention was addressed by tbe Hon.

Eugene Hale.
Knox County

Democratic

Rockport, Aug. 28.—The

Convention.
Knox
county

Democratic convention was held here today
Tbe Hor. E. Cushing was nominated by acclamation for senator, but declined by a tele-

_

New Jersey5. Slate Treasurer n Defaulter.
Trenton, N. Y., Aug. 28.—Tbe State Treasurer, Albert Sooy, cannot be found. A warrant is out for bis arrest, charging him with a
$50,090 defalcation of the state money.
The Governor is in town, and a conference
meeting is being held Mr. Sooy has not yet
been airested, at least he has not been brought
The amount of bis defalcation
to tbit city.
will not exceed $00,000.
Philadelphia, Aug. 28.—A spec'al from
TreDton says Sooj’s defalcation amouDts to
$200 000.
Philadelphia, Aug. 29.—Tbe Mayor of
TreDton, accompanied by an officer, arrived
here to-day arrested Sooy, the defaulting
treasnterut New Jersey.

Alfred Watts of Thomaston was then
gram.
nominated for senator, Joha Carroll of Vinalhaven for county commissioner, and J. E.
Sherman of Rockland for County treasurer.
Ed«via B. Smith Appointed Assistant Attorney General.
Washington, Aug. 28.—It is ascertained
that tbe New England lawyer who is to be ap-

pointed

first Assistant Attorney General is Mr.
Edwin B. Smith. His commission will be sect
to Long Branch today for tbe signature of the
President.
Burglars in Lincoln.
Bangor, Ang. 28.—Late last night tbe store
of Gates & Butterfield, at Lincoln Centre, was
broken into, tbe safe blown open, and a large
sum of money taken.
Tbe burglars piled heaps
of dry goods around the safe to deaden tbe
sound and prevent pieces flying.
The goods
thus used were burned and spoiled by the ex-

METEOROLOGICAL
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY FOUR

THE CALIFORNIA PANIC.
President Ralston’s Death the Result of

Apoplexy.

FOREIGN.

The Effect of the Failure of the Bank of
California.
San Francisco, Aug. 28.—It is difficult at
present to state the effect of the Ralston failure upon tbe manufacturing enterprises in
which be was interested. It is feared tbe Kimball manufacturing company can hardly survive the shock. The Rolling Mills are in a
better condition. Tbe Cornell Watch Factory
will probably be seriously crippled.
Tbe effect of tbe failure on mining stock can
not be estimated at present, as there is nef market. All business in that line is suspended.
The Bank’* Condition.
There is no doubt tbat the liabilities of the
baBk are $14,000,000, and the available assets
not far from $7,000,000, which will shrink considerably before realized. The true condition
of the bank bad been concealed from the directors up to Thursday.
Some $3,000,000 of liabilities are in the form
of acceptances for advances made by one of
tbe leading capitalists to strengthen the bank.
Ex-Governor Stanford holds $400,000 of these
acceptances.
xne auairs ot tbe bank uave been put tuto
the bands of the executive committee, consisting of Wm. Alvord and G. H. Howard. Some
say that D. O. Mills, the ex president of tbe
bank, has not owned a share of the stock for
tbe last three years
As far as can at present be learned concerning the affairs between the Central Pacific
Railroad and the Bank of California tbe bank
owes Stanford $400,000, advanced some timo
time ago. Centrel Pacific officials are disposed
to be reticent, but say that the company had
but a small amount in the bank.
Causes of the Failure.
In all his public statements Mr. Ralston persisted tbat tbe suspension was not owing to
any hostile act by adverse parties, and that the
best of feeliug prevailed between himself and
the (persons who have been credited with the
lockup of coin. He repeated that assertion,
Thursday evening, in the presence of other
parties, but as the reporter left the room Ralston followed him into the hall, and said, “The
statements I have made as to the causes of the
failure are my statements to the world. As a
matter of personal and private information, I
tell you that this failure is the result of a persistent effort for months to break this bank.’’
The directors applied to Flood & O’ Brien
for relief on the day of the failure, and offered
to
present to that firm the entire paid up capital stock of the bank, namely, $5,000,000, also
$1,500,000 in the bank, and iB addition $1,000,000 to be assessed on the stockholders—in all
$7,500,000, provided Flood & O’Brien would
assume the liabilities ot tbe banks. Tbe proposition being declined, the bank had to sus-

London. Aug. 28—Three thousand Turkish
Croats bare crossed the Danube into Austrian
and expect to be maintained by
Austria daring their exit. Military preparations go on steadily in Servia, but it is difficult
to say whether they are made to satisfy the
impatience of toe people or to guard against
serious contingencies.
A despatch to the Times from Berlin says
that it is reported that the Bussian consul at
Bagusa is too ill to take part in the proposed
mediation of the powers between the insurgents and the Turkish government. If this is
the case, the task of other foieign consuls,
never very hopeful, becomes less so.
Belgrade, Aug. 28.—In consequence of the
forcible occupation by the Turks of the Bakova
convent, near the Servian frontier, the inhabitants of the district of Naovosch have revolted,
and the chief portion of the town of Navarorosch is in flames.
Bagusa, Aug. 29.—One thousand Servian
volunteers under Seures have entered Herzegovina. Mehemet Ali was recalled by telegraph
and returned to Constantinople. It is rumored
that an insurrection has broken out in Albina.
JRevolation iu Man Domingo.
Havana, Aug. 28.—Another revolution has
begun in San Domingo. Ex-President Baez
has been proclaimed President by the revolutionists. The cities of Santo Domingo and
Puerta Platta remain loyal to Gonzales. Captain General Valmaseda has sent a Spanish
man-of-war to protect Spanish citizens at Sau

territory,

Foreign

Notes.

A despatch to the London Evening Standard
says that it rumored that a majority of the
jury of inquest on the collision between the
royal yacht and the Mistletoe are in favor of a
verdict of manslaughter against the officers of
the royel yacht.
The editor of the Frankfort Zeitung has
been sent to prison for refusing to testify as to
the authorship of c-rtain articles.
Mr. Wade, the British Minister at SUanghae,
when recently visiting the Department of
Secretary of State, was kept waiting in aa
ante-room by Li Hung Chang,
Viceroy of
Pekin and one of the Secretaries of State. Mr.
Wade was offended and withdrew. The Viceroy apologzed immediately, and nothing
serious followed.
Twelve thousand more troops are to be sent
to Cuba.
Five persons were killed and ten injured by
a collision on the Midland railway, yesterday.
GeD. Jovellar has asked permission to return
to Cuba.
The Busslans have taken the field against
Khokand. The rebellion is spreading.

New York, Aug.28.—It is said in Wall
street that the Bank of Nevada was directly
responsible for the failure of the Bank of California, the managers of tbat institution having
effected a corner simultaneously in mining
stocks and gold. There are other* who attrib
ute the susnension solely to the reckless extrav1gance of the bank managers. It is stated that
one of the results of the failure of the Bank of
California will be the abandonment of the projected National Telegraph Company.
Balaton’* Death and Last Acta.
San Francisco, Aug. 28.—At the meeting
of tbe directors held at 1 o’clock yesterday,
when Mr. Ralston entered the room, Mr. Mills
promptly asked him to resign bis position as
president. Mr. Ralston complied at once. Mr.
Mills then asked him to leave the room, and
he did so. The directors were still in session
when tbe news was brought tbat Ralston had
drowned himself. Tbe directors professed to
be astounded at the developments showing the
true condition of the bank.
The stockholders
will lose their investment, and in order to pay
all tbe liabilities, will have to stand an assessment of 50 per cent.
Yesterday Ralston transferred all his property to Senator Wm. Shaion for the benefit of
his creditors.
At a meening of the trustees of the bank
vesterdav Mr. Ralston promised that if the
management was left in bis bands he would
pay dollar for dollar to the depositors and fifty
cents on the dollar to the stockholders, but
after an excited discussion it was voted to accept his resignation.
Statements of the attending physicians go to
show that the death of Ralston resulted ftom
apoplexy while bathing. His body was placed
in a casket and taken to the residence of Col.
Fry, his father-in-law. The coroner will hold
The funeral will take place
an inquest to-day.
to morrow.
The Pacific Stock Exchange this afternoon
adopted resolutions deploring the death of
Ralston.
The National Gold Bank and Trust Com-

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
John Chusley, charged with arson at Pittsfield and held under bail at Portsmouth, has
cleared ont.
J. S. Giles, the absconding postmaster1 of
Prescott, has been arrested.at St. Thomas, Nevada.
The failure of the Bank of California is not
felt in the interior except at Los Angelos,
where all the banks have suspended.
The excitement over the recent suspension in
Baltimore has subsided, and no serious results
are

anticipated.

Col. Edward W. Long3treet, a well known
leather merchant of Spracuse. N. Y., committed suicide Saturday night.
Financial embarrassment was the cause.
A Baltimore despatch says a nephew of Gov.
uocgrane, a negro uriyer ana iwo males, were
killed by a train at a crossing on the Delaware
Railroad Saturday night The coroner’* jury
censured the railroad for uegligeuce.
The schooner Marion Gage, from Philadelphia, with coal for Boston, was sunk by a
The crew were
collision with the Achilles.
saved.
Agent Howard, of the Spotted Tail agency,
says that there is no truth in the reports that
Spotted Tail or any of his people are on the
war path.
They were never more loyal than
now.

Capt. Barney Hull, proprietor of the Sherman House, Boston, is dead.
His estate is valued at $350,000.
Dr. Patterson,superintendent of the asylum,
where Mrs. Lincoln is confined, denies that he
has

given

certificate that she should be disWbat he did say was that UDder certain circumstances it might be safe for her to
visit her sister in Springfield. He denies the
story of her being locked up.
Gen. A. J. Bannell, chairman of the West
Virginia Democratic executive committee, fell
dead yesterday of heart disease.
There, was another large crowd at the Twin
Mountain House, yesterday, to hear Beecher.
A waterspout at Musscogoit, yesterday, badly damaged) the Missouri, Kausas & Texas
railroad.

pany.

pending.

a

charged.
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

one.

yesterday

was

an ex-

& Co 2 do corn.
By water conveyance—1000
Tue * Co.

Portland

Wholesale Markets.

Saturday, August 18.—The markets are steady
and unchanged. Flour is firm with prices as last
quoted. Sugar is steady and granulated i* quoted at
11c with

an

active demand.

Pork and lard

bush cornmeal to G W

__

Stock LUi.
Sa.es at the Brokers* Board. Aug, 28.
Maine State 6’s, .—@104
United States 5-20s, July, 1865. 118$
Eastern Railroad. 56@55$
Eastern Railroad.55$ @55$
Union Pacific Railroad 6s.101$
Second Call.
Eastern Railroad 7s, sinking fund.— @ 90$
Union Pacific sinking fund 8s.93|
Boston & Maine Railroad..
Sales at Auction.
York Manufacturing Company.1250
Eastern Railroad.< ...— @ 55|
Portland * Ogdensburg Railroad 6s, 1891, gold.. .51$
Boston* Maine Railroad 7 s, 1894.110$
uoxtou

Bauk Statement.
New York, Aug 28.—The following is the weekly

bank statement.
Decrease in loans.264,300
Decrease in Specie..
340,600
•..

lncrease^n legal tenders. 118,00J

Increase in deposits.
Circulation Decreased.
Reserve decrease.

469,900

213,500
340,075

are a

lit-

tle slow and prices are unchanged. Molasses is dull
with but little call. Potatoes are plenty at 40c.

Alonev Market.
New York, Aug. 28—P M.—The excitement with
which the market opened yesterday has entirely
passed by, as if nothing had happened out of the
The Money market shows little
usual course.
change, though the tendency is to higher rates. Call
.lew York Slock and

loans are 13 to 2 per cent, and discounts of mercautile paper are 41 to 6 pei cent., with 5 ® 5J as the
on widen the largest amount of business is
done. The movement of currency is against the
New York banks and must reasonably continue so
till November.
Gold has been very dull all day, all the sales at
1133 and 114; loans were made at 1 per cent, to 1-37
for use.
Specie shipments for this week—$30,000 in gold
coin and $414,853 in silver bars. Since January 1,

figures

Foreign

Bxporm.

HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—1525 bbls of
flour, 135 do oatmeal, 2500 lb* tobacco, 15 bales hops,
100 lbs nuts, 1 bbl spirits, 50 galls varnish, 208 packages sundry merchandise.
WINDSOR, NS. Br Schr Ada -1 locomotive, &c.
YARMOUTH, NS. Br Schr Emma-300 this of

ANNAPOLIS, NS. Br Schr F P Ladd-115 bbls
flour, 14 bags meal, 1 do shorts, 45 plows, l5 cultiva-

tors.

bbl* flour, 43.000 hn*b
corn,7000 bush oats, 2000 bush bar-

Ar 27th. sch James A Potter, Ogier, Georgetown,
bound East.
Sid 27th. schs J W Drisko, Tahmiroo, Geo B Ferguson, Para, YoSeroite, Wm Bunk, Allegro, Emma
Me Aaam, W H he Witt.
NEW BEDFORD—A r 26tli, sch C W Dexter, Curtis, Bangor.
Ar27th, sch F ora A Sawyer, Nutter. New York.

Shipments do—1000 bbls flour, 46,000 Dusb wheat,
000 nush com, 2,000 do oats.
Aii. August 28.-Pork is
steady and in
fair demand at 20 50. Lard—steam 13 @ 13lc;kettle
14. Bulk Meats quiet; shoulders at 84c; clear
13J
ribll}c; clear sides at life. Bacon-shoulders 9$c;
clear rib 12gc; clear sides 13J @ 13Jc. Hogs quiet and
firm; good grades scarce; stockersat 6 50 @7 00;gocd
light 7 80 @ 8 00 Whiskey active and firm.
Indianapolis, August 28.—Flour at 6 25 @8 00.
Wheat—Red new 75 @ 1 20; old 1 30 @ 1 40. CornEar 65c; Shelled 66 @ 68c
Oats 40 @ 45c. Bulk Mts
shoulders 8§.
Savannah, August28.—Cotton firm; Middling

uplands

BOSTON—Ar27th,

Charleston,
uplands at 14Jc.

at

Crowley, New York.
Sid 27ih, orig Mary

August 28.-Cotton quiet; Middling

mings.

York.

money and account.
London, August 28—12.30 P. M.—American
ties—U S new 5s at 105J; Erie Railway 14J.

were

the

securities:

closing quotations of Gov-

United States coupon 6’s, 1881 ,|coup.122
United States 5-20’s 1864, coup...1163
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.118
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new ex-coup..1183
United States 5-20’s, 1867 do.1203
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.120|
United States new 5’s.117
United States 10-40 coupon.1193
Curreucv 6*8 ex...1233
The lollowmg are the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Unic * Telegraph Co—exdiv.833
Pacific Mail... .383
NJY Central and Hudson R. consolidated.1043
Michigan Central. 64
Union Pacific.Stock...72|
Lake

Shore..'....

61

St Paul preferred. 63f
Illinois Central, ex-div.97}
Wabash. 6
Chicago & Northwestern. 41J
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.55!
Chicago & Hock Island.... 108|
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.20}
The following were the quotations lor Pacific Kailroad securities:

Central Pacific bonds int.102J
Union Pacific do..102}

grants.loo}
Sinking Funds.
97}
Union Pacific land

Missouri Pacific.47i
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 12
0

Providence Print Cloth market.
PnoviDEXCE.Aug. 28.—The printing cloths market
has continued during the past week, prices being
steady at 5} @ 5}c for standard and extra 64 x 64s,
closing firm at these quotations; sales of the week
41,000 pci.
Domeatic market*.
New Yobk. August 28—5 P. M.—Ashes are dull
and unsettled. Cotton quiet, easier aud quotations
unchanged; sales 789 bales; Middling uplands ltjc;
forward deliveries quiet at 1-16 @ 3-32 decline. Flour
—Receipts 10.856 bbls; the market is steady with a
moderare export and home trade demand; sales 12,
800 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 75 @ 5 50;
common to good extra Western and State at 5 65 @
6 00; good to choice do at 6 00 @ 6 50; common to
choice White Wheat Western extra at 6 50 @ 7 50;
common to good extra Ohio 5 65 @ 7 20; common to
choice extra St Louis at 5 95 @ 8 50; including 4300
bbls shipping extra at prices within range, the
market closing steady; Southern flour is quiet and
unchanged; sales of 680 bbls; common to fair extra
at 5 80 @ 6 85; good to choice at 6 90 @ 8 50; Rye flour
quiet and unchanged; sales of 250 bbls at 4 75®
5 90. Cornmeal quiet and steady; sales 450 bbls of
Western at 3 65 ® 4 40; Brandywine at 4 65 @ 4 75.
W eat—receipts of47,327 bush; the market is fairly active and a shade firmer; sales215,000 bush; 129
<aj 1 34 for soft to good No 2 Chicago; 134 bid. 136
asked for prime; 1 36 for choice No 2 Northwestern;
1 38 lor No 2 Milwaukee; 1 46 @ 1 50 for No 1 Spring
in store and afloat; 1 45 for Winter Red Western
afloat; 1 47 for Amber do in store; 45,000 bush No 2
Chicago last half September at 1 35; 25,000 No 1
Minnesota seller September at 1 40.
Rye is auiet
and nominal. Barley is unchanged with a moderate
demand for forward delivery; sales 10.000 bush new
6-rowed State last half September 115. Barley Malt
quiet and heavy. Cora—receipts 71,500 bush; the
market is heavy and closing with a moderate demand; sales 112 bush; 77 ® 79c for steam Western
Mixed: 80 @8u}c for sail do; 82c bid, 83c asked for
extra choice; 74 @76}c for heated Western Mixed;
82cfor Yellow Western; 8000 bush prime Western
Mixed last half September at 82c. Oats—receipts 11,250 bush; the market is moderately active; prime old
1 @ 2cJower; new 2 @ 5c lower; sales 81,000 bush at
58 @ 60c for Western Mixed; 61
@ 61c for White
Western; 62}c for very choice Mixed State, an extreme; 51 @ 58c for new Mixed and White State
afloat; 45® 53c for new black and Mixed Western.
Hay—prime at 80 @ 85c for old shipping. Cofiee—
Rio quiet; sales 215c bags on p t; 18} @ 21c gold for
cargoes; 18} @ 21 jc gold for job lot. Sugar is quiet
and steady at 7 15-16 @ 8}c for fair to good refining; 8|c for prime; refined is firm at 10Jc; hard
grades 10J @ lijc Molasses dull and heavy. Rice
is firmer end iu fair demand. Petroleum is dull and
firmer; crude at 51c; refined atll|@ll}c on spot
and seller September; cases at 15} @ 16}. Naptha
10c. Tallow Is quiet 9gc. Naval Stores— Kotin dull
at 1 65 @ 1 70 for strained. Turpentine is
dull; Spirits at 31} @ 32c. ( oal is firm at 5 25 @ 6 50 for Anthracite per cargo. Leather is firm; hemlock sole,
Buenos Ayres and Rio Grande light middle and heavy
weights 26 @ 28} ;Calforaia do 25 @ 27; common do 25

(n) 971
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@ 03c; pulled 30 @ 52c; unwashed 15 @ 34; Texas 15
@ 35c. Pork is excited and higher; sales 200 bbls of
new mess

job

lots at 20 70

@ 20

90 ; 250 bbls seller for

September at 20 70, closing at 20 90 @ 21 00; 5000 bbls
seller October at 20 50 @ 20 90.
Beef steady; Beef
Hams unchanged; tierce Beef quiet. Cut meatB are
dull; middles dull at 12}c for city long clear. Lard
is firmer at 13Sc tor old prime steam; 135 @ 13f for
new; 250 tes seller September at 134 @ 13Sc; 100 do
seller October at 13| @ 13Jc. Linseed dull. Whiskey
steady at 1 21; sales 125 bbls.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is a shade firmer ; Cotton per steam 7-32 @ Jd; Corn per steam at
7Id; do sail CJd; Wheat per steam at 7|d; Wheat per
sail 7d.
Chicago, August 28.—Flour weak. Wheat is in
fair demand aud firm and 14@2c higher; No 1
Chicago Spring nominallyiat 1 24 @ 1 25; No 2 do at
1 175 on spot or seller
August; 115 @ 1154 seller for
September; closing easier. Corn easier; No 2 Mixed
G4|c on spot; 64J @ 65c seller August; 64JC bid for
.seller September; 6?Jc for seller October; relected at
G3ic. Oats are active and lower; No2at39Jc cash;
35Jc seller September; 35c bhl seller for October; rejected 33 @ 34*. Barley—prices advanced; 1 (17J for
seller September 1 05 seller October. Rye is quiet
and firm at 83 @ 84c seller August;
nominally at 78c
seller for September; ottered at 80c seller October.
Pork in fair demand and prices advanced 25
@ 30c;
sales at 20 15 @ 20 50, closed at 20 50 on spot; 20 25 @
20 30 seller September; 20 35 @ 20 37J seller October!
Lard active and higher at 13 124 on 8POf; 13 20 @
13 25 seller October. Bulk Meats easy; shoulders at
8c on spot; short rib middies I14c; short clear middles 13J.
Whiskey steady and firm at 119J. No afternoon call.
Receipts—5,000 bbls Hour, 83,000 bush wheat, 160,000 bush corn, 67,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush barlev
5000 bush of rye.

Shipments—3,000 bbls flour,181,000 bushjwbeat,283
61,000 busu oats, 6000 Dust, barlev, 000

000 bush corn,
bush rye.

Toledo, August 28.—Flour quiet and unchanged
Wheat strong aud higher; No 2 White Wabash old
at 146@147; new at 1 40; Mol White Michigan
newl33; No 3 do 1 23; extra do 1 47; Amber Michigan new 134; seller for September at 1 374 @138seller foi October at 1 39; No 2 Amber Michigan new
1 22; No 1 Red Winter new 1 34; No 2 seller
August
I 434; seller September 1 41; do October 1 4U; rejected l 08*; Dayton and Michigan 1 07; No 1 Amber Illinois 1 47 bid; No 2 do at 1 40. Corn dull and lower
high mixed 71c; seller September 72c; do October at
73; low Mixed 704c; seller Sept 715c; no grade 67c
Oats dull and lower; No 2 at 43Jc; White 44c; Michigan 43c.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 43,000 bush Wheat, 37.000 bush Corn, 27,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 31,000 bush Wheat, 001
Milwaukee, August 28.—Flour inactive. Wheat
steady and firm; No 1 Milwaukee at !30;No2Milwaukee 123; seller for August at 1194; seller for
September 1164. Corn in lair demand and lowerNo 2 at 655c. Oats lower; No 2 seller September at
355c. Barley higher; No 2 Spring seller September

atl04;No1 in bond 82c. Provisions firm; mess
pork at 20 124. Lard—prime steam 13J ffl> 13J.
Lake Freights quiet and steady—Wheat Buttalo at
Receipts—2,000 bblB flour. 92.000 bush wheat, 0,000
hush corn, 00,000 hush oats, 0000 bush barley, 0000
bush rye.

Shipments—6,000 bbls tiour.32,000 busb wheat,000,000, Dusti corn, 0000 buBh barley, 0000 hush oats.
1
ietboit, August 28.—Flour is steady. Wheat is

quiet; extra old at 1 4 ; No 1 White Michigan old at
43; new at 1 32f; No 2 do new at 1 284 i No 1 Amber
Michigan old 1 37; new do 1 32. Corn steady. Oats
lower; White Western Michigan new 45c; No 1 new
at 42c. Barley—State at 2 00 @ 2 25 cental. Mess
Pork at 22 25 @ 22 50. Lard—tierces 13J @ 14.
1

Hamburg 12ih, Shamrock, Panuo, for New

Sid tm Malaga llth inst, Abbie Bacon, Merill, for
New York.
Sid fm Cadiz 9th inst, He’.en O Pbiuney, Boyd, tor

m.—motion
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line ot Surgical Instruments, Medial.ical
deformities, Electric Batteries,
Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutchon
&c.,
hand
and made to oide*.
es, <&c.,
ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.

Repairing promptly attended to by
SCHLOTTERBECK A CO.,

mantel

Middling up’ands at 7 3—16d; do Orleans
at 7$a; sales 10,000 bales, of which 20v0 bales were
for speculation am export.

steady;

persons afflicted with kidney disease, pain in
the back, and all urinary diseases, diabetes, gravel,
dropsy, nervous debility in either sex, should at once
au25eod&wlw
try Hunt's Remedy.
All

A

Manufacturers of and Dealers

Hint to the Lean

peculiarly serviceable to thiu, delicate people,
since it strengthens the digestive and assimilative
organs, and is consequently a powerful auxiliary in
the blood manufacturing processes, which in a state
of headb ought to be. and are, thoroughly performed.
An increase of muscle, as well as fat, is a result of
using this sovereign anti dyspeptic, appetizing and
generally corrective cordial.

ters is

DIED.

city, August 28tb, of consumption, Mrs.
Eliza Grant, widow of the late Jotham S. Grant,
aged 65 years and 6 months.
[Funeral tbis (Monday) afternoon at 2 o’clock.
in North Yarmouth, Aug.27, Mis. Nathl Sweetser
aged 71 years.
In Bristol, July 21, Mrs. Gamage, relict of the late
Capt. Nath’l Gamage.
In Lubec, Aug. 13, Mr. Thomas Lamson, aged 52
In this

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Piease tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

years.
In Windsor, Aug. 16. Mr. Francis A. W. Marsh,
aged 26 years 5 months.
In Biugham, Aug. 12, Mrs. Mary A. Wilcox, aged
35 years.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
Name.
From
For
Date.
York.. Kingston,*&c

Aug

Moravian .Quebec.Liverpool_Sept
China.Boston.Liverpool.... Sept
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool... .Sept

4
4
4
Ville de Paris.New York .Havre
Sept 4
Republic.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 4
California.New York. .Glasgow
Sept 4
Russia.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept l
Frisia.. .New York Hamburg
Sept t
Atlas.New York.. Hayti, &c.Sept 1(
Prussian.Quebec_ Liverpool. .Sept 11
Victoria. New York. .Glasgow.Sept 11
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. Liverpool... .Sept 11
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool
Sept 11

We

shall

oiler

1

during (he present week
some

Special Bargains

..

—
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OUR

—

Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac..
40

pvru4 vni'

|

SALE

CLOSING

—

OF

F.

LEAVITT.,
sneod

me."

GUNS,

Breech and Muzzle Loading, Rifle*, Revolver*, Finking Tackle for Trout,
Pickerel, and Smelt, Sporting and
Hlastiug Powder at %Vhole*ale
and Retail* and ammunition
of all kiudfl.

7 Shot Revolver and 100 Cartridges $5.
Repairing of all kinds.
T. B. DAVIS, Portland, Me.,
Cor. Federal and Temple Sts.
apr26sneod6m

$16,003,584.74
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums terminating in 1874,

Stop that Cough.

Policy holders In tills Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Company.
L.08NE*

1874, in bills committed toN. S. Jordan, collector of said town, on the twenty-fourth clay of June.
1874,has been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid on the twenty-third day ot June, 1875, by bis
certificate of that date- and now remains unpaid; and
notice is hereby given that it said tax and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said town
within eighteen months from the date of the commitment of the said bills,
much of the real estate taxed
as will be suftlcient to pay the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, will without further
notice be sold at public aucti n, at the Town Hoase,
in said town, on the first day of January, 1876, at one
o’clock in the afternoon.
No. ot Acres with buildings

thereon.

Valua- Tax.
tion.

SUMMER

DRESS

Railroad,

the South by land ot R. T.
on the West by Town
road.20

GOODS !

Office 166 Fore

PORT OF PORTLAND.

r— A n -i— ■ ■ a a ■

nn a a
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Saturday} Ang. 28.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passen1
gers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John. NB, via
East port for Boston.
Barque T J Southard, (of New York) Woodward
Liverpool—238 tons salt to C H Chase & Co. [See
other news.]
Pormnn.l
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CONGRESS STREET.

534
au30

OUR NEW

PORTABLE COOKING RANGE,
FOR WOOD OR COAL.
The Illuminated Clarion Range is one of the moat
Elegant and Economical, as we warrant it to be the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus

Sch

following are some of its special features:
Illuminated tire box; clinkerless shaking and
dumping grate; the best chance to broil without
odor; large ventilated oven; with or without hot
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
draft cut-off ever invented; reversible collar, pipe-top
or back; dustless sifter and large ash
pan; skeleton
grate in hot closet; heat thrown under all its six
holes; water front when ordered; it has nickel plated
knobs and is splendidly fitted ur*; flues cleaned from
the outside.
In connection with the above we would merely add
that in design and finish, it is usurpus sed. It has
an unusuahy large oven. and exntra deep Jtues.
The
covers and centres are heavy, so preventing any
The

warping. The broiling door is one of the most important features in modern stoves, and is so arranged

in THE CLARION that broiling can be carried on
successfully without any odor coming into the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful
appearance, and shows at all times the conditionof the fire
without opening the door. The skeleton slide in hot
closet bottom keeps any dish enveloped with warm
air. The sifter is vibrated by a handle through the
front plate, and allows no dust to escape.
This Range has been
tested in every
particular, and every disinterested person and dealers will admit it to be the best Cooking Range ever
offered to the public. Please call and examine it ami
we can give you testimonials and references that will
be satisfactory to you..

twruicu

tlie special meeting of Ligonia Lodge, No. 5,
I. O. 0. F. held on Sunday afternoon, August 29th,
the following vote oi thanks were extended: To Congress Square Universalist Church, for the use ot
their Church at the iuneral of our late Bro. Chas.
O. Chamberlain; to the Portland Band, for the music
At

Dana & Co.
Sch Sandalpbon, Allen, Whiling for New York.
Sch lanthe, Johns, Gouldsboro—canned lobster t(
Portland Packing Co.
CLEARED.

Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S,
Join
so kindly furnished; to Machigonne Encampment,
Porteous.
No. 1, for the escort furnished, and to all members of
Sch Carrie Belle, Seavev. Baltimore—J Nickerson
Sch Jessie Elizabeth. Babb, Windsor, NS, to load
the other Lodges who united with U9 in the cerefor Alexandria—J Nickerson.
monies.
Sch Emma, (Br) Nickerson, Windsor, NS—Johr
CHAS. PAINE, Rec. Sec’y.
j
aug30sndlt
Porteous.
Sch John A Lord, Thomas, Windsor, NS—master
Sch F P Ladd, (Br) Nickerson, Annapolis, NS—d
Porteous.
Sch Ada, (Br) Lethergreen,Windsor, NS—Portland
The members ot the Portland Mariue Society, are
Company.
Sch John Bird, Smith, Rockland—C H Chase & Co
requested to attend the Funeral service of our late
Jose
D
Wenonah
SAILED—Barque
Bueno; brig
Brother, Capt, Green Waldron, on TUESDAY, at 4
■chs L Q C Wishart, J F Baker. H Prescott, Henrj
p. m., at the residence of his family, in Cape ElizaAdelhert, and others.
beth.
Monday, Aug. 29.
Per order,
ARRIVED
ang30end2tALBERT MARWICK, Sec’y.p
Ocean
Boston.
Pearl,
Barque
Henley.
Barque Megunticook, Hemingway, Boston.
NOTICE.
Brig Antelope, Wood, Philadelphia,
Sch Manel, Anderson. Boston.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmore, Friendship.
There will be a special meeting of the Montgomery
Scb fizzle Williams, Conary, cruise, with 250 bblf
Guards, THIS (Monday) EVENING, at 7$ o’clock, at
mackerel.
the Armory. A fall attendence Is requested, as
Sch Goldsmith Maid, Spurling, cruise, with 140 bblf
mackerel.
business of importance will come before the meeting.
Per order,
LFROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.!
Arrived at Kings Ferry. Fla., 27th, brig Addi(
aug30sndlt_WM. J. McCALLUM, Clerk.
Hale, Matanzas to load for New York.
—

NOTICE^

kiniru ana ureen

Fresh Cabarga Cigars not being equal
to last gear’s crop, ibis invoice is offered
*at less than cost by

sold.

Sch Ann Maria, Thurston, with a cargo of wood,
parted her cable and went ashore at Hersey’s Cove,
Pembroke, 23d, and remained, leaking badly.
PORTS.
Cld 19vb, ship YoSemite,

DOMESTIC

SAN FRANCISCO
Walker. Cork.
GALVESTON—Cld 21st.. brig A C Titcomb, Endeven, Pass Christian; sch Washington, Berry, for La—

FRANK E. ALLEN, Importer,
3

Parker,
Also

New York.

ar

27th, brig Altavela, Frecthy, Providence;

sch S P Hall. Turner, New fork.
SAVANNAH
Ar 26th. brig Gambia, Hupper,
New York, 54 days, (has been reported missing.)
Ar 27th, brig Sullivan,Perry, Boston; sch Almeda,
Smith. Boston
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 20th, sch. Melvin, Roberts. Baltimore.
Sid 16th, sch Hattie Turner, for Boston.
CHARLESTON-Ar 26th, sch Carrie Heyer, Poland, Providence; Ralph Howes, Burgess, and Carrie
S Webb, Homan, New York; Dione, Dutch, Belfast.
Ar 27th, sch Carrie Melvin, Andrews. Bath.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 25th, sch A H Rowe, Whitte—

more,-for Georgetown.
siu 25th, sch C P Gerrisli,

Armstrong, eastward.
FORTRESS MONROE-Passed out 26th, brig Mary A ('base, (tiom Baltimore) for Demarara.
In Hampton Roads, windbound, brig Amelia Emma; schs TWH White. M A Fisk. Hattie G McFarland, Abbot Devereux, T R Pillsbury, Thos N Stone,
Koret, J M Harlow, D E Sawyer, Lottie Ames. Jos
Farwell, A W Fisk, F H Odiorne, W S Jordan, and
others, bound North.
B ALTIMORE-Ar 25th, tch Melissa A
Wiley, Wiley, Portland.
Ar 26th. schs J T Manson, Manson, Boston; B W
Hill, Higgins, Portland.
Cld 26th, sch BuRbrod W Hill, Higgins. Portland.
Ar 27th, scbs Almon Bird, Drinkwater, Boston;
R E Yates, Yates. Fulton, Texas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, schs Owen P Hinds,
Clendennin. Calais; Agnes, Hodgdon, Boothbay;
Vineyard, Rosebrook, Portsmouth.
Cld. 26th, schs Winner, Hand, Boston; S E Rogers,
Rogers, Portland.
Ar 27th, scbs Light oi the East. Harper. Calais;
Mary A McCann. Kavanaugb. Port Spain; Douglas
Haynes. Adams, and Sami Fish, from Bath; Hortensla, Larraoee, Portsmouth; W J Parks, Bogart,

MOULTON

c. way & co,

Corner Myrtle and Cumberland Sts.
ma22sntf
PERSONAL NOTICE.—Notice is hereby
given that all officers, sailors and soldiers,
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion,
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and
thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Cham-

St.. New York.oc29snly

Scklotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and iresh and impacting to it
a iw
if ht.tt. piimpv
A safe and

Photograph

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
Co., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street.
One door above Brown. Portland. Me.
ma27sndtf

UK.

Saybrook.

28th, scbs E H Williams. J C Sweeney, and A E
Babcock, from Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2Gtb, barque Carrie

is ordered to New Orleans
NEW YORK.—Ar 26th. schs Susan Stetson, Lewis,
Bowdoinbam; R L Kenney, Coleman, Rockland;
Globe, Herrick, Bangor: Carrie Woodbury, Woodbury, do; G W Glover, Perry, Hallowed ; Walter C
Hall, Thorndike, and Gem, Thomas, from Rockland;
Moses Eddy, Taylor; Nautilus. Crockett, do; FV
Turner, Graves, Vinalhaven; Pilot’s Bride. Eldrklge,
Providence; Empress, Kennedy, do; L T Knight.
Miller. Boston.
Ar 27th, brigs Gazelle. Dixon, Harrington; James
Davis. Partridge, Bangor; Jennie A Cheney, Arey,
Hamburg; schs C Matthews, Wentworth, Bangor;
Peiro, Kelley, Shnlee, NS; Only Son, Meady, Gardi
ner: E M Sawyer. Kelley, JoneBpoit; boaz, Coombs,
Belfast; Martha Weeks, Cole. Pocasset; Wm Stevens. Elwell, and Fannie Butler, Warren, Bangor;
Volant. Coombs, do; Carrie L Hix, Hix. Vinalhaven;
Massachusetts, from Rockland; Sea Nymph, Dow,
Fraudliu; Volant, Shaw, Calais; Orion, fm Belfast;
C H Macomber, Sargent, Mt Desert; Olio, Henderson, Pittston; F V Turner, Adams, Boston
Cld 27th, barque A N Franklin, Gross. Bristol, E;
brig Centaur, Stanley, Greytown; schs Victor, Nickerson. St Croix; Elizabeth Dehart, Low, Washington ; John Snow, Mitchell. So Amboy.
Sid 27th, ship Admiral, for San Francisco.
Passed throngh Hell Gate 27th, sch T Benedict,
from Hoboken for Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs L M Strout Dean,
and Philanthropist, Coombs, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sch J C Crafts, Greeley,
Rockland.
Sid 26th, sch F A Colcord, Pierce, Portland.
Sid 27th, schs H R Condon. Conley, for Baltimore;
Flora King, Pettigrew, New York.
WICKFORD—Ar 26th, sch Mary Brewer, Low,
Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar 26th, fch Jesse. Wallace, Calais.
Ar 27th, schs Anaconda, Fickett, fm New York for
Boston; Kattie Mitchell, Eastman, South Amboy for
Habowell.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs Speedaway,
Coffin, Hoboken tor Boston; Emma McAdam.Murch.
Philadelphia fordo; B F Lowell, Rice, Georgetown
for Portsmouth; Laliaina, Hougbtou, dolor Portland; W H DeWitt, Trowaut, from New Bedford lor
Briitol*

all the Medical Jour-

U.

J.

dec!5

carried in the veet pocket, and as an
bexative these Lozenges have no equal.

aperient

A great amount of suffering may be
use of Dr. Morse’s Medicated
Inhalations.
In Throat Disease it will give relief iu a tew
minutes. It is a sure preventive of
Diphtherills, a
disease which has caused so much
and beIt renders breathing easy.
reavement
It arrests
the progress of disease in the lungs, removes tubercles by absorption, prolongs life and keeps the patient comfortable iu hopeless ca«es, and effects cures
in curable cases.
C. MORSE, M. D..
au7snd&w3in73 Free St., Portland Me.

prevented

anfuisn

A

CARD

To the public or those wanting a Refrigerator.
I
have not time myselt aud do not employ agents to
rouud and drum up <Customers, but sells my
Goods at Manufacturer- prices, and will simplv say
it they will call at Howell & Morse’s, 20 Market
Square, and see mv Refrigerator in full opperation
before buying, it will be to their advautage, as the
proof of the merits I claim for it are all there and
speak lor themselves.
run

myl7sndtf

J. F. MERRILL*

lVk A

mi

1A
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—

SWEETSIR & MERRILL’S

jali’eodlv

BURNHAM.

.3m

STOCK

FOR

eodly

BABCOCK FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

SALE!

H.M.PAfSON&CO.,
32

Ask for tho

BOTTLE

CRUSHER,

Manufactured by the Babcock IH’P, Co., Chicago, Chemical Fire En.ine* and H..k
and l.adder Track, for Cilira and Tawai,
and Mtaiianary Tanka for Faclarie*. Sena
tor circulars.

NORWICH, CONN.,
Cirntral Agent Tor New England.
cod26t
jul.vl

ENGLISH AID CLASSICAL
B. VARNEY, A. M

.

SCHOOLr

PRINCIPAL,

School Room over Store of Crawford Brothers, cor.
of Casco and Cumberland Streets. Entrance by
Stairway on Casco Street.
Fall Term will begin TUESDAY, August 31st.
Boys fitted for High School, College or Business.
Applicants admitted any time. Se*sion from 9 to
1.
Private Lessons on reasonable termsr
Best
references.
City
For further information, apply to
PRINCIPAL, at Steven’s Plains,
or, on and alter August 31st, at School Room.
deodtf
aug21

PORTLAND

Fall Term begins August 30th,
close* the Saturday before Thank*giving
Pupils of both sexes received at any time during tho
and

Term.

TEBMS 9100

PER

WEEK.

A.

FIEFS.

eodtf

$20,000
To Loan on First Class mortgages
In Portland aud Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees periect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate Loans.
Real Estate Investments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paper bought aud sold.

G. R.

gpeodty

PEACHES !
Sha;l receive THIS A. M.
Peaches.

G. G. Hackett &

oct5-’69T T&Stt

1 & 11-4 Inch

FIRST QUALITY FLOORI \G,
For sale in lots or car loads at Cargo Prices.
J. W. DEERINO,
illO Commercial Stlreet, Fool of Centre sit
nel2
eodtf

Air

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.
1AT Ylong experience at the Roofing in Boston and
JjJL other large cili2s where Arid-class work is
drne, enables me to slate or tin roofs in the best
manner at a coat no greater than that of goo.l shingles
and a slate roof not only appears much better, Dut
increases the value ot the building more than the
cost ot slating, and is less likely to take Are, and
preserves the rain water in good condition for household purposes, &c.

T. C. COOPER,
Mlatr ami metal

Roofer,
Resident, E Hirer*, Kni«hlrllle.
Order Box at J. J. Lapping Grain Store, No. X
York Street Portland.
jy31Ulm*

COAST
FOR

THE

SALE.

SimONTON

Hack-

LADD,

Commercial Ht. H si yoke** 'Viqil.
ieodti

a12

Boarding

and

Bay School.

The Fail Session of this School for Young Ladies
opens

TH1JRNDAV, NKPTEfflBKR I6lh.
For particulars address the
MISSES MYtlU^DS,
at their Residence.
jy22deod2m

Abbott Family School at Little Blue
session of this well known school for boys
will begin September 6, 1875. Buildings, Equip
For circulars and
roent and grounds unrivalled.
other information, applv to
A. P. KELSEY, M. A., Principal.
aulOdeodlm
Farmington, Maine.

FALL

Bonds and I?Ior?ga^es.
selected Wester.
Municipal Bonds
and Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
Inquiries, Collections and Remittances promptly attended to.
CHARLES M. HAW KES,
augl7TuTb<fcS!y2ap
96 Middles t*

CAREFULLY

GULF

OF

MAINE,

A most thorough aud complete work, compiled
and issued by the Halted *ti»u* Coast Purvey,
For sale by

WM. SENTER & CO.

OR AIN AG

QUANTITY OF

Spruce Piling, Spars and
matac Knees, by

PILOT-

From East port to Host on.

jnei5d3m

A

Co.,

aurll

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, mattresses,
McDonough Patent Bed Lorngu, Em.
ameled Chairs, Ac.
pp-All kinds of repairing neatly dene. Pnrniture

FOR

7

Those wishing to parchate pirate call
early ia the day.

Prinpinal.

J. H. HOOPER,

ANY

large lot of

a

HEAD CENTRAL WHARF.

li Elm SMreet.
Portland, August 27. 1875.
aug28deod8w

M.Dry

Agency,

BROWN’S BLOCK.

„
CC27

No.

ozed and matted.

RAVIS,

Real Estate and Loan

For further particulars inquire of
FT FA

Exchange Street.

my27

ACADEMY7

22 PISE STREET, PORTIASD.

Inhalation.
by the

P,

Every Store, Factory and Dwelling
should keep the

or

Trial Boxes 30 c. large Boxes 60r. seal
by mail free of postage to any address.
For sale by E, S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremon
Temple. Boston, and by all Druggists.
se9sneodly

w

nnr

FIRST NATIONAL.
CASCO NATIONAL.
CIJJIBERLANb NATIONAL.

300

the palate, cause no pain,act promptly
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases of
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all svmptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eatino, Sour Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Hbadache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintness &c.
Travellers find the Lozenges just what they need,
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may
Pleasant to

a

w\ Am a

ijiuura mu

Southern Pine Flooring.

GOSTI/ENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

Ar

Wyman, from Belfast.
Shin Marcia Greenleaf

by

tbe most Agreeable,
Convenient, ICfieotive and
Sure Remedy for

—

Club Tickets at very Law Bales Sold.

MANUFACTURER OF

LOZENGES.
Indorsed
nals as

R

Parlor

PERISTALTIC

OF

BANK

—IN—

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

HAURISO N’S

ASSORTMENT
—

Gallery,

LTPHO L8TERER

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

FIND A

WILL

169 Uliddle Street.

MARKET SQUARE.

sure

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

GOOD

BURNHAM’S

C.

READ, BEY AND TRY.
using Cougb Medicines I find WAY’S COMPOUND SYRUP OF LUNGWORT to be
the best kind I have ever used.
JAMES M. SAFFORD,
44 Chestnut Street.
Sold by all Druggists.

Boston.
Also ar

27th. schs Vashti R Gates, Holmes, Calais;
Winner. Nash, tni Boston; Eva C Yates, Yates, do;
Carrie M Richardson, Richardson, Portland.
Cld 27th, schs Susannah, Torrey, Rockport; Elva E
Pettengill, York, Portland; Pride ol the East, Lord,

eod6m*

YOU

roif.

inO.UA* II. PERKIN*,

In

CO.

Parn«oU and a general n«nortnient •<
Good* and Trimming*, all marked

entf

wholesale and letail by
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Importers,
ang28sndtttil Market Square.

&

down.

Ten Thousand Cabarga; Cigars
just received direct from Havana, and for sale at

bers

noaae

BROS.

29 MARKET SQUARE.

Fancy

STREET.

au30

)

guna, Mex.

Cld 20th, sch Alice Hodges, Skinner, Tuxpan.
Ar 26th, sch David H Tolck, Sawyer. Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 27th, sch Monadnock,
Baker, from Havana.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 26th, sch Annie L McKeen,
McKeeD, New York. 40 days.
BRUNSWICK, UA—Ar 27th, sch John Bouglas,

NUTTER
aprlO

All at the lowest manufacturers’ prices. Delivered
free of charge to any part of the City and Vicinity.
Also, wholesale and retail, the best qualities of
Rockingham Teapots and Stone Ware, at their
FACTORY OK BRATTLE NTEET,
Leading off Portland, next to Green St.
All orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended
to.
aug26deodlm

TWENTY THOUSAND CABARGA CIGARS

MEMORANDA.
Sch C W Holt, from Georgetown for Boston, which
into
put
Norfolk, in distress, is found to be in bad
condition, and the surveyors recommend her to be

BANGOR.
For sale in Portland by

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealt! s In

A CARD.

t<

Manntactory,

wood, bishop & co.

Earthen ware, Plain and Fancy Flower
Pots, Banging Vam, new Pattern of
Baabet molded Plower Pot.Bracket Pot.,
with floral deaig,., common glased, de-

nnnl

Gazelle, Gardiner, Pembroke—herring, &c,

produced.

ever

8*cc(«.n to B. Bodge,

Evans &

Mooney.
Sch Lizzie Dewey, Davis, Boston.
Sch P L Smith. Upton. Newbury port.
Sch John S Hill, (Br) Conley, Clementport, NS— CJ
cords wood to order.

dlmeodllm&w6w

CLARION.

lamsonTswasey,

sntt

Street,

Manufactured and for sale bv

ESTABLISHED A. D. I»»S.

|

<2,*1» n S’

Portland Earthen fare

unvwij

•

PORTLAND.

fol>4

$400 $8.82
SAMUEL SKILLIN,
Treasurer of Town ot North Yarmouth.
dlaw3wS

au28

wTmunger,

thoroughly

on

NEWS,

DAYS

CORRESPONDENT,

positively no pulmonary disease that it will not cuie
or greatly alleviate. For all cases of hoarseness,loss of
voice, coughs, croup, bronchitis, asthma, and whooping cough it has no equal. We never knew a person

Non-Hesident Tax In the Town
of North Yarmouth, In the County of Cumberland, for the year
1874.
following tax on real estate of non-resident
owners in the town of North Yarmouth, for

IN
THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

JOHN

hound will cure a cough in one hall the time necessary to cure it with any other medicine. There is

who had used it but that recommended it to others.
We are prepared to guarantee every bottle. Please
call and inquire about it. Trial size 10 cents. For
sale by A, S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G. Loring,
Exchange and Federal Sreet; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress St.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr Keen,
Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J. W
Perkins & Co., General Agents,
oclOeodtf

PAID

J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

Hodsdon,

MARINE

Only

—

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year or r xssage.

Dr. Morris’s Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Hore-

lantic & St. Lawrence

—

ON

40 •nevnft-nt.

sti'PPT

Edward Batcheldor, situated on the
road from Dunn’s Station to Perley’s mill, and about J of a mile
from Dunn’s Station, and bounded
on the North by land of William
Johnson, on the East by the At-

...

niaiature Almanac.Angus! 30.
Sun rises............5.22 I High waters
10.45 AIM
Sun sets.. .6.38 I Moon rises... 4.40 AM

apr27-sneodtl

Awnings Tents, Flags, Boat Sails

the year

OUR ANNUAL SALE

—

AQcctQ

THE

31

Idaho.New York .Liverpool*.. Aug 31
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall. .Aug 31
Columbus.New York. .Havana
Aug 31
Scvthia.New York. .Liverpool
Sept
City of New York. .New York Havana.Sept 5

Marine Risks

n

501 Congreu Sl.« Portland, Hie
One door above Brown.

xauit i,

The cause of laenness, when there is no positive
disease which produces it, is an imperfect assimilation of the food. The weight of the body undoubtedly bears marked relation to, and increases propor.
tionately to its height, when it is properly nourished
with flesh-making blood. Hence, when we see a tall
person with “slab” sides and hollow cheeks, we have
a right to infer that his blood is thin and watery and
his constitution delicate. Hostetter’s Stomach Bit-

MARRIED.

INSURE AGAINST

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.

_

lastaii.*

SPOKEN.
Aug 15, lat 41 35, Ion 52 05, a fore-and-aft schooner,
bound East, showing white flag, with W.
Aug 20. North of Haiteras 15 miles, sch Lizzie
Lane, ot Searsport.
Aug 24, lat 37 37, Ion 74 31, sch Lily B French,
from Philadelphia lor Genoa.

secur-

Alps.New

following

Havre 14th, Mariposa, Fletcher, for Sandy

CM.l f_

OF NEW YORK,

lor
Appliances
Elastic Hose and

Gloucester.

public deposits, $19,800,000. Legal tenders outstanding, $374,755,108—unchanged.
Treasury balances at Washington: Currency,$3,6/0,000; coin, $70,250,000. including $17,500,000 gold
certificates, against $3,491,875, $70,738,807 and $18,561,000 respectively last Saturday.
The suspensions have comparatively little effect in
Wall street. Stocks have been firm; Union Pacific
has started into life again, with an advance from 723
@ 743. The sales to-day are: Western Union 22,300
shares, Pacific Mail 12,500 shares, New York Central
100 shares, Erie 1700 shares, Lake Shore 14.700 shares,
Union Pacific 3200 shares, Northwestern 2800 shares,
do preferred 2400 shares. Rock Island 600 shares, St
Paul 37U0 shares, do preferred 2800 shares, Wabash
200 shares. Ohio & Mississppi 400 shares, St Joseph
100 shares.
The

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.

[Latest by Europe ucsteamers.]
Falmouth 16th, Clara Pickens, Coombs, from

Sid fm
Hook.
Sid tm

ATLANTIC

jy23sn3ra

R. I.

A lull

guano tor Europe.
Bid fm Cardenas 25th, sch Stephen Bennett, for
North of Hatleras.
Sid tm Sagua 25tb, brig Ernest, Sinnett, for North
of Hatteras.
Ar at Port Mulgrave, NS,
2lst, sch Regalia, trom
Southport tor North Bay.
Cld at Pictou —, barque Bismark, for Portland.

gall.___

In Bristol, July 2, Horace Collamore of Bremen
and Miss Vena Carter ot Bristol.
In Bristol, July 21, Rodney Arey and Miss Eunice
Farr, both of South Thomaston.
In Gardiner, Aug. 15, Frank L. Waters and Miss
Angelia Danfortb.

National bank notes received for redemption to-day,
$950,000; tar the week, $5,300,000; last week, $3,160,000.
Bank circulation outstanding decrease, $3,000,000,
and now amounts to $346,000,000, of which $2,640,000
Bonds
are gold notes; last Saturday, $349,200,000.
held to secure circulation, $374,500,000; held against

Providence,

New York.

Ar at

Marine Insurance I

B^ySold by all Druggists lor the cure of Bowel or
Summer Complaints, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
Morbus, Colic, &c is purely vegetable, without a
particle of opiate, highly aromatic, a powerful tonic,
pleasant to the taste, and guaranteed to give immediate relief. Prepared ohly by Edward Sutton, of

C

At Falmouth, Eng, 2otb, ship India, Patten, from
Lohos, (ordered to London )
Sid fm Callao July 21, ship Prussia, Rich, for Independence Bay; 27th, Alida, Meban, Pabellon.
In port Aug 3, ship Wm M Reed, Bruce, to load

Bristol.

INSURANCE.

UK. BICKNELE’S M KIP,

FOREIGN FORTH.
Ar at Melbourne 25th, ship Flying Eagle, Crowell,
New'York.
Ar at Elsinoro Aug 25, brig H B Cleaves, Cum-

European markets.
London, August 28.—12.30 P M—Consols at 94 9-16

iio—u.ou r.

Bath;

Oliver, fm

tain, Philadelphia.

l-ljc.

rnrunL, nujj,

Caucuses.
Limington.—The Republicans of Limington are
requested to meet at the Town House in said town
on SATURDAY Sept., 4tli at 5J o'clock p. in. for the
purpose of nominating a candidate for Representative
to the Legislature and to choose a town Committee.
Per Order of the Town Rep. Com.
au27dtd
Limington, Aug., 25th 1875.

Haskell. Hall, for Rockland;
Bartlett, do; Abbie Dunn, Foun-

schs Mabel Hall

Gloucester Fish market.
Gloucester, Mass., August 28.
Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
ending August 28:
Arrivals have] been reported, sixty-three; 38
from Georges aggregating 57,000 lbs codfish and 35,000 lbs of hallbnt; 11 from Grand Bank bringing 1,180,000 lbs codfish; 14 from Eastern mackerel trips
with 600 bbls of mackerel, and 350 bbls of porgies.
Mackerel continue scarce, kept nearly bare; a better
catch looked for next mouth; no arrivals. Bav mackerel-some good fares are reported from Bay; last
sales Shore at 16 25 @ 10 00 p bbl lor l’s and 2’*. Codfish—fair receipts; demand good; few lots for shipping order; weather poor for curing; we quote last
sales Georges at 5 00 per qtl; Grand Bauks $4 50
p qtl; Western Bank 4 25 p qtl; Hake 2 50; Pollock
2 75; Cusk at 3 00 p qtl; Tongues and Sounds 8 00 p
bbl; Halibut Fins at 10 00 p bbl; no Halibut beads
in the market; Smoked Halibut at 9c p lb; Prepared Codfish 6Jc p lb; Boneless Codfish 54c p lb;
Cod Oil 50c p

ui v

October,

Stella Lee, Brewer, Portland.

.new Orleans, August 28.—Corron is quiet and
firm;,Middling uplands at 14ge.
New York, August 28.—Cotton quiet and easy;
Middling uplands at 132c.
Mobile, August 28.—Cotton nominal; Middling

uplands

schs

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Cld 27th, brig A J Ross. Lothrop. Capede Verde;
schs Arcilla. (BnMcCarrou. for Portland; Nellie Star
Poland. Wilmington; Cambridge. Rowe, Bath
Cid 28th, schs S M Bird, Merrill, Hantspon, NS;
A irora Borealis, (Br) Clark. Portland; Seventy-Six.
Teel Richmond, Va; L W Wheeler, Lewis, Wilmington; Nellie J Dinsmore, Turner, Lubee.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 27th, sch John S Moulton,

14c.

1875, $877,999.
Sterling Exchange is dull at a fraction below tbe
epecie shipment point. We quote bankers’ 60 days
bills at 487
£ (ot $4,8665 par value), aud on demand $4893 against $487 @ 4893 oue week ago. Commercial bills 484 to 4813*
The sub-treasurer paid out for interest to-day
$96,090, and on called bonds $3,000. Total lor the
week: Interest, $2,100,000; bonds, $100,000.
Internal revenue receipts, to-day. $370,298; for the
week, $1,170,000, against $1,962,807 last week; in
August, $6,084,136; fiscal year to (late, $24,075,405;
corresponding period last year, $17,234,316.
Receipts lor customs at New York to-day, $442,000;
for the week, $3,035,700; previous week, $2,362,334.
Impoats at New York, gold value, for the week,
$7,572,013, of which $2,580,604 were dry goods,against
$2,769,032 last week, and a total of $7,600,230. Since
January 1. 1875, $235,766,207; same time last year,
$275,517,587.
Shipments of legal tenders for the week, including
fractional currency, $2,700,000; last week, $2,774,527.

24.

|

Receipt* for to-day—14,000

wheat.. 0000 ousb

ley.

or

hush Corn. 6000 bush Oats.

flaur.

The day in New York

following were receipts by the Grand Trunk
Railroad—Norton * Chapman 100 bbls flour. C B
Varney 100 do, Marshall * Ilsley 200 do, G A Hunt
200 do, W L Alden 100 do, J B Donnell loo do, J ConHatris & Littleverse 200 do, D W Coolidge 100 dn,
field 100 do, Flouring & Co 261 bbls flour l car oats
and 100 bags meal, Hawes, H & Tarbox 100 bbls flour
and 16o sacks bran, Kensell * Tabor 8 tars oats and
I do corn, Stevens & Co 83 sacks bran, W Cluxtou 12
cars oats. Larminie & Co 10 do corn, Waldron * True
II do corn and oats, Knowles & Co,4 do corn, Webb
* Phinuey 150 sacks bran, G W True 150 sacks of
Lord, Hanlet &
bran, Blake * Jones 230 sacks bran,
Co l car corn, Powers & Melvin 1 do corn, J Brooks
1 ho

—

Domingo.

Receipts.

Erie.15|
Erie ore terred...25

The Rebellion in Herzegovina,
Mehemed Ali has been
Bag USA, Aug. 28
appointed commander in-chief of tbe Turkish
forces in Herzegovina and Bosnia.
Server Fasba, Extraordinary Commissioner
of tbe Porte, passed here yesterday, going to
Kleck with troops and artillery.
ri-epreseniauves oi rue ioreigu powers win
meet at Mostar anil attempt a pacification.

pend.

The First Fatioual BaDk, the agent in this
city for the National Gold Bank and Trust
Company of San Francisco, holds between
$50,000 acd $70,000 to the credit of that institution. The trustees have authorized the presideut and cashier to borrow $1,000,000 in coin
on real estate securities.
The bank is in excellent condition, and if it were to go to liquidation would pay its stockholders a handsome
premium after paying depositors iu full.
Startling Disclosure* Promised.
The board of directors of the Bank of Califorrefuse
to make public any facts ascertained
nia
as to the actions to the
late president, until
after the funeral, when startling disclosures
are promised. The bank will pay 80 per cent,
to its depositors.
An autopsy was made today on the body of
Ralston. The coroner will give the result to
the jury on Tuesday.
The various manufacturing enterprises in this
city in which Ralston was interested, show no
Real estate dealers say the
signs of weakuess
effect of the transfers by the TJ S. Treasury
yesterday upon that branch of business will be
rather beneficial than otherwise.
Circular Tetter*] on the Bank *f California.
London, Aug. 28.—The Standard says the
circular notes of the Bauk of California are
somewhat largely held by travellers, but they
may soon be paid under an arrangement now

■ta'lr Domestic

ernment

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
August 30, (1 A. M.))
For New England,
Middle States and tbe lower lake region, clear
and warm weather will prevail, with light
westerly to southerly winds and rising barometer, followed by south to east winds and falling barometer, and increasing cloudiness in the
lower lake region.

plosion

traordinary fine

Fails

Smuggler

abont 1 p. m. He lived only a short time after
being taken home.
Bangor Water Loan.
The gross amount of proposals received by
the City Treasurer Aug. 17, 1875, for purchases
of the Bangor water loan, six per
of

$300,000
cent, bonds, due in 1905,

Burglary.
year ago the jury in the safe bur-

Foreign Import!.
CLEMENTSPORT, NS. Br Schr John S Hill-65
4
household furniture to order.
bbls
wood
cords
LIVERPOOL. Bark T S Southard-238 tons §alt
to C H Chase & Co._

interested in

persons
drainage will Cud it to
ALLtheir
the
advantage to call
Pierce Manufacturing Company
on

of cemcDt pipes. Also contractors for
constructing
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc
Pir>5
Works. Corner Fox and Cove Sts.,

S®n‘L^?.rder®to

Poland, Me.
J- L- SMITH,
3. Hotel.

aPr-wcf___U.
Fireproof Roofing Paint.

The best and cheapest Know & Dark Patrol
Nlale Mooting Paint for
Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roots, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon

or

applied by

J.
jy24

N. McCOY & CO;

‘-tn Spring HI., Portland,
Rooferm and painterh

dtt

HORLICK'S FOOD
For infants and Invalids, Case ot 12 Homoeopathic
remedies anu book tor ft-00.
M. SLAVEY, 410 Congress St.
aug2)d3w
restored.

Great

Invention. Book
flee. U. J. WOOD, Madison, Iml.
HEARING

Aug21-tf

ltlst-2di’nd

f
^——i—m

PRESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, AUGUST 30,1875
the press
May bo obtained at tlie Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
all
on
trains
that run out of the city.
Bros.,
At Biddeiord, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hovigdon,
At
At
At

Waterville,

of J. S. Carter.
of J. O. Shaw.

Bath,

Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

AND VICINITY

CITY

'r» AdnriiKmenu

I

.-Da,.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Attract ions—Steamer Cbas. Houghton.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Notice—Portland Marine Society.
Notice—Montgomery Guards.
A Card—Ligouia Lodge, No. 5.
Our Annual Sale —Eastman Bros.

T. A.—The Members.
C. U.—Fhe Members.
School Books—T. P. McGowan.
Special Notice—Sebago Steamboat Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
For Sale Cheap—Rufus Deering & Co
Coupons of the City—Foote & French.
Miss Annie E Greeley—Teacher.
Guns—G. L. Bailey.
School Books—Bailev & Noyes,
Steam Cooker—The Welch’s.
Wanted—A Gentleman.
Lost—On the Street.
For Sale—2$ Story Wooden House.
Boarders Wanted D. Young.
Stolen—From the Mansion House.
are

Invited.

Brier J.lliaga,
C. E. Dole of Bangor, W. J. Davis of Chicago, and Lewis G. Stone of the United States
among the arrivals at the City Hotel.
An ear ring, set iu brilliants, was lost ne. r
Tate street Friday night. The finder will be
liberally rewarded by leaving it at the police
office.
Several of the candidates for the High School
will be examined to-day.
The Maine Poultry Association has already
collected ©1200 in special premiums for next
season’s Poultry Show
A bracch track is to be built fiotn Little
Falls station on the Ogdensburg road to the
new mill of the Sebago Board Company at
that place.
are

Connolly, a well-known sceuic artist of New
York, is to paint new scenery for Music Hall.
Burglars attempted to enter the house of
Charles Fobcs oa Chapel street Friday night,
but were frightened away.
On Wednesday the railway mail service is to
be extended from Upper Bartlett to the Fabyan Hcuse,
road.

on

the

Portland

Ogdensburg

&

The correspondent of the Littleton, N. H.,
Republic, who was with the party that visited
our ciiy last week, furnishes that paper with a
glowing account of their reception here.
A tramp stole a suit of clothes a id a small
sum of money from A. M. Farwell at Gray
Corner, Friday.
Plaisted, who is to pull wiih Davis, Tuesday,
has arrived in town.
A boy named Charles

Watson, who lives on
Portland street, ran a large iron spike into his
foot Saturday
morning, making a fearful
wound.
Saturday

afternoon a young man uameJ
William Hill attempted to jump from a wagon
on Centre street, out caught his foot and cut
his bead badly.
There was a slight row in Market Square
Saturday night, in which one little fellow
whipped two others who struck him without a
cause.

Pools

on

the boat race will be sold

at

the

Commercial House this evening.
The team of S. S. Ricker of Dei ring

and
of Cobb’s express wagons became mixed
up on Congress street Saturday afternoon, and
both horses were thrown down, but no damage
done.
one

Officer Bell lost his revolver

on

Middle street

Saturday night.
Knigktville, Cape Elixobetb,
to-day. The upper department will
taught by Wesley Sawyer; the lower by Miss

The schools in
commence

be
Marietta Hanniford.

Funebal.—The funeral
ces of Mr. Chas.
O. Chamberlain took place yesterday afternoon
at the Congress Square church.
He was buried
under the honor of Ligonia Lodge No. 5, I. O.
O. F., of which the deceased was a true and
He

also a member of
Macbigonne Encampment, who performed escort
The Portlapd Bind kindly volunteered
their services as a token of respect from that
organization. The services at the church were
conducted by the Rev. Mr. Cunningham of the
Advent denomination, at the close of which
the burial service of the order was read by the
chaplain of Ligonia Lodge. The procession
was

then re-formed and escorted the remains to the
limits of the city. The deceased was respected
and loved by all who knew him, and the Lodge
to which he belonged have been unceasing in
their attentions during his long sickness. He
leaves a wife and a son who will remember
him as a generous, kinu-hearted husband, fatha.

stronger game, and, as it was, tbe
champions found it no easy matter to beat
them. The ltesolutes fielded finely, making
but seven errors, all of them, however, were
costly; the Dry Goods arc charged with twentyeight errors, nine of them at third base and an
equal number behind the bat. There were hut
few brilliant plays during the game; a hot liner
handsomely taken by F. Barnes and a splendid
catch of a foul ball taken on tbe bound after it
had been muffed by Ayres, were noticeable.
The playing of Hersey on first and Evans short
stop was the feature of the Dry Goods play.
The pitching of Leighton and Payson was ex-

Total,

Pool taken to the station. She has been
out of the Alms House hut a short time.
Some time ago several boxes containing bed-

iiga.

the Casco

Bank,

broken
into and quite an amount of property taken.
The affair was placed iu the hands of Officer
York to investigate. After seme enquiry he
had reason to believe that Thomas Sullivan
over

were

connected with the larceny, and word was
given out for his arrest. Officers Merrill and
Burnham found him yesterday, and he is likely
to prove a valuable card, as he is posted in
was

regard

to

—

valuable as a part of that popular summer resort. Tb9 title to the property dates back to
the deed given by Sir William Pepperell, in
old colony times. Hon. Seth Scammon and
Hon. Ezra Carter claim title through Richard
and the heirs of Dr. Robert Southgate.
Isaac C. Baker, the defendent, claims title
through a deed given by the late James B.
Howard & Cleaves appear for
Thornton.

King,

and Hon. J. H. Drummond for defense. Decision will he returned at the October term of the Supreme Court.

plaintiffs,

Death of Commodore Green Walden.—

Commodore Green Waldeo, a retired officer
of the Revenue Service, died at his residence
near Cape Cottage early yesterday morning.
He has been in the service from his boyhood
until about 1857, when he went on the retir-a
list, and has since that time been living at the
Cape. He has been captain of all the revenue
cutters at this port since he entered the service
until he retired. Commodore Waldeu was a
man well known in this vicinity and univerliked, aud his death will he severely felt

sally

tne

death

community

was

in

wuicu

uc

u»eu.

uu

quite sudden, and liis age 78 years.

He leaves a wife and two children.
Geunitn. The
Cavalra
First Maine Cavalry, which has the bast of reat
unions, hold their fourth annual reunion
At 111 a. m.
Rockland, Wednesday, Sept. 15.
there will be an excursion to the Granite IsFirst

Maine

lands of Penobscot Bay, a clam bake, business
meeting. In the evening there will be a ban
J.
quet in Farwell and Ames’ Hall, when Gen
P. Cilley will deliver an oration and a poem by
Maj. J. D. Myrick. Ladies will participate in
Railroads and steamers will
the exercises.
take members for one fare for the round trip.
Damage at Sea.—The barque T. J. South
ard, Capt. Woodard, which arrived here
from Liverpool, was struck by a gale
on the 19tli inst., when a little east of Sable
Island, and sustained considerable damage to
sails. The jibboom was carried away, cu
water ttarted and the foresail, mainsail and

Saturday,

two

jibs

only

a

violence.

to ribbons. The gale lasted
few hours, but blew with considerable

were torn

__

Deceased.—Mr. James A. Wcedman, the
well known favorite steward on the steamer
Forest City on the Portland Steam Packet Co.,
died at his resideoce in Chelsea, last ThursJay.
He has been in the employ of the company for
thirty-two years and was universally liked by
He was sick but a
all the patrons of the line.
He died of heart
short time before bis death.
disease,
Boating.—The friends of Davis have offered
J. J. O’Leary of Worcester $100 to pull the
former in our harbor,|instead of Lake Quinsigamond, as O’Leary proposed. We are reliably inlortneil that|tke proposition will be ac-

cepted.
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Total,
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Close Time of 8 ate Fair Entries.
Learning that the advertised close-tipie of
entries for the State Fair is variously misunderstood, let me say to all interested, that entries of all live stock including horses, except

trotters, not made on or before Tuesday, September 7tb, will be excluded from the cata_
logue, which is being prepared as fast as entries

this

city, will play their second game for the junior
championship on the Park grounds tomorrow
afternoon, and a close game may be expec'cd,
as the clubs are very evenly matched.
The White Oaks of Raymond visited Cumberland Mills Saturday aud played a game
with the Clippers of that place.
Eleven innings were necessary to decide the contest, but

Surry, August 27,

East

1875.
Samuel Wasson,

won by a score of 14 to 11.
The Irons and Rattlers played a game at the
Rolling Mills Saturday afternoon, resulting in
favor of the former, by a score of 24 to 10.

The Dry Goods will not be able to play
again this season, as they no longer have Sat-

urday afternoons.
match game of

base ball was played in
Ferry Village Saturday afternoon betv/een the
Pioneers of that place and the Atlantics of this
city, resulting in favor of the Atlantics by a
score of 33 to 28
Railroad Laws of Maiue.
We have received a volume edited by Hon.
E. F. Webb of Waterville, containing all the
“public and private acts and resolves relating
to Railroads in Maine, with references to decisions of the Supreme Judicial Court, a digest
of the decisions of the court in relation to railroads and copies of mortgages, deeds of trust,
leases and contracts made by the various railroads in Maine aud now in force.”
The volume was greatly needed and is exThe

ceedingly valuable,

not

only

to

lawyers and

railroad men, but to all who may have anything to do with railroad legislation. We have
no general laws under which
raiiroal corporations have been formed, and in consequence
there are special laws and resolves relating to
every company, scattered through our volumes
of special laws, from the organization of each
company to the present time—embracing in
some cases a period of nearly forty years. And
when it is remembered that there are but few
sets of all our special laws, it will be seen that
it has been a difficult task for any one not in-

timately acquainted with the history of a railooad to trace the legislation relating to it, and
ascertain the laws in (force in regard to it at
the present time.
Besides this, some of our raiiroad corpora
tions have been formed bv the foreclosure of
mortgages or by the consolidation of other
companies, and thus we have several whose
charters eannot be found in our laws, unless
is acquainted with the history of each
company.
Mr. Webb has

arranged
corporations
alphabetical order, {grouping together under
the

in

the name of each corporation, all the legislation relating to it. For example, under the
head of “Atlantic aud St. Lawrence Railroad

Company,”

he gives all the laws relating to
that company in chronological order, including those authorizing the city to loan its credit,
and then gives the contract with the P. S. and
P. Railroad Company, the trust mortgage of
1851, and the leases to the Grand Trunk Railway Company.
The charters and

laws

of the

companies

making up the Maine Central, and of those
leased to or operated by it, with .the contracts
of consolidation, leases and other contracts, ate
given in connection with a brief history, in
such manner that the mutual relations of the
various companies and the Maine Central can
be readily ascertained.
Following the charters and other SDecial laws, are all the general

relating

to railroads

(except

the Revised

Statutes) ever enacted by our legislature, and
the digest of decisions.
At this time, when the relations of railroads
to the public are a matter of such general discussion and interest, this volume is especially

valuable;

and information which has hitherto
been attainable by only a very few, is now
placed within thu reach of all. It is for the
benclit of both the public and the railroads
that their mutual relations, as established by
the laws, should be fully and generally kuowrn
aud—thanks to Mr. Webb—we now have the
means of knowing them.
The volume is published in admirable style, in all respects, by
Messrs. Drkssek McLellan & Co., of this
city, and was printed by the Portland Publish-

The Museum.—The Museum, under the
hands of the scene painter and stage carpenter,
has improved wonderfully
in
appearance.
When all the repairs are completed it will be
one of the neatest and handsomest places of
amusement in the city.
Two large ventilators
heve been opened, adding much to the comfort
and health of audiences.
The company have nearly all arrived.
Miss

Waldron, Mrs. Preston, and Mr. Sutherland
are at the Preble, Mr. Norrl3 at the States, and
Mr.

Snyder

at the Perry.
Rehearsals begin
The box office will be opened Thursand the season will begin Monday.

today.

day,

Maine State Fair.—The managers of
Cfain I?*;-

story building,

nr„

nrroenlnn.

100*40.

grounds

the

erected on the park
of agricultural imple

for the display
The funds for the building are to be
raised by subscription, and the prospect is now
that the required sum will he readly raised.
As will be seen by the advertisement there
are twelve purses otfered for trotting horses,
three each day of the fair. The grand stan d
has been leased for $lio0 per aunum.
meets

Allen Mission.—The Allen Mission was
crowded last eveniug by a very attentive audience which listened with marked atteniion to
the very interesting and instructive lecture by
Miss Bishop of Indiana. She is a lady of more

Sec'y.

The Houghton.—By reference to the advertisement of the steamer Charles Houghton it
will bs seen that she will make haibor excursions every

day

until otherwise indicated.

Campmeeting.—Friday evening

Frveburg

temperance service

conducted by Misses
Johnson, Hart and Clark of New York. They
gave an interesting account ef the temperance
a

was

work in Brooklyn.
At 10 a. in. Saturday,Rev. Mr. Emerson,pastor of the Biddeford Congregational church,
gave a Bible reading based on Hebrews ix, 22.
At 1 p. m. the Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society held a meeting which was led by Mrs.
Traftou and Zimmerman.
About twenty
members were added to the society.
At the
same hour au adjourned meeting of
the Camp
Meetiug Asseciation was held, at which
Messrs. C. T. Nutter, Locke and Kimball were
to relieve the association lion debt. At 2 p. m. Rev. J. C.
Perry preached from Mathew xv, 28.
In the
eveuing Rev. S. F. Strout preached.
The attendance Sunday was very large and
the exrrcises of unnsual interest. Thesess'on
is the best

ever

means

held in Martha’s Grove.

STATE

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

HANCOCK

COUNTY

authoritatively

are

which may prove wholesome.”

Belgrade

was

on

that

Stephen Cram of
Wednesday morning last

found dead on the floor of his barn. He was a
farmer by occupati .n, and lived alone
The
last seen oi him by any of bis neighbors was
on the Saturday previous.
He was subject to
fits, and probably died from the effects of one
while in the barn. He had evidently been
dead three or four days, as the body was badly
decomposed, and had to be buried at once.
President Robins of Colby University has
been prostrated several days with severe sickness, but hopes to be able to take up his college
work at the beginning of the term.
The News says that tramps are the prevailThe latest
annoyance at Sheepscot.
exploit there of this fraternity was Friday,
when a young lady living two miles from the
post office, where she had been, was returning
home in a riding wagon alone, when on the
Wiscasset road and not in sight of any dwelling house one of these pests seized the horse
by the bridle, attempting to stop him and get
into tbe wagon, but the young lady put the
nn

smnrf.lv. r.nnsinor

th«

lii.rea

to

OXFORD COUNTY.

The Norway Advertiser says that fevers are
prevalent, particularly those of a typhus char-

acter.

At town meeting in Norway, Saturday, it
voted to"Sel! the shoe fac ory to Messrs.
B. F. Spiuney & Co., for the sum of §10,000 at
the end of ten years, if they shall decide to
buy at any time during the term for which
they have leased the building.
was

PISCATAQUIS lOUNTY.
At Dover races last week Samuel H. Jacobs,
a well known turf
man, was thrown from his
sulky, ana his right shoulder was so badly
crushed that he will lose (he use of the arm.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Bangor Whig says that there were 28 car
loads of freight shipped at the Maine Central
depot in that city, Friday.
The P. & A. Union Agricultural Society will
hold (heir annual fair and exhibition at Patten,
Sept. 22 and 23. J.W. Ambrose of Sherman
will deliver the address.
George W. Morse of Hersey was diowned
while bathing the other day.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The sloop Northern Light, which was burned
and sunk at the works for the removal of dry
rock, near Richmond, a few weeks ago, has
been raised, and will be repaired and placed
again on the work. The boiler of the hoisting
engine is found to be uninjured. It will cost
§1000 to put it in shape again.
The Advertiser says that Calais has never
had a gayer summer than the one now drawing
to a close.
Many strangers and old residents
have been there.
The Danforth Brass Band have received
their new instruments. They are of beautiful
design, and under the direction of Mr. R. S.
Tuck, their efficient leader, we may reasonably
expect that music “shall soon fill the air."
YORK COUNTY.

The Journal says that South Berwick National Bank hasaPiilard time lock on its
doors, and the cashier can sleep without fear of
having to open the bank for burglars.
The Times says that the living members of
one branch of the family of Col. Cutts, so celebrated in the early history of Saco and Biddeford, are holding a reunion in Saco. The
mother of these reunited relatives was the
oldest daughter of Col. Cutts, having married a
Cutts, and living in North Berwick. Their
seven children are now living, whose
ages ran«*e
from 72 to 83 years.
Special Notice,
Excursion parties must bear in mind that the
Steamer Mount Pleasant will make her last
regular trip for the season Saturday, September 4th, and conduct themsehes accordingly.

BridgtOD, Aug. 28th,

1875.

Sebago Steamboat*Co.
I. A. R. A.—There will be a special meeting
of tbe I. A. R. A, this Monday evening,
Aug.
30tb, for the purpose of completing arrangements for the Catholic

sion.

Orphan Asylum ExcurJames Clary, Sec’y.

P. C. U.—The members of the Portland
Catholic Union are requested to meet at their
tall this Monday evening at 7.30 for the
purpose of taking action on tbe coming Orphan
E. Owen, Sec’y.
Asylum excursion.
C. T. A.—The members of tbe Catholic TemSociety, together with tbe Temper-

perance

Cadets, are requested
thedral Chapel at 7.30 this

Annual Meeting. The aunual meeting of
the Westbrook Manufacturing Company wras
held Saturday atter'Doon. The old board of directors were re elected wsth the exception of
Mr. E. H. Daveis in the place of Itafus E.
Wood, deceased. Mr. S E. Spiing was chosen
President, and W. E. Wood, Secretary aud
Treasurer.
Music Hall.—This evening the well knowu
Minstrels will appear at: Music Hall,
It is unnecessary to speak of the entertainment

Georgia

this troupejalwa.vsgive first class performances aud draw crowded houses. Their jokes ara
new and their songs well sung.
This will be

as

opportunity

to see this
ed troupe this season.
the last

to
p.

justly celebrat-

Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

are

county yesterday.
Deerinc—Lot of laud from Patrick H. Coleman to Kate T. Coleman.
Consideration $300.
Gray—Lot of land from Wm. H. Webster to
Harriets. Libby. Consideration $700.
Cumberland—Lot of land from Albert O.
Field to Joab Black. Consideration $200.

meet in tbe Ca-

m.

RELATING

do

received

time, provide

«wv

It is best to
& Son, 140

buy your Carpetings of B.
Exchange, corner of Federal.
_

BRIBERY AT

au30iseodtt

Teacher of the Piano Forte !
$15.00.

Street.

Ira Stockbridge.
d3w

Contractors.

invited for the erection of a Hotel
at Old Orchard Beacb, for the Orchard Beach
Association. The plans an:! specifications may be
seen at the office of F. H. Fassett & Son. Architects,
391 Middle Street. The tenders to Ire delivered to the
Architects, on or before twelve o’clock, on Thursday,
are

anv

ender will not

aug30dtd

~~

CHEAP,

KUrtJS DECKING & CO.,
HEAD HO ETON’S WHARF.
Portland, Aug. 23,1875._
au30dlw*

Coupons of the City of Portland Bonds,

SEALED

A

an

by next Wednesday, no
question will be asked; if not, he will be prosecuted

FEW

same

aug30

Lap

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall,and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.
Economical New Food.—25 cents will buy
a package of Se Moss Fartne.made from pure
Irish moss, wlitcn w II make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as cak ~,pies, puddiogs, etc., or 10 quarts
of custar s, jellies, creams, Charlotte Russe,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and

Grocers.

aprlOeod dawly

on

aug30

dlw

A

to

llae ground*

September Nib, »ib mid loth
to rent and locate spaces for tents,
sldc-tliows,
refreshments stands. &c.
Parties interested will govern themselves accordW. P. WINGATE.
ingly.

au27deod2w

take

Apply

to

F.

D.

2

Notice.

your furniture upholstered at your homes,
HAVE
and mattrawies made
in gcod stvleby
MRS. J
over

Wallace, 62* York street.
I wi1! make Coushons and Draperies at my rooms.
aug26dlm
iflffcs. J.WALLACE,

PreaMiire
Snitnining
lbs. to the Square Inch.

National Tube Works Co.,
and

SQUARE, BOSTON, MASS,

I?IcKeesp«rt,

Pcuu.

COATED WITH AN

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL

Hon^.__aug30dlw*

have the most

strenghtening influence.

bottle of the Tonic will

qualities.
exertion

For

A

men

single

demonstrate Its valuable

debility arising from sickness, over
cause whatever, a wine-glassful

from any

or

of Sea Weed Tonic taken after meals will strengthen
the stomach and create an appetite for wholesome
food.

about leaving their homes, we
desire to say that the excellent effects of Dr.
Schcnck’s seasonable remedies, Sea Weed Tonic, and
To

all who

are

Mandrake Pills, are particularly evident when taken
by those who are injuriously affected by a change of
out

taking

a

No person

Formerly

of

L.

A_

WIULJEA

tlie firm of Jones & Willey,

Fashionable Boot and Shoe
No. 16

Maker,

Temple Street,

OPPOSITE

ADAMS

HOUSE.

Willey

has resumed business ps above, and is
ready to serve his old customers, and would be
pleased to meet many new ones.

Willey pays personal attention

to the manufacture ot JLndiuti’ and Geutl. iupii’n Fine
Boom and Shoes, and at prices LOWER than
any
other maker tor the same quality of workmanship.
Repairing done iu the neatest manner at

B.

Operations performed by
DR. WED C H.

Don’t fail to get n box of Dr. Welch’s
Bunion Ointment.
HEfP^Partics treated at their residence per order.
au2‘28d3w

By H. S. & W. O. Perkins.

Price 35 Cents.
“Rest in Thee,” “What

$30
Jesus may say,” “Wandering Child,” “What are these,” Watchman awake !”
are specimens of the titles of thebeautitul new hymns,
to, sweet new melodies.

&.

BROAD’S Patent Nlinvrl Simps.
Fancy Leather Work of all kinds.
1«1 1-2 PORK, COR. ITIARKET ST.
jne2!5
eodRiu

Fruit Jars.
PORCELAIN LINED, GEM, PEARL.
and HERO IMPROVED, in quantities to suit
at manufacturer’s prices. EXTRA RUBBERS (tor
Fruit Jars) for sale.

Emerson and W. S. Tilden.
$1.00. $9.00 Per Dozen
The HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR is similar in general design to the very popular “Hour of Singing,”
which has been aim >st universally used in High
Schools. The present, work is in no way inferior to
its predecessor, and is entirely fresh and new.
L. O.

Price

The

Song Monaa’ch.

$7 50 Per Dozen.
By H. R. Palmer, assisted by L. O. Emerson.
Do not think of teaching a Singing School without
using this attractive, popular and useful book.
specimen copies sent, pm-pau, lor reran price.
1UVKB DITSON & 00., Boston.
CIIAS. U. UiTSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. T.
dAiw2w
aug25
Price 75 Cents.

OFFICE OF ISAAC GREGG, JR., & CO.,
108 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.
The undersigned are now manufacturing, and have
for sale, tlieir Universal Brick Machine, ol the vari-

capacities, as follows:—
Size No. 1, capacity 6,000 Bricks per clay,
Size No. 2,
10,000
Size No. 3.
20,000
Size No, 4,
30.000
ous

Price $1,000
Price $1,500
Price $2,000
Price

$2,500

Stitt tempered clay of strong or weak qualities is
worked by it, and the Bricks arc haeaed up for drying directly from the machine.
This macnine is very simple of construction.
It
can be managed as
easily as a liand-press, the moulds
being fed senaratelv and by band labor. It produces
STRE I'CHERS and PAVING BRICKS equal to any
manufactured by hand, andean bo adjusted to mould
l1
t^GN r BRICKS tor repressing. Circulars giving
full particulars will be forwarded to any address by
application as above. Orders are solicited, and ail
maciiine8 warrpnted to i^rform as represented.
ISAAC GREGG, .fr„ 3c CO.

jy7eod24t

KIM BALL'S

T. L. KIMBALL,

SARGENT,

49 India St„ Boston.

EXCHANGE ST.,

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE

mv 24

dtf

Something: New.
send your address to 87 Spring St„ and
LADIES
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
Work

Table call and show this gem of the work
Patterns cut free Tuesday to test the system
mailtt
tf

room.

nil

of

Notice.
and
auction,

Cemeteries

on

pubd

THURSDAY,

Bargains

IN

IN'

Laundried tor

CENTS

3

FURNITURE

PRICES I

EACH.
In

order to keep

our men

employed

we

shall for the

We give j’ou the

NEXT SIXTY DAYS

Genuine_Article.

sell all kinds of

Charles Custis&Co.,

FURNITURE

493

Congress St.

A T

DEANE

BROS’,
51 Exchange St

NEXT SIXTY DAYS

aV—

“Lisle Gloves.” Wholesaje^

sell

Prices !

oflVr a
CS loves

One
One
Oue
One
One
One

large

in lots

a«H9j'tnieu!
of
an foil own t

Lisle

which

BLACK WAL1TCIMMBER SETS
Bny

Iir.rv

Vi.

-- —

TTV11

II ^

1-TT_J_X J

1/ R/V

*\

UJ

—

Parlor. Suits,

Geo. A. Whitney &. Co.

CONGRESS STREET, CORNER BROWV.
dtf
janll

*

ST.,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all kinds
of furniture, Feathers, &c., Ac.

MOORE,

X_

5j IlUvl 9UII1

1M

—

OWEN

—

any House in the State.

Money.

NO. 46 EXCHANGE

Collars and Cuffs rent to Ibis Laundry
always look like new, wear twice ns loan
and cost only 3 cents each.

A

A.Whitney & Co. GREAT BARGAINS

Geo.

AGENCY TUOY LiUXDRY !

now and Sare

AT

GREATSACRIFICE

—AND—

especially cli*>ap.

are

stock of all kinds of

—

PARLOR SUITS

lot Half Gauntlets at 20a per pair,
lot Full Gauntlets at 25c per pair,
lot Lisle Gauze at 33c per pair.
lot Mlk Gauze at 62c per pair,
lot Fine Lisle Thread at 75c per pair,
lot Gent>* Lisle Turead at 50c,

our

FURNITURE

We have special bargains in

Wc

for the

We will

RET A I L
—

ami all kiutls ot

d2m

jyl6

Chamber Sets !

***** * ***%

Parti38 intending U> purchase
advantage by calling at

Mannfactnrer of

3XHETOT

VARNISHES

it to their

will find

DEANE BROS

.,

AND

51
And Dealer in

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LARD,
AND WOOL

BURNING,

Exchange St.

OILS.
STREET.

FORE

The undersigned have ioruied a
copartnership and leased the Store

ROOD NEWS

No. 96 Exchange Street,

FOR

NEARLY OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE,

COAL CONSUMERS.

Where they will keep constantly
on hand Goods oi all kinds Tor
men’s and hoys’ W'ear, which will
be made up in firs>>class style at
We hope,
very moderate prices.
by strict attention to business, and
fair dealing, to receive a fair share
ot business.

AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR
AND

HEAT

®r“PLEdSE CALL, AND EXAMINE OUR
GOODS AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

GOVERNOR.

Remember the It§.,

Throughly tested for the last four years, and is
ottered with confidence, as a perfect remedy for the
inconveniences, dangers and annoyances, arising
from Hot Air Furnaces as ordinarily managed. It is
a sure remedy for the escape of gas or smoke through
the house. It saves coal. It prevens clinkers aud
sifting of ashes It insures danger azainst fire trom
an over heated Furnace.
It saves care and time in
the management of the Furnace, and gives uniformity of temperature with every change
of weather. In fact you have only to supply the
coal and leave the Furnace to the
care of the
“Governor.** Attached to Brick or Portable Furnaces old or new, and warranted to give satisfaction.
All kinds of Hot Air Furnaces put in order, and
repaired at short notice by

96
M.

H. REDDY.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

—

FOR THE

TO

Fire-proof

IS

RATES

TO

—

New
nad

Lewiston,Augusta and Bengor less

CO.,

than

regular fare.

JlOSfUV BOAT TICKET!

ROLLINS,
No. il‘J

Portland.

REFRIGERATORS !
In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
largest and

bining all

best assortment in the State,
the latest improvements, called

I.. «>. ?l. SWEAT. PrcMidcdf
NV. COOMBS, "ecreiary.
or information addre
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,
dtf
jnell
A.

JESr^For circulars

J. F. MERRILL,
my2G’7idtf

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Vermont
Invested in Stack Privileges in Wall St,

BEST

of dollar* profits.

HOWE

INDIGO, COCHINEAL, ANILINES.
d!y

oc25

~

ICE.

THE “DOCTOR K1CA1SE.”

ICES,

Furnished and Shipped by
,
dec'9

Spring St.

ROCHES ROLLER CHAFE IRONS

own

SWAV & BARRH1TT
1300 Middle

aug23

aug27d3w

dtl_

ANEW

and

Treasurer for tbe Wear
Ending Dec. 31, 1874.

Interest account.
Leases, rents, etc.

a
large
tor Septem1»AY, JK., Sk CO.
04 exchange street.

91,937.701 22
Gross earnings. 2,094,080 55
9156,379 43

for Bonds may be made to the underned, to any Bankers and Brokers in the state, and
Messrs. KICHAKDSON, HILL & CO., Boston.

Applications

J. B. BROWN &

SONS,

BAWKEKS. PORTLAfD.

apr3

_dlwt2awtt

CUT OLASS
DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c„ &c.

SBIP’S

undersigned Is now prepared to furnish cut
glass, either white or euameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any iu New
Eugladn, and all work la
wart anted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to
any
design of letter, name or wieath in the best manner.
A
of new and original designs lor Door,
variety
and
Car
Ship
lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
my term* are aa lew a* can be obtained
in the country*

THE

C. H. FARLEY
4

Exchange Street, Portland

aP-3___dtr

WILLEY &

TYLER,
TAXIDERMISTS,

16

Temple

Street

Portland, Maine.

Bird*, Animal.. Deer Dead., Fi.hr., Ac.
prepared, Ml u(lVd and mounted Co order.

ARTIFICIAL EYES, LEAVES, &cf
Hat Birds and Prather*

n

Specialty*

Fowl of the best Breeds on
and iu their gcanou; also, Eggs for Setting
dtt
Ju2

ETF-Faney Pigeons

Cheapest

and

Book Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE

STREET.

(00,000 Book* without regard In cost.
Good Clock*, AVaiche* and Jewelry
cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Fabn.hrT. and B.akirllrr..

**5t‘

OYSTERS^
My store having been closed during the Summer, I
can now
supply all with

Oysters Fresh from

the Beds Every Day

NO 4 UNION WHARF,

JAMEs FREE VIAN
isdlw

old-fathioned,
Clock, in good repair
AN
NO. 4 EXCHANGE STREET.
au27

To Let.

tall

|

25

569,138 47
86,881 50

aug27

Clock for Sale.

importations cheap;

s.

Statement ef the

St.,,
cod t f

For Sale.
TOMB in Evergreen Cemetery; in every
respect it is most desirable. The piopriefcor is
about to leave the City, and it wid be sold at a low
price. It can be examined by calling on Mi. Charles
Ramsey, woo is daily a?, his office there or about the
grounds and is autborized to make the sale.
d3t*
aug27

Flies, Tackle, <Jfec.,
O.

and Manufacturer.

Maine Central 7 per cent. Conso
PRICE 95 AND ACCRUED I NT.

And other Good Seeuritie?, by

Travelling Baskets.
Harwood, Mai:n & Pock and Snyder’s Professional
Red Dead for match Game4, sent,
by mail to any
place in the State on rectipi of price $1.50; a large
stock of Croquets from $1.0u upwards; also Travelling
our

O- CRAM.

73___isdtf
Bond? for Sale.

Portland Municipal 6’s.
Portland Aid of Railroad (Vs.

prevent accident* ia turning, and allow the
carriage to be backed or turned satelv in tbe narrowest places. No rattle, not clogged by inud or host,
durable and easily put on. (five style ol carriage
when ordering. For sale by DODGE, GILBERT *&
CO., 45 Oliver Street, Boston, via8i?EDWARD P.
ROCHE, M. D., Bath, Maine, JAMES BaILEY.
Sl CO,. Portland.
jne23tt

assortment of Trout
ber fishing.

with-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

CARGOES OF PURE

The blossom of this strawberry is perfect, the fruitstalk stout, holding the iruir weil up fron the ground,
the size of the berry immense,and its delicious tlavor,
beautiful color, and great productiveness, commend it to the lovers of really line fruit as having
more desirable qualities than are often combined in
Plants for sale at $100 t>er Doz.
auy one variety.
JOHN OlESON,
$G.OO per hundred by

Croquets

a

SARGENT,

Proprietor

GOODWIN,

DYE WOODS,

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.

Bats, Arc.

&

No?. 11,12, l^lndia, and 52 Central St?., Boston.

deodly

265

contrived I. clean ywwr flr-

.Dcnia* the Furnace d..r*.

to*

GENERAL AGENTS,

Exchange,

mailed free to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FROTH INGHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers.
N.
Y.
Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y
Opp.

au27-3t

well as best
Better than
Use in solution.
as

Lime, cheaper and odorless.

containing

ma26

Coppcf;i«.

FOR DYEING,
The
DISINFECTANT known.
Chlo.

quotation prices of all stocks

New York Stock

through

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

FOR

It Is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Enr of tlai,agem.nl, Durability, Dryness anti Parity
•f Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wnolesa'a and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. Can get a better article by
baying of manufacturer or agent. Don’t tail ot being convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom corner of Cross and Fore Sts.,
under Commercial House. Manufactory Hear of
No. lO Cross Street.

Read held; Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

Baskets ot

a.

out

com-

THE PEERLESS.

SHAREHOLDERS:
H. J. Libbv, F. K. Swan, Jacob McLellan, William P^. Gould, Philip II. Brown, William
G. Davis, William Hammond, W. H. Anderson,
Frank Noyes, L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, Portland; Abner Coburn, Skowhcgun; Amon P. Morrill,

Massey,

Base Bails,

durability

unite with the gases on the top of tbe coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

Net earnings.

LORING & ADAMS,

Exchange Street,

Jy3_<ut_

—

07 Excfitange Street, Fortlnnd.

detailed statements and
dealt in at the

SAWYERS

Operating expenses.91,281,681

deed 3m

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS

Comprehensive explanatory circulars,

at

wen

tiie to

Z.

Worcealer, Spriagfleld. IIarlf.nl,
York, Philadelphia,
Wa.hingtea at a redacliea.

Burglar-proof

leads to many thousands

he

This Barr is so constructed that <t will never wtrp,
an J hence its
is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air
the

—

Portland & Rochester Tickets

The

Jolin

CAFT

to

Gfflce 123 Commercial Street.

ITS-

and

to

via all the Kail and Steamboat Lines.

Safe-keeping of Valuables and the Renta)
of Safes,
—

now

wort i.

Boston, New York. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

Chartered bran act of the liegislatnre
of Maine 1875,
—

public

Cram’s Improved Orate Barr,

P, 0. DONNELL.

REDUCER

THE

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT

Tbe subscriber would call the attention of tue

Twenty-five Per Cent of the Fuel,

ST.

EXCHANGE

eodCin

Cnrringe*.
“Wo Carriage is safe icithont them
IMPORT

PUBLIC.

Having secured the services of a Firm CIomm
Cream Maker, and fitted out some F ir*t CUimm
Team* for the business, I am preparWF to furnish
Ice Cream of
superior quality to Family Parties,
Picnics. &c. PlateS and Spoons furnished to picn:«
parties without extra charge.

8G

uiiih

Cemetery

Great Reduction Great

INT to Owner* of

THE

oviutuli, I

second day of September next,
at 3 o’clock p. m., all the iron barn and chains thea
remaining in the building in ilie Western Cemetery
in this city
JAMES S. GOULD,
angi7dtd
Superintendent of Burials.

Gregg Brick Machine.

TO

Western
order

DIRECTORS AND

MASON’S

A.

Hundred.

!! THE HIGH MH00L CHOIR !!

CO.,

Manufacturer*

F.

per

uu

the Committee
BY Public grounds,
l shall sell at
the

COLLARS & CUFFS

A New Sabbath School Song Book

By

nnrt. nf lVnrl Str»Pi

the right?, title aud in'crest which the subscriber
in bis individual capacity has In the tame premises.
The parcel has about (95) ninety-live feet front od
Middle Street by about (194) one hundred ninetyfour feet depth—containing about (19,000) nineteen
thousand square feet, with an aggregate of about
(575) five hundred seventy-live fe«t front.
All the foundation and materials now on the lot
will be sold (except the present board fence around
the same) with the land—most of the basement walls
are in complete order for rebuilding
Sale on the premises. Terms cash on delivery of
deed.
JOSEPH ILSI.PY,
Administrator ot the estate of J. M. Wood, deceased with the will annexed.
V. O. B4ILEY&CO., Aaeiissren.
I'ordand August 11th. 1*75.
augMdtd

on

Troy Laundry !

ang20

BELTS! ICE CREAM DEPOT.

BROAD

MAINE.

Cm Circular Add re,* II. P. Kaloii, Priu.
augl9-tf

MRS.

—

Ju2dtf

0f ladies’Belts, Beit
Clasps and Buckles in Nickel, Silver, Horn
and Hard Rubber.

au2eod6w

NORKIDGEWOCK,

LADIBN.

Horen. New

should leave home with._1a 1

JAMES

Mr.

—AT—

with

No. 199 Fore Street-

supply of these safeguards along. For

aaIa kn nil

Mr.

Ju22dtf

Eaton Family School For Boya,

are

tions contained in it and well known to medical

of 1 weniy Le»«

£5*“Refers by permission to Hermans Kotzscbmar.

FREDERICK BUCKNAM,

JUST PUBLISHED.

suffering from the effects of the
warm weather and are debilitated,are advised
by physicians to take moderate amounts of whiskey two or
three times during the day. In a little while those
who adopt this advice frequently increase the number of “drinks,” and in time become confirmed inebriates. A beverage which will not create thiist
for intoxicating liquors, and which is intended especially for the benefit of debilitated persons, whether
at home or abroad, is Dr. Schcnck’s Sea Weed Tonic.
Containing the juices of many medicinal herbs, this
preparation does not create an appetite for the intoxicating cup. The nourishing and the life-supporting properties of many valuable natural produc-

a course

NOUS.

«f

WARRANTED.
For Sale.
Joiuts are connected by our Patent Sleeve Coupall leakage,
preventing
lings,
"|
.9 STORY Wooden House, No. l'£ I
Specimens can be seen and obtained on anplicat ion.
-t- A Newbury Street, inquire at the j
au!8
WMF3m

Many who

immediately

worm

SPECIAE ATTENTION TO

PIPE,

MANUFACTURED BY THE

|

m

Wcdaesday, Thursday & Friday,

Portland August 27th, 1875

City.

the

canvass

HATFIELD, Reading room at Falmouth Hotel,
between 2 and 4 o’clock P. M.
aug30<13t*

LESS,
Wrought Iron

a

8 PEMBERTON

Wanted.
GENTLEMAN of intelligence and good address,

LADIES’

Prcsumpscot Park,

Housekeepers

HIGH STREET.

at

G.
Tlie undersigned will be

a

satisfactory prices

STATE FAIR— 1875.

Capable
1,0 »0
of

Chatalaine

a

shoe may be

Terui» $15 for

the will annexed of John M.
Wood, late ot Portland, in said County, will otter for
at imbli'.: auction, on Wednesday. 15th day of
Septemb r, 1873, next, at 11 o’clock in the foreuoou.
all the light, title au<l interest which said Wood had
at the date ot his desease in and to that valuuble
patcel of land situated on the south side of Middle
Street, Portland, the sifo ot the late building known
as Wood’s Hotel, extending from Silver Street to the
late line of Willow Street, now widened and forming
n.

STREET,

Teacher of the Piano Forte.

jne21(18m

From Oae-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter;
in lengths from 16 to 20 feet.

Lost.
the

Welded,

WATER

YuUNG.
dlw*

with
Fan attached.
tinder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
ON The street,
it
3G

cr

KOTZSCH'IAR.
W. TUFTS, Boston.

iedeodtf

« 1-2 DOW

a

sale

A. BLACK STONE,

FRANK

Where they may b’ consulted ou all diseases of the
human feet, and tor the special benefit of those who
wish to partake of their opera*ions. People who are
afflicted wi ll Corns, bunions, bail nails or chilblains,
should not fill t > consult them as consultations and
examinations are free to all, and all operations performed with ihe least possible pain, and satisfaettou
is guaranteed.
Many patients in different parts of
the country, speak of Dr. Welch’s operations as teing
of the most permanent and beneficial character, anu

208

Specialty.

SEA M

aug30dl«*

Boarders Wanted.
single gentleman can be accommodated
;room3 and board, at No. 6 Congress
D.

Fill I'mintll etc

No. 419 Congress Street. Portland,

the boot

MIS. H.
MR J.

aul3

KIomIou,

great comfort.

30 FREE ST.

to license from the Probate Court
PURSUANT
of tbe County of Cumberland, tbe subscriber
Administrator with

as

aain_

d3t

the Mansion House, last night,
IRON CRESSOTT. The thiePsnatne is known.
STOLEN
If be returns

A with
Place.

References.

WIFE,

Have taken Itoorns at

proposals

WATER PIPE

Stolen,

immediaiy._

fturircon

PORTE.

oc3dtf

4diiiinisirafoi’s Sale.

POBTLANDr

aug27

Roniod.

from

appropri-

will be received atthe Mayor’s
office till MONDAY, the 30th Instint, at 3
o’clock p. in., for budding a Sewer in Summer street
from Brackett to Clark street, according to Plan and
Specifications at. the City Civil Engineer’s Office.
The Committee reserve the right to reject all bids
they consider not for the interest of the City,
R. M. RICHARDSON.
i
Chairman Committee on Drains and Sewers.

aid of the Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad,
Sept. 1st. will be paid at the Banking House of
FOOTE & FRENCH,

au30d3t

CONSTITUTION.

constitution,

CITY OF

given in

due

AMENDED

as amended, under
proper articles, parts and sections,
omitting all sections, clauses and words not in force,
and making no other changes in the provisions or
language thereof, and shadsubmit the same to the
legislature at its next session. And the ilratt and
arrangement, when approved by the legislature,
shall be enrolled oa parchment and deposited in the
office f the secretary of state; and printed copies
thereof shall be prefixed to the books containing the
laws of the state. And the Constitution, wiili the
amendments made thereto, iu accordance with the
provisions thereof, shall be the supreme law ot the
state.
Section 7. Sectiousonc, two and five, of article
ten of the existing Constitution, shall hereafter be
omitted in any printed copies thereof prefixed to the
laws of the state; but this shall not impair the validity ot acis under those sections; and said section five
suau reuiuiu iu iuii lurce.as pari oi me i^onsiicuuon,
aceordiug to the stipulations of said section, with* the
same cftect as if contained in said printed copies
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon when they shall
he closed.
The Aldermen of said City will be in open session
in the Ward Room in City Building, (entrance on
Myrtle Street), from nine o’clock in the forenoon to
one o’c’ock in the afternoon on each ot the three
secular days next preceding such day of election, and
and from three o’clock to live o’clock on the afternoon on the last of said three secular days for the
purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of
voters whose names have not Ken entered on the list
ol quabfied voters in and for the several Wards,
and for correcting said lists.
II. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Per Order,
au28
dtd

ANNIE E. GREELY,

landing from Schooners Presto and Juniata.

OF THE

ate'titles, and in

Wholesale and Retail.
G. L. BAILEY,
48 Exchange *»tree(, Agent for Du Pout’s PowRcvolvera
at
deyMilis.
Mednrcd Price*
C^*Please tell us where you saw this Advertise-

now

a

Section six ot Article len shall be
Article 10.
amended, by striking out the same, anl inserting in
stead thereof the following:
‘Section 6. After the amendments proposed herewith shall have been submitted to popular vote, the
chief justice of the supreme judical court shall ar-

Ammunition and Sporting: Goods,

SALE

PIANO

■M*istt

ELECTIONS.

laws excluding from the
term not exceeding ten ytars,
all persons convicted of bribery at any election or of
voting at any election, under the influence of a bribe.
CODIFICATION

150,000 feet Dry Pine Oats,
50,000 feet Dry Pine Skipping Plank,

AGENCY.

legislature may emet

iiglr of suffrage, for

range ihe

FOR

LAND

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS.

i«d3t

nr

of

Consignments solicited.

limited uurnber of pupils upon the

a

RESIDENCE,

DR. WELCH and

never, iu any

Article four, Part third, shall be amended by adding thereto section nine, as follows:
•The Legislature shall, by a two-thirds concurrent
vote of both branches, have the power to call constitutional conventionaibr the purpose of amending
this constitution.’

Exchange Street, Portland.

Tho Intros!

shall

Section ten of article nine, of the amendments, is
hereby amended, by striking out tbe words “Jand
agent and.”

NOYES’,

necessarily be accepted.
Portland, AugusTOO, 1875.

Chilblains,

receive

o. W. ALULN.

Regular sale ot Furniture am! General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom. 176 Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.

MRS. ADA 1L EMERSON,
Will

o. BAILEY.

F.

)ne15Jtf

Treated without Pain.

surrender the power of tax-

or

ABOLISHING

OK RETAIL,

lift 9t.h iln.V nf Sentpmhpr npvt

legislature

The

manner, suspend
ation.'

The

TENDERS

&

M. G. DOW.

of

Furniture. Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SA-TURDAy. at Salesroom No.
rt Kxcliange street,
commencing at 104 o’clock a. m.
onsiemncnts solicited ami
prompt
v returns made.
Portland, May 15th.
mvISdtf

Send for Circular lo

CORNS
Bunions, Bud Nalls

Nnle.ioom No. 18 Exchange •«.

F. O. BAILEY * C©„

M. C. MITCHELL, Principal.

SPECIALTY!

DOW,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 176 Fore Street.
(Offlci 15 Exchaoge Nireei.)

Martha's Viueyard, Mass.

Diseases of the Feet

&

A'. M. MORGAN.

Boys,

T1SBDBI,

WEST

ang!8tf_

for

MORGAN

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

Regular Sales

UIITCHELI/S

€.

♦Family School

TAXATION.

All of (he kind* of SCHOOL BOOKS
n«ed in the City Schools may be found
for sale,

To

AND

Section eight ot Article nine shall be amended, by
inserting after the word real,” the words ‘and personal,* so that the section ns amended shall read as
follows:
All taxes upon reil aud personal
‘Sections.
estate, assessed by authority of the state, shail l>e
apportioned and assessed equally, according to the
just value thereof.*
Said article shall be further amended, by adding
the following:

bow

Mr.

OF JUDGES OF MUNICIPAL
POLICE COUKT3.

i?I.

T. Meaher & Co is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. F. T, Mealier will continue the
business at the old stand, ana is authorized ts collect
all debts due tlie late firm and will
pav all demands
against it.
ISAAC GILKEY.
F.T. MEAHER.
name

-A.

MAINE*

lowing:

SCHOOL
BOOKS !

au30

PARDON

TO

‘Section 8. Judges of municifial and police courts
shall he appoiute 1 by the executive power, in the
same manneras other judicial officers, aud shall hold
th*dr offices for the term ot four years; provided,
however, that the piesent incumbents shall hold
their offices for the term tor which they were elected.’

‘Seetion 9.

Reference—Mr. Kotzschmar,

BOYS’ SCHOOL.

pmpuset*,

The constitution shall be amended, by striking out
Section eight ot Article six, and inserting the fol-

~

810_Congress

municipal

granted.*

APPOINTMENT

deod6t

TERMS

or

general

same was

B. H. BRISTOW,
Secretary of the Treasury.
Washington, D. C., August 26, 1875.

Residence

special

to

lature, at each session thereof, each case of reprieve,
remission of penalty, commutation or pardon granted, stating the name ot the convict, the crime of
which he was convicted, the sentence and
fit a date
the date of the reprieve, remission, commutation or
pardon, and tbe conditions, if any, upon which the

(Signed.)

Adam

aug 7-d&wtf

except, ior

l’OWER OF GOVERNOR

Pensacola, and upon application to this Department.
The right to reject any and all bids, aud to waive
detects, if it is deemed for the interests of the Government to do so, is reserved.

ment^_

practic itle, by general laws,

Article five, Part first, section eleven, shall be
amended, by striking out of said section all after
the word “reprieves,” and by adding thereto the following: ‘Commutations and pardons, except in
cases o* impeachment,
upon such conditions, and
with such restrictions and limitations as
may be
deemed proper, suoject to such regulation as may be
provided by law relative to the manner of applying
tor pardons. And he shall communicate to the legis-

Portland, Boston, Feraaudina, Jacksonville and

au30

as

state.*

Bidders must state the time in which they will
contract to complete the houses. Each bid must be
accompanied with a bond In tbe sum of One thousand
dollars, with two good aud sufficient sureties, conditioned that the bidder shall enter into contract
without
if bis bid be accepted. All proposals
must be endorsed “Proposals for construction ot
Houses of Refuge/’ aud addressed to the Secretary
of the Treasury, Washington, D. C.
Specifications and plans, aud forms ot bonds, can
be obtained at Ihe Office of the Collectors ot Customs,

BAILEY &

Dissolution of Copartnership.

in said sections,
word ’plurality.

and hii cases where the objects ot the corporation cannot otherwise be attained; anil however formed,
they
shall forever be subject to the
laws of the

Cape Florida.

WHOLESALE

far

FARMINGTON.

SALKS_

AUCTION SALES-

mer

heretofore existing between F.
THETofcopartnership
Meaher and Isaac Giikey under the firm
F.

corporations shall be formed under
general laws, and shall not be created by special acis

about one and cne half miles north, of Gilbert’s
Bar at a place known as Saiat Lucie Rocks;
at Orange Grove (so called) on tbe beach about
miles north of New River Inlet; one near Fort
Lauaudale, on the beach about six miles north of
New River Inlet; and one on the beach opposite the
head of Biscay no Bay, about ten miles north of

aug30

as

the WILLOWS,
This splendid establishment will be open to SumBoarders during the Summer Vacation, from
June 20 to Sept. 18. Accomodations strictly tirstclass. Address,
[V. €. (iOODENOW.
ju2dtd

‘Section 14.

^ Department until 12 o’clock, noon, of Monday,
the 20th (lay of September, 1875, for the construction
ot Houses of Refuge at the following named localities
on the coast of Florida, to wit: One on the beach
about thirteen miles north of India River Inlet,
at the trial from Bethel Creek; one on the beach

at

instead thereof the

AUCTION

C. II. Leighton and S. F. Hunt, under the firm
name of Leighton & Hunt, is
this uay dissolved by
mutual consent. C H. Leighton will continue the
business at the old stand, and is authorized to collect
all debts due the late fir^i and will
pay all demands
agaiost it.
C. H. LEIGHTON.
S F. HUNT.
aug28dlw*

occurs

usually appertaining
private legislation.’

tins

at

it

TO

lor all matters

Construction of Houses of Refuge.
wm

votes

SPECIAL LEGISLATION AND CORPORATIONS.
Amend Article
four, Part third, of the Constitution, by adding thereto the following sections:
‘Secuon 13. The
Legislature shall from time to

Exchange, rtf Federal Hired.
E^AGENTS WANTED.- au30d1 w

water and diet.

_aug30dtf

m.

Hart of the Brooklyn Crusaders,
Gen Dow. There will he able speakers
every
day. Saturday afternoon is set apart as children’s day. A thousand children are expected
to he gathered at this meeting.

‘majority,” wherever

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

School Books of all kinds, stationery, etc
can be had at T. P. McGowan’s book
store, 422
Congress street, opposite High School.

Mrs.
will follow

word
aud inserting

InvcntoiM’

ljCju rnuru3AL5

plurality of the

EDUCATIONAL.

TIIUE copartnership heretofore existing betweeen

four and five of Article four. Part seccond,
of the constitution, are amended, by sti iking out the

dings.
The Patent Htcaui Cooker is something
every family should have. It comes in use every
day, and will pay for itself m a month, in retaining
the flavor of your vegetables, and saving the waste
and breaking to pieces which cannot be avoided
when they are boiled and soaked in water.
Territory for sale by the State, Countv or TownWin. GAKBUTT.
ship Apply to

the

short but touching address. Large numbers signed the pledge. The public are invited
to the temperance meeting this
evening.

ing, Thursday next, at 2 o’clock p.

aTso

but

a

m by
qualified electors.
fc1^611
Sections

It is used not only for cooking vegetafor cooking all kinds ot meats and pud-

draining.

of Portland.

Senators shall he elected by

One quart ot Water is sufieient to cook all the

Vegetables required tor a Dinner, and they
never get dry, you can cook all kinds of Vegetables
all to aether, in Thirty Minutes d >ing away with the
necessity ot having your stove covered with kettles.
The Steam Cooker i9 an apparatus of itself; will
sit on any stove; is made oi Tin and Copper and is
easily washed. It cooks entirely by Steam, therefore
your*vegetables are not soaked in water, and require

hmok

tbe man's hold and both wheels passed over
the scamp.

ance

The Sebago Temperance Camp Meeting*
—Gen. Neal Dow will deliver the opening ad
dress at Sebago Lake Temperance Campmeet-

the Steam Cooker ever
any other Cooking Apparatus ever
offered to the Public.

bles,

—

PURSUANT

WELCH’S

Advantages of

no

TUE

to warrants from tbe Mayor anil
Aldermen of the City of Portland, tbe duly
qnalmed electors ot said City are hereby notified to
meet in their resnective Ward Rooms, on lVIou<jay, the thirteenth «lny of September next,
at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, to give in their
votes lor bovenor. Four Senators and Five
Representatives to the State
Legislature County Commissioner, County Treasurer, Clerk of Courts. Judge of
Probale and Register of Probate. Also to
give tlieir
votes upon the
following questions, viz: Shall the
Constitution of the State ot Maine be amended as
proposed by Resolves of the Legislature, approved
February twenty-fourth, A. D, 1875, to wit:
ELECTION OP SENATORS BY PLURALITY VOTE.

Patented in Cannda f 4tli July 1874.
Patented in United Hiatea 1.1th Dec. 1871*
Patented in United Slates 1st June, 1875.

Hit's

ing

whin

City

COMBINATION !

LINCOLN COUNTY.

than ordinary talent and will do much good in
the temperance cause. Capt. J. B. Coyle also
gave a

STEAM COOKER

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

says

OP

—

THE

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution of CopartnershipT

"ELECTORS

TO THE

100,000,

exceeds

in-

formed that toe item recently published by us
as reported in a letter from Castine, giving
account of au alleged collision of the revenue
cutter Dobbin with another vessel, and the injury of Capt Abbey, was a gross fabrication
inspired by personal malice, no such event
having occurred. We shall endeavor to teach
the individual who wrote us a falsehood a lesson

The Journal

month,

per

delay

NEWS

Whig says:—“We

which,

tiou of

ADVERTISEMENTS

STATEOF TIAfiE.

Please tell the people that you saw theii
Advertisement in the PR CMS, the circula

thirty

The Whig says that Alfred E., son of Benjamin Weston of Molunkus was accidentally
shot on the 25th inst., under the following
circumstances: Accompanied by his brother,
he crossed a stream, and in attempting to pull
his gun from the boat by the muzzle it was
discharged, the shot taking effect near the
chin, and passing up into the brain. He lived
about four hours after receiving the terrible
wound. He was about 15 years old.
The Sunrise says that on Sunday afternoon
last, during the passing of a shower, a barn
belonging to Rev. J. A. Bryant of Maple
Grove, Fort Fairfield, was struck by lightning
and burned.
The

CITY

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

one

Obituary.—Rev. Father Caffrey of Waterville, formerly of this city, died last Friday in
Bangor, and will be buried in Waterville today. He went to Bangor last Tuesday, was
taken suddenly ill and died,

“hard wood” chaps

A

received,

for the copy must go to the
printer the 8ib, to insure publication, before
the opening of the exhibition, the 21st.
Iu entries of thoroughbred animals, I want
the name, and Herd Book number ot sire and
dam, as well as of the entry itself. Hurry up
your entries, thus giving time to classify and
catalogue them.
are

appointed to devise

0
0
0 3 0 0.... 5
Goods
0 0
0
3 0 0 0
3
Runs earned—Resolutes 0, Dry Goods 1.
Passed ball—Crocker 1, Kimball 2.
Time of game 1 hour 40 m.
0
0

ing Compiny.

the criminals of the city.

Referee Case.
Judge Walton has just
heard an important referee case. The property in disdute is located at Pine Point, near
Old Orchard, in Scarboro, involving the title to
some seventy acres of land which has become

in

a

INNINGS.

laws
Folice Notes.—Officers Mosoly aud Garland each brought in a man for making a dis
turhance Saturday night.
Tho Pool family
were also disturbed in their celebrations, and

ding, stored

play

one
s- <-v

active member.

can

BE SOLUTES.
I
DRY GOODS.
B 1BPOAE
R. ID PO A E
1
0 1 0
J. Barnes,1 f.2 1 0 0 0 Field, c f,
3 2 0 Evans, s 8, 0 l 2 7 r
Leighton, p 1 1
1
211
1
10 01
ssOl
Knight,
Hersey, lb,
Lynch, r f, 0 1 110 Twitcnell.r f,0 1 3 0 1
1
c
0
0
6
2
0
12
4 2
Crocker,
Payson, p,
0 0 12 0 2 Kimball, c, 0 0 3 2 9
Ayres, lb
F. Barnes,3b 0 1
2 3 1 Robinson, 1 f,0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 Higgins, 3b, 0 0 2 0 9
Crisham, c f 1 2
St. John, 2b 1 0
12 1 Maxey, 2b, 1 1 2 1 3

Construction of Houses ot Kefuge—B. II. Biistow.

Navy

at present organized, are a
strong team, and
with a good third baseman, few amateur clubs

as

five base hits being made of the former
and seven of Ihe latter.
The gams was well and satisfactorily urn"
pired by a gentleman who has no superior in
that position, but who don’t like to see his
name in the newspapers.
We annex the score;

O.
P.

Contractors—Tenders

Dry Goods,

cellent,

Twenty Thousaud—Frank E. Allen.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
I. A. R. A.—Special Meeting.

To

Base Ball.
The game of base ball on the Park grounds
Saturday afternoon, betweeu tbe Kesolutcs
and Dry Goods, was witnessed by about four
hundred oeople, and proved to be an
exciting
and closely contested game. The

dlw

A

SUIT ot rooms without board.
47 Danforlh Street.

Ap;>ly *t No,

my24di*i

THE

PBE8S.

THE FARM AA’D HOUSEHOLD.
Hors? Racing.
The value of nearly every material moveent, or physical activity with which man is
connected, depends mainly upon \ts results.
No matter what the controlling design may
have been, or the methods of accomplish
ment, whether dignified or simple, evil or
good, it would be alike contrary to sound
m

philosophy

common sense to

or

suggest any

other standard. We only enunciate a common truth wlifch needs neither illustration
nor confirmation in saying that many
things
are of a harmless nature and
perhaps intrinsically fight of themselves, which nevertheless produce mischievous tendeucies, or may
easily be deformed and distorted away from
their original image and likeness. It is also
true that for all such perversions some honest and well meaning man is frequently responsible, and can be held to a strict aciv.A

u
———

~—--J

—

—--. —-

to rest upon him who voluntarily assumes it, or who iunoceutly or indifferently

bility

allows it to come upon him.
But returning directly to our subject, we
Will see if we understand what a horse race
Is, or if we are able to describe it impartially
and correctly. This is the beginning of the
transaction; horses are selected which are

supposed or known to possess uncommon
speed, and generally an uncommon piice is
paid for them on that account; as they are
usually taken from the plow, the truck, or
the carriage, they are thus removed from the
ranks of productive industry and no more labor is to be expected or derived from them.
They are then placed in a course ot training
designed to rid them if possible from ail defects, and to develop and strengthen the
single quality of speed. To do this surely
and skillfully, it becomes absolutely necessary to withdraw some suitable men from
their accustomed business, in order that they
may devote all their attention to the training and instruction of their unlearned pupils
Neither time, pains, or expense must be
spared to cultivate all desirable qualities,
and to hide or overcome everything unfavorable in this one direction.
In this suggestive connec'.iou we cannot
forbear from saying, what a race of men
might be created or developed, soldiers, sailors, mechanics, farmers or business men,
were the same attention bestowed upon them
which a single animal often receives!
When a real or reasonable degree of perfection has been reached in our training
school, and when the term of instruction
draws to a close, an exhibition or display of
the natural or acquired talents become indispensable for public and private good. For no
man having lighted a candle is justified in
hiding it from the eye of the multitude under
a bushel; why should he selfishly or soul-

lessly appropriate everything

to

himself,

and shut out the rest of mankind from all

valuable possessions? Iu order therefore,
that the public may he accommodated,extensive grounds must be obtained, buildings and
seats

elected, and a long stretch of level, hard
track built, either of clay, gravel, or some
close and firm substance well fitted for
wheels or hoofs, and usually designated with
harmonious appropriateness, as the turf.’’
Now a set day is appointed, large prizes are
offered, a half a dozeu or a dozen fleet horses
are entered on the lists, thousauds leave their
employments for the better part of a day,
crowd all manner of public and private conveyances to the grouuds, pay a liberal entrance lee—here in the heat and dust, on
hard crowded seat, or standing amid an ex
cited and surging crowd, the spectator sees
the auimals entered for the contest, driven
over the course under various degrees of urgency or persuasion—and then the show is
over.
All present might testify as the actual
result—the accomplished fact of the day that
the several horses succeeded in reaching the
goal at a very rapid pace, and in a very short
time, with only a few seconds difference.
This is the sum aud substance of the whole
matter. We have described the average performance; sometimes it is varied by the presence

of

disorderly, drunken,and blasphemous

Dwuuuivu

t* uu
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tucu
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by betting, or by actually abstracting their
pocket-books, or who bruise and batter themselves in accordance with the rules of the
“manly art,” and afterwards may be found
lying arouud loose on the grounds in a semiquiescent condition. It is not unfrequently
the case as an additional feature of the proceedings, that the panting and distressed animals over-driven and
much-abusedj drop
dead on the course, or on account of a broken limb or other serious injury, are disabled
for life, or mercifully killed. Sometimes, also,
by accident or design, a collision occurs between the vehicles of the rival jockeys, occasioning sad results to themselves either in the
loss of life or limb.
In reviewing the full results of such transactions as we have described,we are driven to
the conclusion, that no benefit is derived
from them either by the state, by society, or
by the individual; and in the interests of political economy, public morals, and the fundamental principles of care and order, they
should neither be encouraged, or patronized.
Viewed as a business matter, it can only be
regarded as involving loss; as a drain upon
ibdustry of the man and the nati n; no profit
appears to any party except the few who
give no farthing of equivalent for the large
sums taken from a defrauded multitude.
It
is a system of waste, without one iota of gain
to balance it, and in the long run, the city or
town which welcomes it as a healthful or
helpful institution in its onward prosperity,
will find that it cannot well be divorced from
the grog-shop, the gambling-room or the
brothel. If the plea were entered that this
matter belongs in the catalogue of amusements, entertainments and recreations, aud
therefore no return in dollars and cents is to
be expected; we must reply on the contrary,
•very thing is hard, dry and unrefreshing ;and
that all that gives zest to the occasion springs
from the few moments of animal excitement
which result from the excitement of animals;
and if it is au amusement, it is outside of the
paie or civilization, possessing only the negative virtue of being a little better in quality
than pugilism, the bull fight or the bloody
games of the arena.
We have thu3 expressed our views, not in
Condemnation of trials of the speed of horses,
but of horse-racing as it is almost everywhere
conducted. Speed is an important element
to be considered in making up the value of
horseflesh; and we thick there are appropriate
times and places tor the public exhibition of
it. By the introduction of railroads, men are
not only transported more rapidly than formerly, but they must themselves move with
greater swiftness towards them; and thus for
the stages, express and team, horses are chosen with due regard to quickness of movement,
as well as strength of body.
So also physicians, and many classes of business men, in
their selection of animals prefer those with
fight and nimble leet.
But more than this, we find our theme may
have bearings even upon questions which
belong to the statesman and political economist. Sometimes the event of a war depends
not upon the bravery of the soldiers, but upon
the speed and strength of horses; and a nation learns by the disaster of the battle-field
that its defeat began with the indifference of
its breeders and stock-raisers. We have only
to allude to Gen. Putnam’s famous ride down
the precipice with its hundred stone steps, or
to Gen. Sheridan’s no less famous
twenty
miles ride at
to show that the
most

of

in

results may

erly

thoroughly exhibited,

and

that the

so

interests of the farmer should be protected
and promoted.
We would gratefully recognize all those associations composed of honest and honorable
men, who perhaps at a personal loss have
organized them for the sole purpose of im'mproving stock, and benefitting stock raisers.
Shell

Hanging

Bnakets.

“Bertha1” in Indoors and Gut, tells how to
make beautiful banging baskets of cup-shapcd
sea shells:
The shell is suspended by means of fine
copper wire passed through holes bored near
the top edge. This wire will not rust and is
much better than cord, which decays and
breaks by reason of the constant moisture.
at.- -!-„ii
'ii.
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lycopodium, a species of running moss, showing a rich blueish green on its upper side,
and

clear green on the under. This is much
prettier than what is called Ivcopedian moss;
a plant of similar
structure, but it lacks the
lovely variagated hue of the lycopodium proper.
Shower it abundantly, as constant moisture is an essential
requisite to its growth and
richness of color.
If the hanging shell be kept in a room dura

ing Winter where the temperature is not allowed to go below fifty degrees, the
lycopodoum will thrive nicely.
Tbis plant does not
require strong sunlight and thrives best where

horses,

as

well

as

war.

We do not doubt

as

has been

men, in time
so

often

asser-

national sport, has been of service to the
nation in its hour of need; and the fjx-hunting squire and the young scion of nobility
sometimes on the same steed that
brought
them in to “the death,” have on foreign Be ds
joineu in those famous charges iu which “the
whole worid wondered.”
Now as the raising of horses is one of the
great sources of agricultural and national

MEDICAL

boiling
Perfectly
fresh meat required longer boiling than that
which is tender or ripe.

Pic Cinm.
A lady writing in the Vermont Journal
about pie crust, says:
‘Your pies will be
spoiled if you bake them on those shallow
the
crusts
will
break
plates;
away in the
oven.’ A lady said this to me, when I was

making some custard pies. She had cooked
in a hotel all her life, and bad never found
out f'ow to make a pie that requires but one
crust, on a shallow plate without having it
break away in the oven. Every time I make
a

custard, pumpkin, squash

or lemon
I
who told me how

pie,

alwavs think of the woman
to do it. Cut your crust half an inch larger
than the plate; pinch the crust around the
edge, put it into the oven a few minutes,keep
watch of it, and as soon as it rises take it out
and slip a knife very carefully between the
crust and plate, to let the air out; then fili
your crust and return to the oven, bake until
done, and your pie crust wiil not break a wav.

Try it,”

Four lime*

AERATED OIYGEN TREATMENT!

First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRE.NCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every
TUESDAI
and SATtltDAV,

Experience proves it to he a radical cure for the
following diseases:
Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Humors, Eruptions, Pimples, Salt Rheum, Scrofula,
Liver Complaints, Rheumatism. Neuralgia, Dropsy,

—

Female Complaints, -yspepsia, &c., Arc.
Persons convalescing trom Fevers, Diphtheria,
will find this a fowerful auxiliary.
Persons sutleriug trom th** above complaints will
please call at the office, 3 t'nhoon If lock, where

obtain a copy of the treatise on "II N
ACTION AND BBsCBTS,’* free.
Where
also may be seen a large number of testimonials from
residents of this city.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p. m
dti
augll

THE GREAT

(Complaint,

The Cordial Balm of

speedily and permanenily
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
wild Cherry, wmcli does not
dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irr taticn, thus removing the cause of the complaint
—,—

Nervous Debility.

resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received.

a

cheaper.

bottle; large bottles

SEl’A W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietor,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.

ja‘.'5

nn

Bowever obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affeci ing, as it does, nearly one half of our adult population, it is a melancholy tact that
by day, and
year by year, we witness a most frightful increase oi
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

the

much

day

Boston,

eodcow&weow4

SCIENCE OF

EIFE ;

the

Nervous Prostration.

a

Throat and Lungs, Phyi Treatise
i siology ot Woman and her Dif-eases, a Treatise on
Nervous and Mental Diseases, late Surgeon U. S. A.,
etc., etc. It treat* upon MANHOOD, how lost, how
regained and bow perpetuated, cause and cure of
ExhamPd Vitality, lmp«tcncy. Premature
on

“this

tent

P* M.

_
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and butter them.
to have them light is to avoid

split them,

with the hands.

—

The Queen.

UUIj

The ouly way
touching them

Fairbanks Scales,
THE STANDARD OE THE WO It

D.

THE MOST

il\‘

THE MOST DURABLE.
4 -<*-

n

ACCURATE.

every

the MOST CONVENIENT.

respect worthy of the most lmDlicIt confidence
ALSO

—

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,
and adopted by the
Designed
TATES GOVERNMENT.
tor

—

ALSO

L KITED

postage

MAINE.

MWtJiSJE.,

Corner Pine and Park Streets,
B.

WING, Proprietor

first-class He tel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
ol tbe commercial and pleasure seeking
A

public.

martS-dtf

SUNNY SIDE
LITTLE

HOUSE,

CUE BE AG PIE:

ENGLISH REMEDY
The Cordial Balm of Syricum

J. E. Jclick*. Proprietor.

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Tbeir eflb acy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes,
Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,

Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these mwiicines are the

OIL,
BEST.

FOR SALE BY
SAFE. ECONOMICAL.
ALLGROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.

very best

For sale by
chan. McLaughlin & co.,

Blood

Portland.

Notice
requiring work don please apply to
‘•Home” of W. C. A., No. 16i3pring St., plain
family sewing, dress-mak*ng, copying, einbroid-

PERSONS

ing and ♦auev-worl

n

wools. <fro..

man.

We have pnrebased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of manteln and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We h*ve on hand the largest and beet nso( an? house in the elate* BUI Ii DKWMANII' UO/I I'KACTOKN wil find it to
their advantage to call and examine our

nutriment

Boode.

NUTTER BROS. A CO.
<9 Marks! Square Portland Me.
a“17

eodtf

elS^oB^

-«*“7

Medicine

They impart.

AGENTS WANTED

DIRECT’

will leave Railroad Wharf, font oi
State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p.m. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, !or Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, aud steamers
or Prince Edward Is and;
also at New Glasgow,
N. S.. w!th Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Bre.on, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
t^p-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets to Halifax and return good until
October 1st. $10.00.
No freight received atter 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J B. COYLE,

Jr., Franklin Wharf,

fastest selling Bible ever published. Send for our
extra terms to Agents. NATIONAL PUBLISHING
CO., Philadelphia, Pa._ au4t4w

Strength

WHEREVER IT HAS BEEN TRIED.

Steamship

VI

ftIO tn S.lOO

I"
page book entitled*

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia and Melancholia
Price $2.50. Large size, $5.00. Each package
the Cordial Balm contains one box ot the TonicPllls,
wnich may also be had separately at 50 cents per box.

RECENT

increas-

preventive

often
A

testimonials.

Fbewsbubgh, Nov 12, 187-t.
I have used the Cordial Balm aDd Syricum and Loand cure for the
throp s Tonic Pills as a
use of ardent spirits and habitual
intoxication, and
find them actually specific in such cases. I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.

au6d4wt

in
Wal1 street
leads to fortune.

Body

Visor to the Mind

sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
your druggist for it. GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,

Boston, Mass., Wholesale Agents.

10

Insurance

For

Freight

or

Passage apply

72

Men and Idioms of Wall Street,”

explaining everything.

JACOB MESERVE.

Sc

Tipton, Dec. 3, 1874.
We take great pleasure n informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lotbrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under trzatment by diflerent doctors
for near'.y three y zars past without any apparent benefit I herefrom ; but your medicines have produced a
most wonderiul change for the better, and tho patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURG1SS.
P. S.—We tell all with whom we are accuainted
who are similarly afliicted to try your medicine*.

FOB

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOOD W JN & CO.. Boston, Mass.
d4wf

WHOLESALE

AGENTS

Jy23_

Agent,

are the most beautiful in glylc and perfect
in lone erer made.
The CONCERTO
STOP isjhe be., erer placed iu any Organ. I* i. produced by an extra net of reed.,
peculiarly voiced, the EFFECT of which is
MOOT CHARMING and NOIJL a'TIK.
KING,
while it. IMITATION of the
HUMAN VOICE 18 SUPERB.
WATERS’ NEW ORCHESTRAL,VESPER.
GRAND and VIA1.ESTE ORGANS, in
Unique French Caxea, combine PURITY
of VOICING with grent volume of louei
.uilable/or PARLOR or CHURCH.

SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, U'LMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAWBI

LEV, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn

arrange uicut

C.

DEAN.

Fare Down and Rack 85 crs.
C hildren Half Price
VO single paiwase
■ ichelM $1.00.
at the oftce
June 29, 1875.

exclusion or private
on the Wharf.

parties

can

ju29dtf

FOR THE ISLANDS!

STEAM YACHT TOURIST.

FOUR TRIPS PER DAV.
and commodious Meam h achi Tour.
C'opt- F. H. Knowlton. leaves Burnham’s

The

new

and 10-15 A^inaSf,iSverJ day ^ 6 45leaves
Evergreen

and ^ anti
at 6 30 and
A
aV a,,(l 5 ami
A7 P. M., touching each trip at
Trefetnen s and Jones*
landings. Fare down and
back 2o cents. Private parties
accommodated between the hours ot 7 aDd 10 A. M.. and 3 and
5 P.
M., and dunug the evening

Ret?”lin8

1K

BOSTON
su.Tiirix.xs.

STEAMERS.

Druggists

generally

Everywhere.

have great powirand a fine Ringing tone with
all modern
improvements, ana are the BEAT
”lANtSSt MADE. These
Organs and Pifor *ix y«*n 18 PKICE8
for
cash or part
I/OW
cash ana balance %n
monthly payments.
secoad-Hanil instruments at
great b*rgains. Pianos and organs to rent until
p r «onlrnct. AGKN I N WANTED
Special indueem nt« to the trade.
A liberal discount to
Teachers, Ministers
Churches. Schools, Lodges, etc. ILLLlSTliATED

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotels tn the State, at
the I hilly Press may always be found.

Dr. Lnthrop may be consulted professionally
free of charge, Address

G. EDGAR

LOTHROP,

M.

143 Court Street,

i

BOSTON
mafli

MASS,

D„

A Steamboat Express Train with Drawing Room
Car attached leaves Portland at 2.30 p. m. daily.
Sundays excepted, for New London, connecting with
the Steamers of the Norwich Line same evening for

which,

AUBURN'
Blur House, Court. St. W. S. St A.
Young,

NEW

A.A

tors.

«. Cony. Propri*

BANCOR.
Franklin House,—Ilnriow St., Mrl.augh
I in &

Unvii, Proprietors.
BATA.
■

-w.w

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily,

al

r

o’clock

M., and INDIA
ac 1 P. M

P.

WHARF, BOSTON, daily
(Sundays excepted).

FAKE

Aiuericau
Ion*

28

FREIGHT REDUCED.
PER

WEEK.

The Steamer LEWISTON, Capt. Charles
Deering. will leave Kailroad Wharf, toot of Slate St.,
T

U

D A Y
and FRIDAY EVENINGS, AT IO
O’CLOCK. For Rockland, Castine. Deer Isle,
So. W. and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,)
Millbrldge, Jone6port and Macbiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Vloniiar
and Thursday Morning, at 4.(10, touching as
above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with Pullman Train, and early morning
Trains lor Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Ral'road Wharf,
every

E S

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
martOtf
Portland, March 5, 1875.

PORTLANDT&

BANGOR.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
FARE REDUCED.
The last Steamer, CITS OF RICHMOND,
Capt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday Evening», at IO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Bel-

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for
neighboring
towns. Connect* at Rockland with the Knox &
Lincoln R. R., at Beltast with B. & M. R. R., Banwith E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
are to Rockland $1.00, Camden.$1.50
Bellas Searsport and Sandy Point_ 2.00
Buckspori, Winterport, Hampden and

Bangor. 2.50
CVRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’] Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Rooms, W.

Will leave

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain, Proprietor.

CALAIS.
W.

International

Hotel,

Rail.
Tickets. State-rooms and Berths secured at the

D.

Simpson,

BELLE
for

Chebeague

Every Sunday, Until Further Notice,
At IO o’clock A. HI., ond 3 P. HI., and
Touching nt Trefclhen’s Wharf, Each
Way. Returning at G P, ill.
dtl
JylQ

STONINGTON

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,
OF

ALL

OTHERS.

This is tlic only inside route Avoiding Foiut Judith.
Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & 1 rovidence R. R. Deriot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, evert
and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
and
Thursday
Saturday, Striving in New York always in advance of all other lines. Baggag

line,

Higgins * Sons, Props

FOXCROFT.
Foxerofl Exchnnge. P. HI. Jeffords
prietor.

House,

corner

oi

Hnllowcll

Express

bec at 7

HART LAND.
Park House—R. L. Williams, Prop.

(Stopping

pr’.etor,

Proprietor

a. ro.

AND

—

and all

prietors.

Northwest.

West and

Company

DAY

Proprietors.

1

Daily

DAYS. WEDNESDAYS and

Printing

U

JUNE

Sunday

No. 5 Washington Building,

TABLISUED IN 1819.

S. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING

DODD’S

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,
•Advertisements rcceiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD,

S. It. NILES,
ADVERTISING

ADVERTISING

Rail via Knox Sc Lincoln B. R to
Rockland and Steamer Uljneti to North
Haven, Deer Isle, Mount Desert and
Sullivan.

£• atD«'Pot>
Ruth
x A.
Pr???fr^:???adaily at 0.15 A. M. ami Of
arriving in Rockland at 10.15 A.
■ n
■inBii

Bnc ,-[I

ny|#

Simmer leaves Rockland

on

ERS’

Augusta.

ADVERTISING AGENTS
for all the leading newspapers
Dealers in Printing
Jype, Presses, etc.

BATES

J

OF

TUB

Will be taken

nn

RAILROAD.
on

all

THROUGH TRAINS
at slior

—OF THE—

EASTERN
July 21,

LOCKE,
Agents,

°*
D. R. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Pettengill A Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice
newspapers.

Jjf*

FOR THE ISLANDS.
THE

YACHT HIVAL

—

BOSTON A MAINE

Heads,

&

34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

~NOTICE.

and .tier July 2,1871, anil

every description

Newspaper Advertising

Eastern Railroad.
On

Materials of

OtBce No. 41 Park Row, New York.

as

SPECIAL

PRINT-

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

low ns by nnv other route*
SSP*Tickets can be purchased at Depot and also at
Horse R. R. Office opposite PTeble House.
C. A. COOMBS, Supt. K. & L. R. R., Bath.
Pare*

&

106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

arrival of train

Harbor at 6 A. M
Rockland daily at 1.30 P. M., Arriving in Portland at 6 P. M., and Boston at 10
P. M.
Connections made at Bnth,wllh moraine
and evening trains, trom and
to Lewiston and

AGENCY

WAREDOIKE,

Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in tbe United States or Canadas a' publishers'
owest prices. Send for estimates.

Tuesdays, Thursdays ami Saturdays, arriving at Bar
Harbor at 4 P. M. Returning leave Sullivan
Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday at 5 A. M. Bar

—

notice.

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
cities and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
OtBce Xo. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

TO AND FROM BOSTON.

Cards, Tags, Ac., printed

AGENM

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Bed and the Yellow Tickets

Hand Rills, Bill

FRIDAYS with

T. C. EVANS,

11th.

WSgffjjruiTker Notice, the

Tosters,

21st, 1875*

Commeiciai,foot

fAccommodation Train.
$Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER. Sup’t.
June 21, 1875.
jne2ltf

ju3__(Itf

Job

June

the steamer for Eastpart and Mt. Jabn. A
Pullman Parl«r Car is run with the train
leaving Boston 8.30 A. M.. Portland l.io p. M.
through to Bangor; also with t ain leaving Boston 12.30 P. M. and Portland 5.20 P. M through
to Augusta. Returning, leave Augusta 6 00 A.
M., Portland 9 00 A M.. Bangor 8.00 A. M. aud
and Portland 2.35 P. M for Boston.
•Pullman Sleeping Car Rxpress Train. 2Y. tf.—
This train runs
but not on Monday.

All

■ ■■

Press

Honday,

will leave Station,
of State Street,

t8.30 A. M.. 112.30 P. to., lfi.00 and •ft.nn P VI
Ijeare Horiland for Cape Elizabeth. Hearborough, Wem Ntnrborough,Muco, Kiddeford, Kennebunb, Uelln North Berwick. *outh Berwick Junction, ConEliot and
way Junction.
Kitiery at
t6.15, 19,00 A. M., 2.35 P \I.
For Maco. Riddeford, Kenncbnnk, Well*,
No»ib Berwick, Mouth Berwick Junction, Com way Junction, ••lint and Kilter y at 16 15,19.00 A. M. and $2.35 P. .VI.
For Maco, Biddelord
Kenuebunk, Conwry Junction, Kittery and Portsmouth
at *2.00 16.15, 19.00 A. M., and $2.35
M.
For Cape Elizabeth, Mcarbotough, Went
Ncnrborotuh, Maco, an
Hiodt-ford at
5.20 P. M Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 9.00 A M Train from Portland connects at
Conway Junction with the 8.00 A. M. train from
Boston for North Conway.
Trains leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.15,
9.C0,10.20 A. M., 3.00, 5.40, f.00 P. M. Returning
at 6.40, 7.50, 10 15. 10.55 A. M., 4.10, 6 20 P. M.
The 2.00, 6.15 A. M., 9.00 A. M. and 2.35 P. M. Trains
from Portland make close connections for New
York by one or other of the routes horn Boston.
Passengers ticketed through
The 8.30 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, the Grand
Trunk Railway tor Montreal, Qu bee. and
all parts of Canada East; and the Maine
Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for An
gu«lN, Raugor, Dockland Belfast and
other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with
Maine Central and European & North American
and intercolonial Railways for Hangor, Nt.
Johu, Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Pa^
land with the Maine Central Railroad for Augusta, Bath and Ijewision ; and on MON-

ROUTE:

COMMENCING

eral Sts. E. Cram Sc Co., Proprietor.
Commercial -*onst-L. O. Sanbora Sc Co.,
Prop v ietors.

Portland

RAILROAD.

Portland for Port*month and Bouton at
•2.00 A. M.,6.15, t9.00 A. to., and J2.35 P. to. Returning lcnve
BoNion for t*ort«mouth and Portland at

DESERT !

MOUNT

prietor.

Proprictev

jy3dtf

all

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green
J. H. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson &Co.,

WILTON.
Wiltou IIoiih*'. II• N. Green*

Passenger Trains

passenger tor every #500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland, June 21.1875*
jneUdtf

American House* India St. E. Gray, Pro-

etor.

On and after

one

Proprietor.

1875._

EASTERN

any amount exceeding $50 in value (and hat personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tbo rate o»

Proprietor.

Si owe and Chat ham.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York.
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Untied States sod British Provinces.

South we*

responsible tor baggage

not

are

Lovell,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

tion.

The

for

Trains arrive in Portland in season for trains to
Boston leaving Portland at 2.35 and 6.00
p. m. and
tor Steamers leaving at 7 p. m.
Freight trains will run between Portland and
Fabjan’s daily, leaving Portland at 8 30 a. m. Returning, leave Fayban’s at 7.50 a. m.
d HAMILTUN, Superintendent.

ES

leaving Portland at 7.00 a. rn. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit anc
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.G Perry

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Propri-

£ryeburg daily

Glen Station lor Glen House.
STEAMBOAT CONNECTION
with 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p. m. from Portland at Sebago Lake for Naples, Bridgton, No. Bridgion, Harrison, Wateiford and Mount Pleasant.

Rates!

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
EF-PITLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the train*

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.

At
At

THE

Robbiuson.

HIJRNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.— E. A. Calderwood,

stage connections.
At White Rock dally for North Windham.
At Sebaco I.ake dally for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin daily f .r Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls
and Freedom.
At Brownfield daily for Denmark aud
Bridgton.

condition,
stock, and

PITTSFIELD.
Sc Gale* Proprie-

St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
IJ. S. Hotel .J auction of Congress and Fed-

On and afler Honda;, Aug. 9, 1875,
and unlil further notice,
Passenger Trains will leave
Eastern ami Maine Central Railroad Station, Portland, foot of State Street, as follows:
For Sebngo Lnkr Frvvbnrg, No. Conway
Craw’oriPN, Fabrnia’a and all inlcrme
«i«air Station* at 7.1u a. ni and 2 10 p ni.
Keturniug Tram- will leave Cabynn'M at
7.30 a. in. and 2.00 p. m.; \o. Conway at 9.10 a.
а.
and 3 45 p m.; Fry-burg at 9.35 a. ni and
4.15 p.m.; Baldwin at 10.20 a m ami 4.56 p.
m.; »ebago Lake at 10.55 a. m. aud 5.30 p.
ni.. arriving in Portland at 11.40 a. m. aud
б. 15 p. m.

C. J. WIIEELElt,

J C. FCKNIVAJ, Agt

Lancy Home— Fletcher

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Adams Sc
Proprietors

Sl'nilEK 4KK4NGF.ni vr.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

points in tho

PEAK’S ISLAND.
House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.'

on

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RK

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. Lonia, Omaha,
Saginaw, Sit Paul, gait I^ake City.
Denver* San Fran iare.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C- S. Bailey Or Co. P

m.

a. m.

AGENCIES

—

Tickets sold at Reduced

NORRIDBEWOCK.
Daulorth House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

at 8.00

in.

DEPOT AT TOOT OF INDI A SI.

prietors.

■■oriinud

J. T. FURBER, Oen’l Snpt.
S. H. STEVEN'S, Qen’l Ag’t. Portland.
aoodlf

74 EXCHANGE ST,

NAPLES'
House, Nathan Church A Sons, Pro.

tors.

6.00 p.

Offices:

Passenger

Harris, Pro-

lor

Boston & Maine road connect with all
running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastpnrt, alais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
/> II trains stop at Kxeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirsc-class dining rooms.
Parlor Can on trains leaving Portland at 6.13,
9.00 a. in., 2.33 p. m., Boston at 8.30 a in., 3 30 and

m.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
Elm

Trains

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.20 and
5.40 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.

LOVELL.

uosiou

steamers

Quebec, Montreal

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, U. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
C. H.

Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a m.
ana the West at 2 p.

from
Express
Mail from

LINCOLN VILLE.
Beach House—F. E. Phillips, Proprieto

Valley House,
prietor.

a. m.

Express tram at 1.10 p. m for Auburn and Lewston
Mail train for Island Pond,
at
all stations to island Pond,)* connecting with night
mail train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at
l. 30 p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10
p. m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 6 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.C0.

HIRAM.
Ml. Cutlet House,—Hiram Baston, Pro

Kezer

On and alter Monday, June 21st, 1875,
trains will run as follows:
a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
train for Island Pond, Montreal and Que-

Express train 6.30

House—H. Q. BLAEE, Prip

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, H. B. Wing,

AERA N GKMEN1'

OBggggl

El ALLOW ELL.

of Steamers

Jr.. Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen*l Managers,
anil ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

stale

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
SUMMER

Pro-

PHILADELPHIA.

l*eyond.

juiu

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

H.

__

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY giveP
direct communication
to snu
roiu Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Turough rates are given to
Philadelphia and
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
Jential and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to a
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Fall Information given by D. D. C. MINK
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,

xso.

ELLSWORTH.

City Hotel.—N.

cheesed through.

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 494 Exchange St.
I>. S. BABCoCK.
L. W. FILKiNS.
Gen. Pasenver Ag*t. New York.
President.
dly

me

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Brand Trunk Rail,
way Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

PARIS HILL,
Hubbard Hotel* H. Hubbard. Proprietor

Inland

umce ui

Washington and State streets, and at Old Colony
Depot., Boston^and in Portland at depots oi Beaton
& Maine and Eastern railroads, and at. Rollins
Adams, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.,
49$ Exchange St.
J. K. KENDRICK. Supt. O. C. R. R.
GEO. L. CONNOR, G. P. A. O. C, S. B. Co.
L. H. PALMER, Ticket Agt., 3 Old State House
Boston.
ju30d3m

Proprietor.

On and
Steamer

Long Wharf

To New York and all points South and West. BagThe world-renowned
gage checked to destination.
Steamers. Bristol and Providence.
Trains leave Old Colony Depot, corner Kneeland
and South streets daily at 4 30 and 5.30 P. M. (Sundays, June 27th to August 29th, inclusive, at 6.30 P.
M.), connecting at Fall River with one of the above
Steamers. Hall’s Celebrated Bands engaged
for the season.
“Only Forty-nine Hliles by

Field,

Uni%n

BEAUTIFUL BARGE

AHEAD

K.

HARPSWELL,

ISLAND

VIA FALL RIVER AND NEWPORT,

St.-Chapin,

**■ A K. Dining
Proprietor.

dtf

after JUNE 30, 1875,
Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harp*well at 6 a. m. touching atChebeagne, Little Chebeague and Long Island.
Returning will leave Portland Pier, at 6 p. m. touching at the above landings.
On Monday, Wednesday and Saturday will touch
at Couseus* Island each way.
Will run an Excursion trip each day, leaving Portand Pier at 9.15 a. m and Harpswell at 3 p. m.,
.touching at Long Island, Great and Little Chebeague
each way.
For particulars Inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent,
131 Commercial St.
ma8
_dtl
THftC

FALL RIVER IISE,

Co., Proprietors.

St. Janies Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri-

House, Tremont
Co. Proprietors.

HF^Tickets can be procured of BARNES BROS.
Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT. Supt. P. & R. R. R.

mvltt

CORNISH.
Cornish noose, HI. B. Davis, Proprietor

ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TRIPS

the East.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. ». Parker*

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they ecure a com foi table night’s rest and avoid the ex-

pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D II. Young
No. 266 M iddle street.
TbrongL Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low iates.
Freight taken as usual.
•I. B. COl'KB, JR.,General Agent.
octl874

rroprieioi

FAST.
Bouse. Clark Bio’s, Propiie

etor.
T re in on I
Burney *

$1.00.

luuiuiiT,

BEI

■.cure

Portland. Ang 9,

YORK,

arriving there early the next morning in ample time
for morning traius South and West.
B^NocR ange of cars between Portland and New
London.
Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New York and Return, II Dollar*
Seats in Drawing Room Ca: s and State Rooms on
the elegant Steamers City ot Boston and City ot
New Yo(k. can be secured in advance, at BARNES
BROS*., 28 Exchange street, from 9 a. m., to 1 p.
m., and at the Depot, frum 2 p. m
until train time,
and of the Conductor on the train.
Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. m., counecling at New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a. m., and
arriving in Portland at 1.18 p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with trains of the Maine Central Road to and from

Proprietors.

er, Proprietor.
Cony House. G.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

Clyde’s Iron Line

mail

Iv5i^.a^r-M?rled

Portland & Worcester

HOTELS.

AltB

For Sale by

my3___dtf

augl2dtf

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Bah

I

.r

eommeucing

Train for Fitchburg and Hoosac Tun
net Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
9 3** P. HI* (Nteamboal Exoress) Train with
Drawing Room Car attached, connects at
Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine
Central Road from Bangor, Rockland, Lewiston,
&e.; at Rochester with down trains on H asten! and Boston Si Maine Roads; at Epping
for Manchester and Concord; at 'Xnnliun for
Lowell and Boston: at Uoicenter with Nigh
train for Spriugfielu, New Haven and New York
and goes through to New London with- u
ehauge of cam, connecting with Wienuiers
of the Norwich Line for New York, arriving there early the next morning in time for
the morning trains South and West.
4.00 P »■ for Rochester and Way 8latious connects at Koehcster with trains for
Alton Bay and Woliboro.
6.90 P. HI. for Bor ham.
team boat Express Train lea res New I on.
don from Norwich Line Steamer ats 5 A. HI
and from Worcester at 8 A. Hi., connecting
at
Westbrook Junction with afternoon
trains going East over the Maine CYntial Road,
and arriving in Portland at 1.18 P. M.
Express Train ’eaves Worcester at4.35 P.
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M.t and New York at 10.00
A M. arriving in Portland at 10.45 P. M.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua,Manchester C< ncord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line,
and Springfield Route, and to all important
points South and West.
([^“Tickets can be procured ot BARNES BROS.,
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

and Jones’Landing at 8 45 an(* 10 a. m.. 1.15 an<]
3 p.m. Returning, leave
Cushings’Island af 9.15
and 11.30 a. m., and 2.15 and 5 p
m., and Jones*
Landing 9.30 and 11.45 a ni and 2 30 p. m.
The Steame Express will make an
early trip daily,
leaving at 7 a. in. Returning, leave Jones 7 15 arid
CusMugs 7.30 and an evening trip after July 6th,
leaving at 7.15 p. m. Returning, leave Jones’ Landing at 9 p. m.

Arrangements for

trains,

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND;
7.50 A. HI. for Rochester. Nashua and
W orcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on E tstern aDd Boston Si Maine, Roads
at Nashua wtb Express Trniu tor Lowell
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1 30 P. M.;
connecting at Aye * Junction with Express

after Thursday, July 1st,
will run aR follows:-Leaving the end of
Custom
House Wharf daily (Sunday excep»ed.
Steamer -azelle will leave for
Evergreen and
Jones’ Landing at 9 and 10.30 a. ra.. 2 and 3.30
p. m.
Returning, leave Evergreen Landing at 9.30 and 1130
a. m., 2.30 and 5 p. m. and Jones’
Landing at 9.45.
a. m., 2.45, and 5 30 p. m.
Steamei Express will leave for Cushings’ Island

be made

ui

Leave Portland for Boston at 3.00 p.
;

May 3, 1875.

—

On anil

PORTLAND

♦

WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANOS

CATALOGUES MAILED.
HORACE WATERS A SONS,
481 Broadway, New York*
au25d4wf
p. o. Box 3567.

O., RUST BROTHERS

B.

dtf

a. m.

Sunday Trains.

American railroads.
PAYSON TUCKER. Superintendent.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

70 Long Wharf, Boston.

n23-iy

Monday, Wednesday

GEORGE C. GOODWIN ffc

JU19

EXPRESS,
CAPT.

John, Bangor, &c., at

from St.

m.

& North

Gazelle,

AND

a.

Through Freight Train* daily to all points
oil Maine Central, Kdox &
Lincoln, and European

CAPT. A. S. OLIVER
—

in.

Night Train

1.45

the rate of

to

E. B. NA7I

ton. at 6 16 p.

The Peaks’Island Steamboat Co.’s.

vessels.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEX DOLLARS.

FOR

which assists digestion, and thus stimulates the appetite lor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gives
strength to all the vital
lorces.
■ T CARRIES ITS
OWN
RECOM-

the large and rapidly

to the

.

VEGETABLE TONIC
as

Itstriagt.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

sailing

mn wiih ibis train to Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.15 p. m. lor Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Crave Portland 5.20 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
PiiNMcnger Train* will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 8.45 and 8.50 a. m.
From Bangor. Dext« r, Belfast, Skowhegan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, «Jfrc., at 2.20 and
2.25 p m. A Pullman Parlor Cor is run with
this traiD Inm Bangor.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath, and Lewis-

For the Islands.

’*■'

a. m.
one half

Parlor Car is

AgentTortland.

steamers

rence)at9.00

Bangor &c.
L«n»e Pori laud 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath. Rockhiul, Augusta, Waterville, Skowliegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor. A Pullman

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to anu from
Philadelphia, MonUeaLQuebec. St. John, and all parts of Maine,
eights taken at the lowest rate*.
Shippers are requested to s.nd their height to the
a? * F. M., «,n the days they leave
Portland. asn.€ar|y
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General
J F AMES, As t. Pier
38, E. R., New York.
IIckets and State Rooms can also be
obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

at

Per It rrat Palls at 6
1.3,9 00 a. m., 2.35, 6.00
p. m.
Por Portsmouth (via
Dover) at 6.13 a. m.
Por Koehe.ter, Earmingtoa and Alton
Bay (via Dovei) at 6.15. 9.00 a. in., 2 33 p. id.
Por Mcarborougb Bench. Old Orchard
Bench. M.ro find Biddeford at 0.15, 8.45,
9.00 a. m., 1.4.3. 2 33. 6.00, p. m.
Por Blue Point at
6.15,8.43 a. Hi., 1.43, 6.00 p. m.
Por Kennebunk at 6.13,9.00 a. m 2
35, 6 00 p.m.
Fnr the accommodation ot old Orchard
travel,additional trains, stopping at all stations, will leave
Keunebunh for Old Orchard nnd Portland at 7.20 a. m.; Biddeford for Old Or.
chard nnd Portland at 11.30
a.m.; Biddcorrhard at 11.30 a. in., 2.35 p. m.;
Old Orchard for Maco Biddeford and KenDebunk at 10 00 p. m.
Trains will leave Old Orchard for Portland at 7.52, 11.42 a. m., 12.12, 4.28,
7.32, 9 30 p. m.

tion, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,

York**6*

A2TD

a

MENDATION

Line.

delphia, at

Pa*«enger Trnin lea res Portland 7.00 a.
for Lewiston via Danville Junction
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junc-

roYfe'»aiul

1S75,

will leave Portland for
in
a. in., 2.35. 6.00 p.
Ho.tou at 10.50 a. in., 1.15, 7.00.
10.00 p. m. Keiu-oittg. I. nee Boston at 8.30
a. id., 12.30, 3 30. 6 00 d.
m., arriving at Pori
laud at 12.45, 5.00, 8
00,10.00 p. m.
Por Lowi ll at 0.15. 9.00 a.
m., 2.33, 6 00 p. in.
rort'oorordnud illanrhester (via New Market Junction) at 0.15 a.
m., 2 35 p in.; (via I.atr-

m.

THE NEW

reave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

as,

rcBratit notice.

Boston at 6.1.5, 9.00

arriving

Pn««enger Trnin icnven Portland 0.15 a.
for Brutswlck, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland and Au-

rn

until

Pnssrugrr Trnins

gusta.

Will until further notice leave F'ankhn Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M.. and leave Pier 38 Fast
River, New Yor>.eve»y MON DAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer,
just built for this
both ?he and the Franconia are fitted
up
with fine accommodations tor
passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
The*e
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
m<m“18 011 their passage to and from New

—

Portland, April 17 th, 1875

has established itself as a perfect regulator and
sure remedy for disorders of the system
arising
from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
■ T Iw NOT A PHY SIC, but by
stimulating
the secretive organs, gently and gradually removes
all impurities, and regulates the entire system.
I • IS NOT A DOCTORED
HITTERS,

ing

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

BOSTON
AND

of time.

Night Pullman Trnin from Boston leaves
Portland 12.35 a. in. for Bangor. Cilais, St. John,
Houltoij, St Stephens and Halifax.

JOHN POUTEOUS, Agent.

PIMI.4BEEPHI/I

and

romuieLcingr June 21,1875.

or

oct28dtf

for

WATERS’CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Halifax, No\a Scotia,

fast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden,
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

Every placed befor the people, and are warranted
o be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

oc29tf

JURUBEBA

change"

STUBRS, Agent,

Portland.

-Brilliant-

Wells’ Carbolic

Marblized Slate Mantles,

Lothrop’s

dtl

USE

dvm

and

Tonic Pills,

DEVOE’S

and

the

Sedgwick,

out.
The beautiful barge, Islaud Belle, will run direct
to the Island, making two trips a day. Tbe new
steamer Henrietta will touch at the Island twice a
day. Parties coming on the Boston trains or steamers can connect with these boats for the Island.

aul6eod&w6m

on

MAIL LINK TO

Monday, Jnnc 21st, 1§75.
Boarders wil be taken by the day or week on reasonable terms. Tbe House will be first-class in
every respect, and the table will be furnished with
the best the Portland and Boston markets afford.
Excursion and fishing parties accommodated and
furnished with boats, fishing tackle, guides etc. The
Island will be open to any parties desiring to camp

jne28

John anil Eastport

_dtf

FARES ASD

entirely

FAIRBANKS, BROWN A CO.
CO

mar24

SUMMER

This House is situated on one of tbe most
beautilul Islands in Casco Bay, avid during
tbe past winter has been thoroughly rerepaired, painted, papered and
furnished, and will be open to the public on

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Sc

days.

Arrangement.
SATURDAY,

AFTER

AND

AUGUST

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentviile, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Krederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. 1.
jyFreight received on days of saillm; unto 4

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

ISLAND.

WAREHOUSES—3 Milk Street Boston.

FAIRBANKS

GREAT

THE

CO., Banker, and
Bakers, 7a Hr.adwny. New Yorlt auGdfwf

311 Broadway, New York.

difference

typed

LEWISTON, ME.,

II

a

nervous disas marked an are

quantity*

HOUSE,

Will

SE.NT FREE

—

Miles Patent Alarm Safety Money
Drawer.

e24

turbances, constituting

Proprietor.

W6

of the manifestation of their

their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in toe manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
ami durasickly, varied only in degree of
tion in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
in its peculiariregarded as such, is as protean
ties as are the dreams of the snipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
tor a moment's sleep upon the wreck ut*on which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
bis nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease mere are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions of hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local mani estation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves though it may be in any other part
ot the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a sbootif*. lancinatirie character. For
tms condition an expla. it ion is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, In causation, however, there are a great
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition oi the individual, distressing as It is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

J. P. C RAM BE REA IN,

but is

Highest Prizes at Paris ia 1807.
Vienna, [Uentreal, 1873
Philadelphia, 1874.

manner

This well knowu, and popular summer
resort will oe opened tor the accomodation
of the public on and alter June 3, 1875.

To Cnt Blass.

Verb ah ire Cakea.
One pound of flour, one-fourth of a pound
of butter well rubbed in, one-fourth pound o£
currants; beat one eg? to a froth, add a teacupful of cold milk, and mix well with the
flour with a wooden spoon to a light paste.
Lift it out with the spoon to a floured board,
cut it into six pieces, and notch them round
the edge with a knife. Then have the oven
very hot. and put them in immediately; in a

Is cbaiacterized by a general languor or weakness of
organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered stat of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicaiive of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, oi
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time
There is preat sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and flattering condition of the mental faculties, rendering an individual wbat is commonly called a wbifThere must of
fle-mlnder, or tickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the
the whole

SUMMER RESORTS.

CAPE ELIZABETH,

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK !
On and after MONDAY, June
14, the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, City of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike’, and New
Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall,
will leave Railroad Wharf foot ot State St., every
Monday, Wednesday and Fiiday at 6.00 p. in., for

Tlie favorite Steamship “FALexpressly fo i»he
A. Colby Commander
route)

nov2deodly.

OCEAN

SUMMER ARRANGEMEN'I S.

MOUTH” (built

stamp.
Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
No. 4 Bulfineh Sl, Boston, Mass,, opp. Revere
House.
N. B.—The author can be consulted on the abovenamed diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 A. M. to 3

are

Any hard steel tool will cut glass with great
facility when kept wet with camphor dissolved
in oil of turpentine.
A drill-bow may be
used, or even the hand alone. A hole bored
may be readily enlarged with a round file.
The ragged edges may also be thus easily
smoothed by a flat file.
Flat window glass
can readily be sawed by a watch-spring saw
by the aid of this solution. In short, the
most brittle glass can be wrought almost as
easily as brass by use of cutting tools kept
constantly moist with.camphorized oil of turpentine.

receiDt of 3 cent

John, Digby

Ml.

connection!* to Prince Edward Inland, Cape Breton and Mi. JoboN. N.

receipt of price.

on

aud

Windsor and Halifax.

With

The above book contains 300 pages. 12mo., bouud
in beautiful French cloth; illustiatel, Price ouly
$1.00. Sent by mail, to all parts ot the world, closely

(^“Catalogue

Easlport, Calais

feelings,

Chicago Times.

sealed, postage paid,

no2dtt

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K.

A. R.

put hosts of people on lheir
terrible consequences of habits

on

SAMPSON, Agent,

E.

E.

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own
if and to wbat extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-healtb, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application of curative remedies.

calculated fo make a wreck of
human nature.”—Maine Standard Jan 9, 1874.
“It offers alleviation to the afflicted, it shows how
misfortune may best be borne, how its physical and
moral consequences may have lheir forces turned
aside and be iendered comparatively harmless.”—

For gems made of Graham flour and water,
for corn bread, the oven should be very
hot; but the fire should have been built some
time before they were put in, and begin to go
down by the time they are light; for if the
oven remains as hot as was
necessary to
make them rise, they will burn before they

just before serving but this must'be according to taste. The cress stew made thin, as a
substituie for parsley and butter,will be found
an excellent adjunct to boiled fowl.—Germantown Telegraph.

will
the

ON

o'clock, p.m.

Jan. 12 1874.

guard against
which are directly

or

Slewed Water-Crease*.
I may not be generally known that water
cresses are very delicious when stewed. They
should be placed in strong salt and water to
free them from all insects, after which they
should be carefully picked over, all the water
draiued off. and then put into a stew-pan with
a little butter and a little salt and
pepper;.a
few minutes will suffice to render the cress
quite tender. A little vinegar may be added

book

Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For fieiglu or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash
ington, or other information apply to

same

Chief Consulting Physician of
by
the Peabody Medical Institute, author of
WRITTEN
Diseases o! the

Daily Commercial,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all point# in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent. 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading giver, by the above named

EastDort and St John.
Returning will leave St.

SELF PRESERVATION.

Or

Summer

—

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

byatimelv

urapper.
50 eta..and SI

Syri-

and Tonic Pills.

cum

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
RTTTTS

Remedy 1

English

Fnius or
•toreneM in the tthcsf
or Side,
Blending at
the Ijungn.and every
attection of the throat,
lunns and chest, are

*•!.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE
TO HEW
VORK.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, end Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

I

IflonrnrnesN, hirer

aicrnfwl

Central Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
RAILROAD.

Mosely.

«

chitis, More Tht-ont,
Influenza,
Cronp,
Whooping tough,

heavy.

thoroughly cooked through.
Bread requires a much slower fire, but it
should be even and steady from first to last.

RAILROADS.

Maine

CO.

and MAT! ROW
Freight torwarded from Norfolk to Washington ano
Alexandria by steamer Lady of tbe Lake and Jane

Coughs.Cold*. Bron-

nnlpKCi

AND

STEAMSHIP

WM. KENNEDY
BLACKSTONF
and McCLELLAN.
From Providence every WE DIVEMDA \

can

None pannino

week.

a

MAINE

l-INE

NTEAHXHIP

Continued success of the

they

& Washington

Noifolfe, Baltimore

Astonishing Developments.

makes them very light, but one has to watch
to keep them from being scorched; eight
minutes aro enough to bake them if baked
with such a fire as that required for bread,
are

RAILROADS.
_

Hints About Baking.
For biscuits the oven should be equally hot
when they are put in, but should begin to
cool a little before they are taken out; this

they

STEA VIEHS

STEAM EKf*.

it will not get the direct rays of the sun.
For convenience have a cord bung from a Decline in Man, Spermatorihoea, or Seminal Losses
nail in the upper casing of the
Dewindow, aud (nocturnal and diurnal), Nervous and Physical
bility, Hypochondria, Gloomy Forebodings, Mcutal
in the center, from side to side. This cord
Loss of Energy, Haggard Countenance,
Depression,
extends down to within easy reach, and at I Coufusion of Mind and Loss of
Impure
the end a small ring is attached. At the ter- ! State of the Blood, and all diseasesMemory,
arisin.- from the
fciror* of Youth, or the iudiscretions or excesses
minus of the three suspending wires is a litI of mature years.
tle hook; tbis is placed in the ring,
making a
“The untold miseries that result tr<»m indiscretion
very convenient arrangement for taking down in early life, may be alleviated and cuied. Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
the shell to water the plants. When suspenMedical Work published by the Pfabody Medided, the basket hangs about the center of the cal
Institute, Boston, entitled 'The Science of
lower sash.
Life, or Self Preservation* Price $1.00. Vitality
impaired by the errors of youth or a too close application to business, may be restored and manhood reBoiling a Joint of Beef.
gained. The Institute also publishes 'The PhysioThe Irish Farmer’s Gazette gives explicit
Price $2.00.
logy of Woman and her Diseases
directions for boiling a joint of beef. It 1 lie best book of the kind extant. Also another
valuable medical work treating exclusively on J/ensays:
tal and Nervous Diseases’, more than two hundred
All meat, poultry excepted, should be put royal octavo pages, 20 elegant engravings, bound iu
muslin.
substantial
Price only $2.00.
Barely
into cold water, and not boiled too fast. In
London Lancet.
enough to pay for printing
every case let care be taken to remove the
“Tlje Book for young and middle aged men to read
scum from the top of the
water, just before just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
it boils. This keeps the meat and the water
and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
clean aud agreeable in appearance. As the health,
of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfineh
water decreases from evaporation, replenish Street, Boston, Mass.—Republican Journal.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
with hot or boiling water, so as to keep the
meat always covered. It is usual to allow a hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing of
these valuable works, published by the Peabody
quarter of an hour for every pound of the Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”
meat in boiling, reckoning from the time the
—Phila. Eng.
water begins to boil; but this is a rule which
“It should he read by the young, the middle aged
will, of course, be departed Irom according as and even the old.” New
York Tribune
the meat is required to be over or underdone.
“Let all get ibis great work on disease' of the nervous system, just published by Peabody Medical InIt is always better to boil slowly than quickly.
stitute. It is as readable as a romance.”—Bangor
hardens the meat.
Rapid

depend upon

ted, that making tkecbase rn England almost
a

as it is mainly in the bands of
farmers who only subject them to the tests of
(arm labor, and therefore are ignorant ol their
value in other respects; we regard it as important that they should realize the full value
of their animals instead of
suffering it to go
into the pockets of speculators and professional jockeys.
And while we think that these auimals are
mainly valuable for draught, we desire that
their other qualities should be recognized,and
we regard it as the especial
charge and duty
ot Agricultural Societies to award premiums
for all the qualities of a horse which give
value to him, and to see that they are prop-

Winchester,

important

good blood

wealth, and

RAILROAD.

WlAfiLES Fl HATCH‘Gen-MaD^

Is now ready to tako private parties to
Diamond or Plensnal isvis, deep
S,„ (.iahinv, or loaiivot the Pleasure
JU‘L\ Resorts In Casco Bay. W ill accommodate
■“““^sixteen people comfortably. Has Croquet
and other amusements aboard. Is also fitted with
Dishes for Chowder or Conner Fry.
A thoroughly competent man provided to take
charge ot the lacht. Apply tor terras to

A

/U
/ft

GEO. W. RICH A CO.’S STORE,
173

Jyt-1

PORE
•

STREET.
dtf

